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ABSTRACT 

FACILITY LOCATION DECISION FOR GLOBAL ENTREPRENEURIAL  
SMALL-TO-MEDIUM ENTERPRISES USING SIMILARITY COEFFICIENT-BASED  

CLUSTERING ALGORITHMS 

by 

Suhail Hasan Serbaya 

The University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, 2017 
Under the Supervision of Associate Professor Hamid Seifoddini 

 

 Decisions on location selection are critical for the survival of small-to-medium 

entrepreneurial organizations from the time they are established until later stages of operation 

and expansion. The selection of location for small and medium entrepreneurial businesses 

requires a selection strategy that incorporates relevant factors, quantifies these factors and 

develops a methodology that analyzes data for better decision-making. In the era of globalization 

where borders have become easier to transcend, many small ventures tend to choose more 

attractive international markets as a potential location for their operations where they can obtain 

higher returns on their investment. Thus, significant changes in the location decision process of 

the small and medium entrepreneurial companies have received great attention in the literature 

about small firms with global orientation as a response to the international entrepreneurship 

phenomenon. Therefore, consideration should be given to factors and attributes that reinforce the 

appeal of the international market to new businesses. These factors and attributes will provide 

the decision maker with an effective methodology for data analysis that will provide a 

framework for decision-making in the selection of locations for the entrepreneurial organization. 

 In this research, the most frequent and critical attributes to select the best location for the 

entrepreneurial firms (globally) are extracted from relevant literature. Then, a similarity-based 
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cluster analysis approach is introduced to quantify these attributes based on the existing data of 

economic metrics, such as technological advancement, expenditures on education, expenditures 

on research and development, the quality of the labor force, unemployment rates, domestic 

competitiveness, etc. Subsequently, the resulting outcomes are used to identify groups of 

prospective sites that fit the needs of the entrepreneurial firm. Last, the validity of the adopted 

methodology will be tested via numerical examples. 

Keywords:  Entrepreneurship; Facility Location; Global Market; Location Decision; Small  

                    Ventures, SMEs 
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CHAPTER ONE 

Introduction 

 Making a decision on the facility location is a crucial factor for all types of organizations. 

Although it occurs infrequently, it is one of the most costly decisions that a company can 

encounter. Thus, business executives are required to conduct extensive research to properly 

identify the most suitable location for establishing their facility in order to guarantee a higher 

success rate for the business and to insure more efficient utilization of invested capital. 

 The facility location is an important decision because it requires large investments that 

are not recovered. Decisions on facility location have a great impact on the competitive capacity 

of the organization and other important aspects of the business such as operations, business 

development, human resource, finance, etc.  

Furthermore, the facility location decision has a great influence on additional costs of the 

business (e.g., land, labor, raw materials, transportation and distribution costs) and on the firm’s 

income. For example, proximity to the needed resources could greatly reduce the cost of 

shipping and transporting the goods to target markets. 

Identifying the best location is even more important for small and medium businesses due 

to their tight budgets and limited resources. The decision of choosing a best location for small 

and medium enterprises has more influence on their business operations than on their large 

businesses counterparts, which might operate in multiple locations. Small and medium 

businesses might have a single location, making the decision to select another location a crucial 

factor in their long-term success.  
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1.1 Entrepreneurship definition and its importance to the economy 

There are several definitions to describe the concept of entrepreneurship. One 

comprehensive definition is the process of creating something different with value by devoting 

the necessary time and effort; assuming the accompanying financial, psychological, and social 

risks, and receiving the resulting rewards of monetary and personal satisfaction and 

independence (Hisrich, Peters & Shepherd, 2007).  Another significant definition of 

entrepreneurship is a scholarly examination of how, by whom, and with what effects 

opportunities to create future goods and services are discovered, evaluated, and exploited (Shane 

& Venkataraman, 2000). 

More broadly, entrepreneurship can be defined as the process of gathering and allocating 

all necessary resources including financial, creative, managerial, and technological resources, to 

be successful in starting up and running a small enterprise that is based on a novel idea to fulfill 

the needs of prospective consumers for specific products or services. Successful entrepreneurship 

relies to a great extent on the dedication, talent, and creativity that the entrepreneur must possess. 

These distinguishing traits should be combined with innovative ideas, energy, and a clear vision 

in order for the entrepreneur to create the new venture. However, starting up a new venture 

requires more than just having a good business idea. Developing an effective business plan and 

forming a team of talented, experienced individuals to help manage the new business’s 

operations are also critical to exploit the identified opportunity for profit.  

1.1.1 Characteristics of entrepreneurship 

Various significant features characterize the broad concept of entrepreneurship, 

including: 

§ An economic and dynamic activity 
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Entrepreneurship involves the creation and operation of a small enterprise in which the 

focus is on optimizing the exploitation of available resources to create value and wealth. 

Therefore, it is an economic activity. 

 On the other hand, the act of entrepreneurship is often performed in a business 

environment that is characterized by uncertainty. Thus entrepreneurship is considered as 

a dynamic activity. 

§ Integrated with innovation 

Entrepreneurship is all about searching for new business ideas including exploring more 

efficient approaches to carry on the related business operations. The entrepreneur 

continuously seeks innovation and optimization of performance in all aspects of the 

organization. 

§ Generates profit  

The added value through entrepreneurial activities is usually rewarded with obtaining 

profit that is an important motivation for entrepreneurs to translate their business ideas 

into a realistic venture. 

§ Involves risk-taking 

Start-up ventures based on innovative new ideas convey a lot of uncertainty. Therefore, 

entrepreneurship is typically associated with the capability of the entrepreneur to 

tolerate risk and pursue the new business venture. 

1.1.2 Importance of entrepreneurship 

	Entrepreneurship brings important benefits to the economy. Some of these significant 

benefits are: 

§ Creation of new businesses and subsequently producing new employment opportunities 
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§ Considerable contribution to the national income 

§ Creation of social change  

§ Development of the community  

1.2 Statement of the problem 

Promoting entrepreneurial practices is of great value for most countries, and specifically 

for developing countries, entrepreneurial activities are a major tool to enhance their economies. 

There are many attributes and factors, both tangible and intangible that require extensive 

measurement and evaluation in order to assist governments in their quest to meet the ongoing 

desires of economic and social prosperity. It is also important for the founder of the new firm/the 

entrepreneur to assess drivers of location-fit decision when either planning to establish their new 

venture, to explore the possibility for extension or to go global. Furthermore, the decision-

making about location, in most of the cases, is a highly complex process. 

The problem of choosing the best location of the facility has been and continues to be a 

focus of interest for many entrepreneurial scholars and researchers. In this realm they introduce 

algorithms and simpler software tools and packages to facilitate the location decision process for 

decision makers who are involved in the entrepreneurial activities. In order to make these 

algorithms efficient and to generate valid outputs, involved decision makers have to: (1) 

determine the type of the facility function they desire to best fit in a location, and (2) provide the 

most relevant combination of decision-making factors. Depending on the facility function type 

and the decision factors, the necessary data that formulate the inputs for the algorithm could be 

ready after verifying their accuracy and error-free status.   
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The relevant list of decision factors should be given great consideration by the involved 

decision makers since they constitute the pillar of function of all location decision algorithms 

while the absence of a well-prepared decision factors list could greatly impede the ability to 

identify the best solution. 

The problem of facility location differs among firms. Therefore, the core industry of the 

facility, the produced goods, the type of targeted consumers and related variables are important 

considerations when dealing with the location decision.  

The solution obtained for the facility location problem within one type of facility depends 

on related decision factors that cannot readily be applied to other types. However, there are 

multiple decision-making factors that are common for all types of firms. These common factors 

have been the focus of attention for many researchers who have offered various lists of these 

factors. 

Locating international facilities is one aspect of the facility location problem that has 

attracted significant attention from scholars and researchers in recent years. Consistent with the 

growing trends of globalization and open international markets, researchers have provided the 

decision makers with practical forecasting tools to improve their capabilities in determining 

better options for locating their facilities in different countries. Many decision location factors in 

a specific country are fixed, but those similar factors differ from country to country and thus they 

should be studied and assessed to avoid irrelevant or unsound decisions. 

Traditionally, the location decision for a facility was mainly linked to its proximity to 

required natural resources. Recent orientation to decide a best location for a facility considers a 

broader combination of factors such as rapid advancement in technology, improvements in 
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production methodologies, etc. The location decision also is affected by the more turbulent 

political world of today and natural or economic global disasters. 

On a continuous basis, governments all over the world strive to define multiple means to 

assure the development of their region/nation both economically and socially. One major option 

they consider is flourishing productive entrepreneurial activities, as they are a principal source of 

economic growth and wealth creation. On the other hand, entrepreneurs and small venture 

founders seek all possible tools to reduce the related risk in establishing their new firms and 

maintaining their sustainability and growth in the context of supportive investment climates 

offered by regional and national governments. These reasons have stimulated both entities to pay 

more attention to the studies of international facility location decisions. 

Furthermore, rapid changes in the global economy environment that in turn have a higher 

influence on local and regional economies have induced entrepreneurial organizations to explore 

more efficient ways to decide upon potential optimal international location for their activities. 

Many studies conducted by economists and entrepreneurship scholars have attempted to 

introduce possible forecasts. Their approaches vary from discussing entrepreneurial-attracting 

factors existing in specific geographical regions that contain several countries (attributes-based 

approach) to identifying the factors an individual country offers to attract entrepreneurial 

ventures (location-based approach).  

These types of literature help to provide governments that constantly seek useful tools for 

their regions’ or countries’ prosperity via reinforcing the factors to encourage the entrepreneurial 

climate attractiveness in their specific economy. The literature also assists the founders of small 

firms in their location decision process to determine whether these reviewed regions or countries 
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have the requirements to be nominated as suitable locations for their entrepreneurial endeavors. 

Yet, this literature does not adequately convey enough information to comprise an efficient 

means to give the entrepreneurs a complete picture on all available alternatives so they can better 

decide what is the best location for their ventures. 

Ranking the countries depending on their entrepreneurial attractiveness for small firms is 

considered a possible method to identify best-fit location for entrepreneurial ventures. Such 

rankings can be found in or inferred from several authenticated documents that are published by 

major entities such as the World Bank, Global Entrepreneurship Monitor (GEM), International 

Labor Organization (ILO), etc. However, these rankings could be misleading because they may 

not take into account the most influential location decision factors for entrepreneurs. On the 

other hand, a slight difference or error in a country’s statistical data would result in assigning a 

specific country a lower rank than other countries, which deprives the decision maker of 

choosing a more suitable alternative. 

In order to reduce the probability of misleading ranking, countries with convergent data 

could be classified and assigned into one group. Categorizing the countries in this form would 

leave the involved decision makers with more alternatives; they could identify a list of candidate 

countries to locate the firm instead of only nominating one country solely relying on its ranking. 

A further assessment among the group would then be carried out to determine the country that 

satisfies the specific requirements of the company. 

Classifying countries on their similarities and dissimilarities can be carried out through 

various methods. One of the most efficient methods in data mining is clustering analysis, which 

also has the potential to accurately identify a specific framework in the studied data. 
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Furthermore, the preferred algorithm for categorizing the countries has to allow higher flexibility 

for the involved decision makers to define the measure of similarity depending on their needs. 

Hierarchical clustering can fulfill that purpose in addition to its capacity in testing a large amount 

of data in a short period of time. 

In this context, this research addresses the problem of no available quantitative approach 

based on clustering algorithms to select the best location for entrepreneurial facilities while 

combining the most critical attractive factors to entrepreneurs. 

1.3 Purpose of the research 

The ultimate purpose of this thesis research is to create distinctive clusters that consist of 

homogenous groups of countries to promote the decision-making process of entrepreneurs who 

want to establish their new businesses internationally. The formed clusters also benefit the policy 

makers responsible for economical and social development by providing them with a 

comprehensive and efficient checklist to evaluate the status of their regions/countries’ 

attractiveness to new entrepreneurial businesses compared with those countries that lie in other 

clusters.  

Identifying and collecting the most critical attracting attributes to the entrepreneurial 

activities in order to prepare a comprehensive list of location decision-making factors is another 

major purpose of the research. This list is substantial for the process of creating clusters as well 

as determining what factors are missing for some regions or countries that could reinforce their 

attractiveness for entrepreneurs.   

1.4 Objectives of the research 

The main objectives of this research are: 
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§ Identifying the most frequently cited attributes that attract entrepreneurial activities to a 

business location based on a relevant literature review. 

§ Applying the existing economic metrics such as technological advancement, expenditures 

on education, expenditures on research and development, the quality of the labor force, 

unemployment rates, and domestic business competitiveness, etc., for quantifying the 

attributes. 

§ Applying a similarity-based clustering algorithm to classify potential locations for 

entrepreneurship based on the most relevant attributes. 

§ Providing the decision makers in entrepreneurial firms with a flexible quantitative 

approach for selecting the best location for their entrepreneurial activities by allowing the 

users to include as many factors as necessary for particular applications. 

1.5 Significance of the research 

Defining the best-fit location for the entrepreneurial facilities through the application of 

similarity coefficient based clustering method offers the decision maker in the newly established 

company many advantages, including: 

§ Providing a highly flexible framework to facilitate the decision-making process of 

selecting the best location for entrepreneurial facilities. 

§ Quantifying the critical factors for entrepreneurial activities. 

§ Decreasing the reliance on surveys and questionnaires in which human judgment and 

opinion play a major role in the application of the existing methodologies.  

§ Elevating the ability to comprehensively compare large number of possible sites, an 

ability that also is lacking in the current location decision-making strategies. 
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§ Applying similarity coefficient based clustering methods to identify groups of locations 

with similar characteristics, which have been applied successfully in the field of 

manufacturing, particularly cellular manufacturing, but have not been used previously for 

identifying potential locations for the entrepreneurial facilities.   

§ Providing the decision makers in charge with a convenient tool to choose the best-fit 

location for the entrepreneurial facilities/activities among multiple alternatives of 

locations that have similar output objectives. This method contrasts the previous 

approaches that proposed potential locations in the form of ranking only, in which even a 

small margin of error might result in losing a location’s selection to another. 

§ Restricting the potential locations to accommodate the entrepreneurial facility, into a 

limited number of clusters that consist of similar countries instead of the far larger pool 

of individual countries to compare, evaluate and then choose the best alternative among 

them. 

§ Offering a unique classification of the studied locations into groups based on the strength 

level of the identified location decision-making factor(s). 

§ Allowing the entrepreneurs to customize the solution in accordance with their specific 

requirements and needs. 

§ The developed model is also applicable to the location decisions for starting new 

businesses in regard to regions, states or cities within a specific geographical area or a 

particular country.  

1.6 Need for the research 

Promoting the facility location decision-making process to help founders of new 

entrepreneurial firms to choose the best-fit location, along with developing a list of critical 
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factors that most likely attract entrepreneurs to potential locations has multiple advantages for 

both entrepreneurs and regional development authorities. 

- Advantages to entrepreneurs 

• More reliable decisions,  

• Creation of greater wealth,  

• Achieving self satisfaction both personally and professionally, and 

• Better understanding of new and different cultures   

- Advantages to regional development authorities 

• Economical development through adding to the national income of the country 

generated from establishing new businesses through: 

- Payment of business registration fees,  

- Expenditures on patent-related components,  

- Rental or purchasing business spaces,  

- Utilization of public services,  

- Generation of additional taxes, etc. 

• Social development, through: 

- Introducing novel goods and services that promote life style and ease of 

performing frequent tasks,  

- Contributing in the reduction of the unemployment rates via providing direct 

and indirect job opportunities, 

- Elevating the education level to cope with requirements of a new life style or 

needed qualifications, 

- Participating in charitable activities and society diversification. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

Literature Review 

2.1 Entrepreneurial facility location literature review  

The main goal of entrepreneurs across various industries is to mobilize all possible means 

to insure the ultimate success for their fledging ventures. To do so, the entrepreneurs when 

forming new ventures, encounter crucial strategic choices about resources, products/markets and 

activities (Manolova, Brush & Edelman, 2011). One distinct choice that they are required to 

handle at the early stages of their activities is where to establish the new venture, i.e., the 

location decision of the entrepreneurial firm.  

From a firm size perspective, large firms have the advantages of scale, experience, brand 

name recognition, and market power (Chen & Hambrick, 1995). The small firms, however, need 

to be located where a pool of resources, a higher range of opportunities, and a lower rate of 

threats can be secured. Furthermore, the entrepreneurs usually operate in an environment of 

substantial and social ties that affect the start-up process (Manolova, Brush & Edelman, 2011). 

Thus, choosing the best location is a critical decision that has great impacts on many future 

decisions because the optimal location reinforces the ability of the newly initiated venture to 

expand or grow and obtain a competitive advantage. 

Another distinct difference between small and large firms in decision-making is their 

tendency to seek closer proximity to customers (Mazzarol & Choo, 2003). Because many small 

businesses have a relatively limited base, the industrial estates, to which small ventures are more 

attracted, arrange themselves in a pattern of having one or two large firms, around which a large 
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number of small firms then cluster, acting as suppliers to the larger firms. This process, in turn, 

secures constant demand for the small firms’ products/services and expands their rate of success.   

In general, the decision where to locate the entrepreneurial venture depends mainly on its 

owner(s)/manager(s) analysis, derived by personal motivation, the social environment and the 

external business culture (Nijkamp & Ommeren, 2004). In order to formulate better decisions, 

business owners seek updated information that is relevant to products/services introduced 

through the business. The needed information is mostly gathered by talking to customers, 

participating in conferences, and attending trade shows to keep up to date with customer needs, 

technological improvements, and to develop ideas to promote products and services (McCarthy, 

2003).  Also, the emerging information and telecommunication advancement has emphasized the 

spatial connectivity potential for many locations and provides more reliable data in favor of new 

and innovative activities. 

Various studies have indicated that decision makers in firms consider, to a large extent, 

locations where the economic profit can be maximized (Espitia-Escuer, Garcia-Cebrian & 

Munoz-Porcar, 2014). Yet, empirical perception indicates that decision making agents when 

optimizing their location decisions do not choose a potential location based only on a single 

objective; rather, they consider a range of often conflicting objectives to determine a location 

fitting for the firm. 

In a familiar environment (e.g., local or domestic regions), the entrepreneurs usually have 

fewer complications to overcome in identifying social and economic resources. This situation 

would strengthen their ability to establish more viable organizations. On the contrary, 
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unfamiliarity with the business environment in which to start the venture adds extra obstacles to 

secure the required resources and contacts. 

On the other hand, choosing distant locations rather than founding the firm locally might 

enhance the accumulation of physical resources and mobilizing additional financial resources. 

Establishing the firm locally might be constrained by zoning ordinances, transportation access or 

physical size (Manolova, Brush & Edelman, 2011). Also, choosing a distant location for the firm 

gives it greater legitimacy, increases its acceptance as a separate entity and signifies the 

entrepreneur’s tangible commitment to build the venture, which in turn, induces suppliers and 

outside financers to trust offering higher credit to distant firms than to their local counterparts. 

Entering a foreign market is another critical strategic decision the organizations have to 

handle with great caution and elaborate investigation and research. Based on the economic and 

investment nature of the targeted market, firms (specifically small and medium enterprises) have 

to choose the most suitable entry mode to utilize for entering that market since the choice of a 

particular mode will be difficult to change and will cost valuable time and money. 

There are four common entry modes to foreign markets exporting, licensing, joint 

venture, and sole venture (Agarwal & Ramaswami, 1992). According to normative decision 

theory, the entry mode into a foreign market is chosen based on trade-offs between risks and 

returns. Besides choosing the entry mode to foreign markets that has the highest risk adjusted 

return on investment, decision makers also look into resource availability through which the 

firm’s financial and managerial capacity can be assessed for serving the targeted foreign markets. 

Decision makers in entrepreneurial firms take into account the need for control to influence 

systems, methods, and decisions in those foreign markets. Moreover, the determination of a 
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particular entry mode of foreign markets involves delicate adjustments of both firm and market 

factors that have major effects on the main four entry mode criteria risk, return, resources, and 

control (Agarwal & Ramaswami, 1992). If a firm chooses the exporting entry mode to decrease 

the associated degree of risk when entering a foreign market, most likely it will need to mobilize 

low investment (low financial resources). This strategy would also provide the firm with quite 

high operational control, but at the same time, its marketing control would be limited to generate 

influence in the targeted market. The licensing mode conveys the need to low investment and a 

low degree of risk, but it will only give the firm the least operational and marketing control. On 

the other hand, when the decision makers select the sole venture mode as their firm’s entry 

strategy to a foreign market, the firm will be provided with a high degree of control, but this will 

be accompanied by the need for high investment and will include high risk and return. Finally, 

choosing the joint venture mode to enter the foreign market involves a relatively lower 

investment and provides a proportionate risk, return, and control. 

Entrepreneurs are well known for their ambition, independence, self-confidence, and 

innovation. Among several other traits, they are also risk-bearing and strive for formal authority 

(James Carland, Hoy, Boulton, & Jo Ann Carland, 1984). To achieve their goals and satisfy their 

urges, the entrepreneurs usually align knowledge and resources to start small ventures. Thus, 

choosing the sole venture entry mode when starting their small businesses in any market is most 

appropriate to fulfill the desired criteria, including foreign markets. 

Table (2.1) Summary of the literature review on entrepreneurial facility location 

Author Year Concept Contribution 
James Carland, 
Hoy, Boulton, & 
Jo Ann Carland 

1984 
Choosing the entry mode to 
achieve entrepreneurial goals & 
satisfy entrepreneurship needs 

Sole venture entry mode, to 
minimize financial risk and have 
greater level of control 
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Agarwal & 
Ramaswami 

1992 Modes to enter foreign market 

- Entry mode depends on trade-
offs between risks and returns; 
- Enter markets that have 
available of resources, 
- Need for control to influence 
systems, methods and decisions 
- Influenced by adjustments of 
firm and market factors; risk, 
return, resources, and control  

Chen & 
Hambrick 

1995 
Relation between firm size and 
choice of location 

Small firms are preferred to be 
located where pool of resources, 
higher range of opportunities, and 
lower rate threats exist 

Mazzarol & Choo 2003 
Tendency of small firms to be 
located in proximity to 
customers 

Small firms are located around 
one or two large firms 

McCarthy 2003 
Importance of obtaining 
adequate information for better 
location decision 

Source to obtain information: 
talking directly to customers, 
participating in conferences, 
attending trade shows all 
supported by emerging 
information and technological 
advancement 

Nijkamp & 
Ommeren 

2004 
Influence of personal motivation 
on location decision making 

Small firms location decision 
making depends heavily on 
owner’s analysis that is derived by 
their type of personality 

Manolova, Brush 
& Edelman 

2011 

- Location decision is crucial for 
firms 
- It is more critical for 
entrepreneurial firms  

- Choosing location is important 
since early stages of establishment 
- Making good location decision 
reinforces the expansion and 
growth to obtain competitive 
advantages 

Manolova, Brush 
& Edelman 

2011 

- Advantages of locating the 
firm at distant locations 
- Limitations of choosing local 
sites 

- Enhance accumulation of 
physical resources, mobilize more 
financial resources, gives greater 
legitimacy 
- Constrained by zoning 
ordinancess, transportation access, 
physical size 

Espitia-Escuer, 
Garcia-Cebrian & 
Munoz-Porcar 

2014 
Factors to consider in location 
decisions for small firms 

- A range of potential conflicting 
objectives  
- Maximizing economic profit 
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2.2 International entrepreneurship literature review  

  The decision of locating entrepreneurial firms in a foreign market (internationally) entails 

decision-making strategies and approaches that are anisotropic from those adopted for 

organizations that choose domestic or local regions as venues for their activities. 

Due to the expected competition with local firms when the entrepreneurial firms choose 

to be located in a foreign market, these firms are required to mobilize sufficient assets, skills and 

resources to secure costs and fulfill demands associated with operating in the foreign market. 

Assets are needed to provide the firm with the necessary means to successfully compete with the 

domestic firms. For example, the lack of multinational experience, particularly the experience of 

the targeted foreign market, can lead to the exaggeration of involved risks. Specific skills are 

required to develop differentiated products or customized services to identify potential customers 

in the targeted foreign market, considering using a high control mode to prevent the loss of long-

term revenues if knowledge/knowhow is shared with local firms. Well-integrated resources are 

also of high importance to obtain, if necessary, including related patents or collaboration 

contracts, and reducing marketing costs. 

Moreover, developing sustainable competitive advantages is a fundamental part of the 

decision-making strategy for any firm to be able to create wealth, specifically those firms that 

have decided to go global or to be located in an international market. Several approaches help to 

formulate such strategies (Rialp-Criado, Galvan-Sanchez, & Suarez-Ortega, 2010) in which the 

level of control and integration; more predictable environments; implementation of  the 

entrepreneur/founder’s vision, experience, and knowledge, and a viable match between 

opportunities and threats exist in the external foreign market; the set of resources and capabilities 

of the organization; shared values and norms in the culture of the targeted market to provide a 
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guide to appropriate behavior; and responsiveness to different demands and conditions of the 

environment are embedded.  

As entrepreneurship can be defined as the act of entry to markets, it is the entrepreneurial 

manager’s responsibility to decide what markets to enter, the time of entry, and the entry mode 

and approach (Lumpkin & Dess, 1996). Similarly, the international entrepreneurship concept is 

implemented when the firm’s business and activities cross national borders with the focus on a 

relationship between businesses and international environments they operate in (Wright & Ricks, 

1994). International entrepreneurship is multi-disciplinary and is based on related theories from 

international business, entrepreneurship, economics, psychology, anthropology, finance, 

marketing and sociology (Oviatt & Mcdougall, 2005). To include undertaken risk as the defining 

act, the international entrepreneurship definition was further refined by (Mcdougall & Oviatt, 

2000) as the combination of innovative, proactive, and risk-seeking behavior that crosses 

national borders with the intention to create value in firms. Moreover, since the entrepreneurial 

manager is the one who would be also making the decision, the international entrepreneurship 

definition could be broadened as innovative, proactive or risk-taking behavior of an actor to 

undertake cross-national border activity through the act of international market entry (Perks & 

Hughes, 2008). 

There are two main labels that are often applied loosely to describe venture types in the 

international entrepreneurship (IE) realm (Cviello, Mcdougall, & Oviatt, 2011). Since the mid- 

nineties scholars have been using the two terms international new ventures (INV) and born 

global organizations (BG), interchangeably within the broader IE literature. In fact, the term INV 

was extracted in reflection to its counterpart’s research in the international business (IB) field in 

which involved scholars often distinguish between international and global terms. The IB 
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researchers use the term ‘international’ for crossing borders of a single country while the term 

‘global’ is used for being active in many countries or continents (Cviello, Mcdougall, & Oviatt, 

2011). Accordingly, in IE literature the INV term is mainly defining ventures that have competed 

primarily in their own regional market or in a relatively limited number of countries. The BG 

term, on the other hand, is used when describing organizations with a genuine global focus. This 

distinction is reflected in the conceptual distinction between geographically focused start-ups and 

global start-ups. In contrast, the INV and BG have a distinctive commonality between the terms 

‘new’ and ‘born.’ Therefore, new and young firms should be the focal of INVs and BGs studies 

and IE scholars should take in consideration that it is the firm’s age that should be the major 

defining characteristic rather than its size or its scope of foreign operations. This is because size 

and scope of the firm are greatly influenced by how early and quickly it grows and 

internationalizes the activities from its foundation time (Cviello, Mcdougall, & Oviatt, 2011). 

Thus, it is important for researchers to clarify the life-cycle stage of the firm in the study of 

international entrepreneurship.  

Traditionally, several studies suggest that firms usually become international after a long 

period of domestic establishment (Oviatt & Mcdougall, 1997, 1999). However, whereas many 

firms still internationalize in a slow, gradual, and evolutionary path, other newer and 

entrepreneurial ventures become global or international almost at the time of their establishment. 

This is most likely due to the rapid changes taking place in the global markets and industries, as 

well as the escalating orientations of entrepreneurs towards internationalization (Oviatt & 

McDougall, 1995, 1997; McDougall & Oviatt, 2000).  
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Table (2.2) Summary of the literature review on international entrepreneurship  

Author Year Concept Contribution 

Wright & Ricks 1994 
Concept of international 
entrepreneurship 

Implemented when business and 
activities cross national borders with 
the focus on a relationship between 
businesses and international 
environments 

Lumpkin & Dess 1996 
Decision upon market to 
enter and time of entry and 
mode 

It is the responsibility of 
entrepreneurial manager(s) 

Oviatt & 
Mcdougall 

1997
, 

1999 

Timing to go international 
for firms 

- Traditionally, after a long period of 
domestic establishment 
- More recent approach to go 
international almost at the time of their 
establishment 

Oviatt & 
Mcdougall 

1995
, 

1997
, 

2000 

Timing to go international 
for firms 

Decision to go international at earlier 
stage is derived by rapid changes in 
the global markets and industries and 
the escalating orientations  
of entrepreneurs towards 
internationalization 

Oviatt & 
Mcdougall 

2000 
Concept of international 
entrepreneurship 

Refined definition of international 
entrepreneurship: combination of 
innovative, proactive and risk-seeking 
behavior that crosses national borders 
with the intention to create value in 
firms 

Oviatt & 
Mcdougall 

2005 
Concept of international 
entrepreneurship 

A multi-disciplinary approach based 
on theories from international 
business, entrepreneurship, economics, 
psychology, anthropology, finance, 
marketing and sociology 

Perks & Hughes 2008 
Role of the manager as the 
location decision maker 

Innovative, proactive or risk-taking 
behavior of an actor to undertake 
cross-national border activity through 
the act of international market entry  

Rialp-Criado, 
Galvan-Sanchez, 
& Suarez-Ortega 

2010 
Importance of developing 
sustainable competitive 
advantages 

Strategies of location decision for 
small firms with global orientation 
takes into account level of control, 
predictable environments, vision, 
experience, and knowledge 
implementation, and viable match 
between existing opportunities and  
threats 
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Cviello, 
Mcdougall, & 
Oviatt 

2011 

The two main labels for 
type of ventures in 
international  
entrepreneurship 

- International new ventures (INV): 
defines ventures competing in their 
own regional market or in a relatively 
limited number of countries. 
- Born global organizations (BG): 
describes organizations with a genuine 
global focus 

 

2.3 Strategies and factors to choose an international market literature review  

Many publications on factors that are used as a basis for location decisions of enterprises 

in general fall into two broad categories (1) studies to measure the influence of a specific factor 

or a set of factors on firm location decisions, such as analyzing the impact of taxes and 

incentives, and (2) studies that explain the decision process for a specific business or industry, 

e.g., the location decision process of biotechnology firms (Kimelberg & Williams, 2013). 

Scholars of location decision have continuously turned their attention towards the factors 

that influence the location decision patterns over the years based on the core activity of firms. In 

the early and mid-twentieth century, where manufacturing was the core activity of most 

businesses and firms relied on production and sale of goods to succeed and generate profits, 

more consideration was given to factors such as access to raw materials, transportation costs, 

labor costs, and access to markets. Later on and as costs remained a central concern in selecting 

the firm’s location, more research has also explored the importance of other several factors, 

including taxes, financial incentives, unions and labor laws, and infrastructure. The shift to a 

postindustrial era and the emergence of a knowledge-based economy steered the attention of 

scholars towards a different set of factors such as the need of firms to get situated within 

networks of competitors and collaborators to capitalize on innovation and satisfying the 
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preferences and needs of current and targeted skilled human capital (Kimelberg & Williams, 

2013). 

Furthermore, the research on location selection adopts two basic methodological 

approaches (1) surveys of companies, and (2) statistical models. Surveys typically identify one or 

more key respondents and ask them about factors that influenced their location decision. Their 

advantages include reporting the stated significance of variables that are difficult or impossible 

to quantify and offering the ability to ask open-ended questions leading to perhaps the 

identification of unintentionally neglected factors. On the other hand, statistical models collect 

information and variables on new economic activity, such as the establishment of new plant and 

explore some of the factors that influenced the selection of a specific location. Such statistical 

models have the advantage of determining the size and direction of relationships among factors 

that would be difficult to obtain using the surveys (Carlson, 2000). 

The increasing interest of small firms from the stage of their outset in internationalization 

and going global is derived from several internal and external key factors and trends (Rialp-

Criado, Galvan-Sanchez, & Suarez-Ortega, 2010).  New development of market conditions in 

many sectors of economic activities, technological revolutions in production, transportation, 

communication, etc., global networks and alliances’ prosperity, and the growing number of 

skilled people with entrepreneurial orientation (Rialp et al., 2005a, 2005b) are among most 

common factors that encourage the phenomenon of born global firms. 

Changes in market conditions are rapidly encouraging the establishment of small 

ventures with flexible and dynamic internationally oriented business operations. In spite of their 

limited resources, small firms adopt more specialized production and operations strategies to 

serve specific niches in the international markets that have deficiencies in meeting their 
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customers’ demand. They also depend on their distinctive competencies to produce innovative 

and distinguished products that can be sold worldwide (McAuley, 1999) and therefore reinforce 

their capability to compete with local competitors.  

Recent technological improvements help small firms to generate profits in the 

international markets through several aspects. Issues such as specialized production and client 

adoption are more viable for small-scale operations due to improvements in manufacturing 

technologies. Advanced transportation offers more reliable, frequent, and cheaper means of 

movements between countries and continents and therefore cuts the cost required for moving 

people and goods.  

Development of information technology has allowed easier data accessibility and 

collection as well as simplified the data analysis and interpretation. This technology has provided 

entrepreneurs with more tools to identify new opportunities and circumstances that in return 

enable them to carry on planning managing international activities from the time of their 

venture’s founding (Oviatt & Mcdougall, 1994, 1995, 1997).   

A growing number of manufacturing and services sectors are improving their cross 

borders networks and links through creative procedures of global supply and distribution (Jones, 

1999) in more rapid integrated global markets.   

In the last decades, people with entrepreneurial orientation tended to acquire more skills 

and obtain more international education and experiences (Andersson, 2000), which has increased 

the number of small firms’ founders who can interact and negotiate with entities from different 

cultures and therefore take their small ventures internationally more frequently. 
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Other important external factors of foreign business environments that might be of high 

attractiveness to entrepreneurs with internationalization orientation and that contributed in 

explaining the rise of international new ventures are the internalization of transactions, an 

alternative governance structure, the development of the foreign location advantage, and a 

unique resource control (Cannone, Costantino, Pisoni, & Onetti, 2012). 

Such similar factors stimulate the rapid engagement of small firms with multiple 

international markets from the inception stage via utilizing global networks that help to align 

extra resources for cross borders’ outreach (Rialp et al., 2005b).  

There are specific internal factors that are of great influence on international market 

entry. These factors are related to entrepreneurs or managers since they are the primary (in many 

cases the sole) decision makers of newly established small firm. Actually, individual 

characteristics and attributes of the entrepreneur, such as previous international and business 

experience, academic training, ambition and motivation levels, risk perception, global vision, 

leadership ((Oviatt & McDougall, 1995, 1997; Madsen & Servais, 1997; Rialp et al., 2005b), and 

personal relationships (Madsen & Servais, 1997; Harris & Wheeler, 2005; Rialp et al., 2005a; 

Gabrielsson et al., 2008) are critical variables to formulate the necessary strategies for the firm to 

go global. Therefore, distinctive and sophisticated entrepreneurial capabilities of the small firm’s 

founder play a key role to make advantage of the considered international market opportunities. 

To obtain higher returns when operating and servicing foreign markets the interested 

founders of small firms are expected to use a selection strategy and favor entry into more 

attractive markets. The market attractiveness is most likely characterized in terms of the market 

potential (size and growth) and the associated investment risk, which have been found to be 
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important determinants of overseas investment (Forsyth, 1972; Weinstein, 1977; Khoury 1979; 

Choi, Tschoegl and Yu, 1986; Terpstra and Yu, 1988). 

The international entrepreneurial culture (IEC) within firms with global orientation also 

has received considerable interest from IE scholars as another significant internal factor. It 

concerns the international entrepreneurial activities of the firm to identify and pursue 

opportunities abroad (Dimitratos & Jones, 2005; Zahra, Korri, & Yu, 2005). Typically, IEC that 

assists globally oriented firms in their thriving to explore opportunities in the international 

markets consists of six interrelated organizational culture dimensions international market 

orientation, international learning orientation, international innovation propensity, international 

risk attitude, international networking orientation, and international motivation (Dimitratos & 

Plakoyiannaki, 2003; Zahra et al., 2005). 

International market orientation consists of international customer orientation, inter-

functional coordination, and international competitor orientation (Narver & Slater, 1990). It 

describes the firm’s adopted behavior to provide its foreign customers with superior value in 

products or services. This orientation requires changes in the organizational culture of the firm to 

cope with the requirements of operating successfully in the international markets. Accordingly, 

the existence of a strong international market orientation within the entrepreneurial firm 

facilitates going global and entering international markets (Armario et al., 2008; Perks & 

Hughes, 2008); increases knowledge-creating capability abroad (Nguyen & Barrett, 2006); and 

enhances the international performance (He & Wei, 2011; Knight & Kim, 2009; Kropp, Lindsay, 

& Shoham, 2006; Racela, Chaikittisilpa, & Thoumrungroje, 2007). 

International learning orientation is a significant characteristic that is embedded in the 

organizational culture with international oriented firms. It helps the entrepreneurial firm to 
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explore international market trends and demands that could be carried out through three 

processes (Moorman, 1995; Nevis, DiBella, & Gould, 1995) information acquisition, 

information dissemination, and information use. International learning orientation can also affect 

greatly the firm’s capability to identify business opportunities in the international market and 

therefore define its business scope (Voudouris, Dimitratos & Salavou, 2012).   

International innovation propensity is an integral part of the organizational structure of 

the entrepreneurial firm (Lemon & Sahota, 2004) to support new and creative ideas, products, 

and processes that are specifically laid out for foreign markets (Knight & Kim, 2009). The 

organizational decision upon innovation has a direct impact on the firm’s internalization 

intention and thus it is important for the same to be taken at the stage of its establishment. 

International risk attitude is another major component of the organizational culture that is 

related to the readiness degree of the firm to get engaged in substantial and risky resource 

commitments in international markets (Miller & Friesen, 1978).  It allows the internationalized 

firm to favor low to high-risk alternatives, gradual to wide-ranging behavior, and conservative 

against bold decisions in situations of uncertainty (Khandwalla, 1997). 

International networking orientation, which is a part of the organizational structure of the 

internationalized entrepreneurial venture, promotes its capability to actively operate in cross-

borders through identifying resources in the external environment and forming alliances 

(Granovetter, 1985; Gulati, 1998). International networking is associated with both international 

market orientation in the sense of developing the business-to-business relationship (Gellynck, 

Vermeire, Viaene, 2007) and learning that could be occurring from business and social networks 

formed with domestic agents (Freeman, Hutchings, Lazaris, & Zyngler, 2010). Innovation efforts 
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of the internationalized small firm may also be motivated by an efficient international 

networking (Kelley, Peters & O’Connor, 2009). 

International motivation requires distinct administrative approaches (Zhou et al., 2006) 

and building internationally oriented management teams within the organizational structure of 

the entrepreneurial firm. It is important to assist the decision maker to clarify available business 

opportunities abroad (Zahra et al., 2005) for born global organizations and multinational 

enterprises (Lee & Williams, 2007). Moreover, international motivation urges a learning process 

(Michailova & Minbaeva, 2011), as well as the formation of international networking (Lee & 

Williams, 2007) in the multinational and global firms. 

Knowledge, as a stand-alone factor, is considered the most influencing internal factor. 

Decision makers depend heavily on the accumulated amount and type of knowledge the 

entrepreneurial firm possesses to determine which model of internationalization to adopt the 

incremental internationalization model, the born global firms model, or the non-sequential 

internalization model. The types of knowledge relevant for the internationalization process 

include knowledge about how to manage increased complexity and diversity in international 

markets, knowledge of the foreign markets, clients, and competitors, and knowledge of foreign 

government institutional frameworks, rules, norms, and values (Cuervo-Cazurra, 2011). 

Additionally, variation between companies in using their knowledge base results in the existence 

of various internalization processes.   

 (Beckers & Kloosterman, 2011) in their UNU-MERIT working paper contrasted two pre-

WWII and post-WWII business neighborhoods within Dutch regions. After reviewing the zoning 

regulations through group and individual interviews of these neighborhoods’ experts and 
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entrepreneurs, they argued that founders of migrant businesses are motivated to locate their 

ventures in specific neighborhoods based on more factors than sheer costs and benefits. Factors 

such as knowledge and available information about rules and regulations of the region that are 

related to a particular line of business have significant importance to obtain the necessary start-

up and social capitals, including providing linkages to local suppliers, customers and labors. 

Furthermore, their thorough research of how the size and the cost of business spaces are 

influencing the location decision of migrant entrepreneurs resulted in identifying key dimensions 

that offer business opportunities and demographic characteristics that partly shape potential 

supply as well as the demand of products (Rekers and van Kempen, 2000), the built environment 

with its local policies and supporting regimes (Ram et al., 2002), the increased tendency towards 

self-employment (Schutjens and Stam, 2003; Stam, 2009), the increased outsourcing of business 

activities by large firms, the rise of internet commerce, and the growing flexibility of labor 

contracts (Wennekers et al., 2008).  

Various literature embedded in the (PBL) study that has been conducted by the 

Netherlands Environmental Assessment Agency during the year 2010 has identified location 

decision factors that affect business functioning: accessibility and parking (Hegens et al., 2009), 

local market prosperity (Bulterman et al., 2007; Ouwehand and Van Meijeren, 2006), local 

livability and business location image (e.g., the crime rate, the status of the built environment, 

vandalism, and dirty public spaces) (Wilson, 1987), the presence of certain local amenities 

(McCann and Folta, 2008; Florida, 2002; Weterings et al., 2009), and the availability of local 

business spaces (Aalders et al., 2008). Through interviewing forty local entrepreneurs, the 

(Beckers & Kloosterman, 2011) paper has also determined five blocks of key location factors 

that affect business operations: 
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- Cost-saving potential, including reasonable business spaces, 

- Market potential, including cleanliness, safety, firm accessibility, and parking space 

availability, 

- Local social embeddedness, 

- Convenience, including the firm’s proximity to the entrepreneur’s home,  

- Firm spatial needs, 

- Contacts with local residents, and 

-  Ethnic population mix. 

 (Sinkiene and Kromalcas, 2010) wrote an article on the concept, directions and practice 

of city attractiveness improvement as a part of a public policy and administration report in 

Lithuania. In the article, they stated that there is a shift in efforts concerning city (location) 

development from heavy industry to creative, talented and highly skilled activities.  For the 

location (city) to be in a better competitive position, various internal and external factors must be 

the focal point, such as a highly skilled labor force, creative entrepreneurs and workers, clean 

and high value-added businesses that are the engines of knowledge economy and therefore 

stimulate the locational economy. Moreover, the international competitiveness of a territory 

increases due to critical determinants, including processes of democratization, decentralization, 

transfer of decision-making power, development of information technologies, and free 

movement of people, capital and goods, for which governments have to initiate and implement 

complex strategies.  

Other factors attracting businesses’ representatives to a location include the labor market 

quality and size, as well as the quality of the residential environment (Berg, Meer, and Otgar, 

1999). The rapid globalization phenomenon is urging business environments to explore means to 
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increase their competitiveness competencies at national and international levels, which in turn 

lead to a new approach of cities-entrepreneurs that use available resources to acquire higher 

competitiveness in the economic, social, or environmental fields  (Kotler, 1993; Porter, 1998), 

allowing them to choose the optimum location without any barriers. According to Gorzelak, 

2001, choosing the best location for the entrepreneurial firm has been influenced by the shift in 

the twenty-first century towards knowledge-based economies where the markets demand a 

creative and complex workforce. Critical factors of business attractiveness are categorized into 

two distinctive groups:  

- Factors related to a resource-based economy labor force, resources, premises, bulk 

transportation, and energy resources. 

- Factors related to a knowledge-based economy qualification, research and development 

centers, local supplies, reliable infrastructure, and good living conditions. 

In particular, attractiveness of the market in the knowledge-based economy to entrepreneurs 

is determined by distinctive factors: a friendly and stable attitude, effective and honest 

promotion, competition in capital, innovations, and labor. 

Furthermore, (Berg, Meer, and Otgar, 1999) defined the factors that boost the city’s 

(location’s) attractiveness to include good accessibility, reasonable land prices, local taxes and 

legal requirements, sufficient quantity and quality of the labor force supply, market size, city 

(location) status, living environment, and the quality of public services. From his perspective, 

(Braun, 2008) suggested that there are important characteristics of the city (location) that 

entrepreneurs and investors look for, including: location, built environment, labor force, existing 

and new customers, suppliers, and financial partners.  
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Local governments in many countries consider creating protected areas that are provided 

with adequate infrastructure and easy access to local resources along with restricted policies to 

protect them from misuse and harmful exploitation to stimulate the development of the regions 

around the country (Hammer, 2007). However, the challenge is emphasized in identifying and 

promoting business opportunities that do not prevent the utilization of the protected site’s 

resources while, at the same time, taking into account minimizing the resulted negative impacts. 

Therefore, there is no doubt that resources and values of the natural environment affect the 

business environment as an attractive location for new companies. In such locations covered by 

legal protection, attracting factors such as information and promotional support, grants and 

subsidies, the advice of business environment institutions, the use of exemption and tax benefits, 

and assistance in financing as well as in adjusting the profile of requirements to operate in the 

location, have been revealed by entrepreneurs to be of very high importance (Analiza, 2012). 

Empirical studies that have been conducted in 2011 in 229 rural communes in the 

Mazowieckie region in Poland revealed that local authorities implemented strategies aiming 

mainly at attracting outside businesses along with supporting local entrepreneurship through 

considering improvements of the social and technical infrastructure. These studies have also 

provided evidence on how entrepreneurship development is an essential element to promote the 

local economy, which is reflected as an increment in GDP per capita, job growth, and positive 

changes in the economical structure of the studied areas (Golasa, 2015). There were also other 

determinants that are associated with the areas’ attractiveness to new businesses including an 

increased number and quality of services and resources (e.g., developed land, real estate, etc.), as 

well as intellectual resources (skills, knowledge, and qualifications of local community 

members) (Struzycki, 2006). Moreover, enhancing regional attractiveness for new businesses 
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requires local authorities to introduce ambitious plans to provide the basis for creating optimum 

features for investors, optimizing the use of the limited financial resources and assisting 

businesses to secure financing from external sources, better adaptation to environmental changes 

(arising opportunities or threats), and conducting promotional activities. 

In their study (Hui Tseng, Tansuhaj, Hallagan, & McCullough, 2007) on antecedents of 

multinational expansion, the authors have noted that foreign expansion demands assessing more 

selective resources to help buffering the associated costs and risks with moving to international 

markets. This is mainly because taking the business abroad involves greater managerial 

complexity and liability of foreignness. The study has also found out that research and 

development intensity is highly important for firms’ expansion behavior across borders 

(Davidson and McFetridge, 1985; Gatignon and Anderson, 1988; Chen and Hennart, 2002). 

Additionally, four categories of the firms’ resources developed locally would be highly 

beneficial when several location-specific advantages are offered by host countries, including 

labor availability, production facilities, and distribution channels (Chen, 2005). One category is 

the technological competencies, because they have a collective good characteristic to be 

replicated without incurring full costs (Caves, 1971, 1996; Martin and Salomon, 2003). A second 

category of resources firms seek to benefit from globally is their marketing resource. Marketing 

advantages of strength of brand image, achievement of scale economies in marketing, and 

owning bargaining power with distributors and consumers could overcome the cross-cultural 

differences and help to mobilize consumer preferences and enhance marketing environments and 

infrastructures.  The third category of resources is property-based. The organizational flexibility 

helps the firm to cope with the more global integration of the business community that can be 

seen in the mobility of some parts of the value chain into different places where they can perform 
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more efficiently or create greater value. It is the firm’s flexibility of resources that allows its 

corresponding move with its suppliers or customers to be feasible and therefore to compete in 

international markets with less binding constraints. Another category of resources is the financial 

resources that influence the firms’ behavior internationally. The ability to raise financial support 

externally through capital markets or financial institutions in the foreign market is a very 

important factor of attraction to businesses. 

 The shift in more emerging economies towards being knowledge-based (e.g., South East 

Asia and Eastern Europe) has been supervened by a significant decrease in the brain drain 

phenomenon and has resulted in threatening countries (USA, for example), that depend heavily 

on foreign talent and competiveness as a land of opportunity (Mahroum, 2000). Actually, 

governments can play a chief role in providing incentives for foreign talent to stay in the country 

or to move abroad. Countries that desire to be in top shape for talent must have attractive 

governmental policies for the intellectuals and innovators such as providing tax incentives, 

superior research infrastructure, and competitive compensation structures to attain their skills and 

encourage more talent to come. Consequently, their business environment will become more 

attractive for new firms. The nature and structure of a national innovation system (NIS) of the 

country can also impact the inflow of highly skilled people; countries with NIS that is based on 

its universities’ capabilities will most likely attract academics, whereas other countries of high 

foreign direct investment (FDI) provide more incentives to expatriate professionals who move 

along within their companies. Other governmental regulations of some countries, including visas, 

taxation, and protection, along with credits for facilities, stimulate entrepreneurs to immigrate 

and settle in these countries. On the other hand, governments have to consider factors that might 

be detrimental to entrepreneurial activities such as bureaucracy, an unfavorable entrepreneurial 
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climate, inflexible human resource management (hiring, firing, work hours), and a lack of 

available venture capital (Mahroum, 2000).  

In his paper (Garza, 2012) argued that there is a major trend among the international 

companies to move their activities to developing countries for cost savings (Huang, Zhang, Zhao, 

& Varun, 2008). These developing countries offer cost savings in the form of lower factory 

wages along with other attractive business environmental factors such as favorable exchange 

rates, a significant amount of unskilled labor, and favorable foreign trade policies. In fact, the 

cost behaviors of the firms must be analyzed extensively to take corrective actions if necessary in 

the contexts of the short life cycle of products and the rapid increase in global competitive 

pressure. The manufacturing costs could be lowered by minimizing the involved costs of some 

or, if possible, all of the components that comprise the total cost of the product.  As per the 

Kearney attractiveness index developed on 2004, there are three primary drivers for offshoring 

(taking the business across borders):  

- Financial factors that include 

o Compensation costs (average wages and median compensation costs),  

o Infrastructure costs (costs of occupancy, electricity, and travel, 

o Tax and regulatory costs (relative tax burden, costs of corruption, and fluctuating 

exchange rates. 

-  Workforce skills and availability that include 

o Cumulative business process experience and skills (existing market size, and 

quality rankings of management training, 

o Labor force availability (total workforce, and total educated workforce),  
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o Macroeconomic variables (relative country economic growth, and unemployment 

rates), and 

-  Overall business environmental factors. These include 

o Country environment (overall business and political environment, and the extent of 

bureaucracy), 

o Country infrastructure (blended metric of infrastructure quality), 

o Cultural adaptability (personal interaction score (extracted from Kearney’s 

globalization index)), and 

o Security of intellectual property (investor ratings of the IP protection, and software 

piracy rates). 

In spite of these new businesses-attraction determinants, there are six major counter 

factors (Garza, 2012) that lead to reshoring (bringing the business activities back home): 

increasing wages of local workers in the developing countries, and the rise in shipping costs to 

reach the final customer, the rapid elevation of inventory costs (affected by long lead times that 

force the companies to keep a stock of at least three extra months of inventory (Koepfer, 2011)), 

quality control cost (for which some companies have to hire personnel who are totally devoted  

to control the quality of incoming shipment from the offshored country, adding more cost on 

each unit, besides the growing awareness of customers about the ‘made in’ label and additional 

time and cost to send the products back), prototyping expenditure (prototyping is carried out 

through the research and development department at the country of origin, increasing the 

production costs, whereas working closely with the production managers and assembly workers 

trims the costs per unit) (Davidson, 2010)), and the intellectual property protection costs (the less 
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vigorous enforcement of intellectual property protection laws costs companies hundreds of 

thousands in lawsuits to protect their patents (Sherwood, 2000)).  

 One prominent feature of the successful international market concept is providing new 

businesses with particularly attractive locational factors that ensure the utilization of most 

embedded resources within these incoming firms (Dunning, 2009). Companies with knowledge-

intensive assets usually seek hosting locations that contain an abundance of skilled labor and a 

good public infrastructure. Also, new companies always favor business environments with fewer 

natural and artificial trade barriers and transaction costs. Another appealing locational factor is 

the ease by which firms are able to coordinate their cross-border activities and mobilize alliances 

with other local and foreign firms. Furthermore, economic and institutional facilities of the 

location, such as the existence of other foreign investors and the presence of a business cluster 

that offers specialized support services, are increasingly valued much higher than traditional 

criteria by multinational enterprises (MNEs). Promotional campaigns and incentives in the form 

of a short process of planning applications, land grants, subsidized rents, tax holidays, and 

generous investment allowances, as well as the macro-economic or country-specific 

characteristics of the distribution of natural resources, specialized labor, and the availability of 

land and finance capital, introduce further attractive variables of the location. 

A study conducted by Gorter in the year 2000 on migrant entrepreneurs in East Indonesia 

indicated that both economic and non-economic factors can determine the location attractiveness 

to entrepreneurs. Institutional support is highly important for the innovation processes of 

entrepreneurs (Schumpeter, 1934). To pull entrepreneurs towards a business location the credit 

institutions present in that location (e.g., banks) should have efficient procedures to provide 

funds for entrepreneurial firms to carry out their activities. Socio-economic conditions of the 
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location that are important include the level of competition, access to markets, access to capital, 

and the availability of information about the local tolerance degree, the existing supporting 

networks, and the niche concentration (Mulligan & Reeves, 1983; Gouch, 1984; Timmermans, 

1986). The study also discussed non-economic and social factors of the location attractiveness; 

firms must be successful in coping with the culture of people in the foreign market in order for 

them to survive in that location (Waldorf, 1994). New venture founders also have to consider the 

religion in some countries when assessing the potential location. Other factors such as economic 

crises and insecurity of business activities also are substantial determinants of locational 

attractiveness.  

In their location decision process, the entrepreneurs tend to choose locations based on the 

principle of profit maximization and risk minimization. From their side, municipalities have to 

reinforce the strategies that help to simplify the process of starting and running business 

activities (Jarczewski, 2008). Some of the basic actions municipalities could adopt to attract new 

businesses are preparation of real estate with the provision of the physical plan, technical 

infrastructure and accessible roads, real-estate tax exemptions, and attracting large investors that 

would most likely promote the goodwill and pro-investment image of the location and 

consequently accelerate the influx of other businesses. 

International entrepreneurship (IE) literature in its two main labels of international new 

ventures (INV) and born global (BG) addresses many issues that are related to the 

entrepreneurial firms’ endeavor to internationalize their operations and activities. The IE scholars 

have identified four main categories in their arguments around small entrepreneurial enterprises 

with international orientation (1) individual entrepreneurs, (2) the entrepreneurial process, (3) 

environmental factors, and (4) smaller entrepreneurial ventures, with only a few or infrequent 
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studies exploring the importance of the environmental factors in the entrepreneurial 

organizations’ location decision-making process (Szyliowicz & Galvin, 2010). In general, IE 

research provides the entrepreneurs, founder, or decision makers with a relatively accurate 

supplementary tool to choose the best international market to enter even before the stage of the 

entrepreneurial firms’ establishment.  

Typically, firms deal with their location decision in a two-stage process. In the first stage 

the site requirements and the relative importance of these requirements are established. Then, in 

the second stage, the determined criteria are applied to the candidate sites in order to eliminate 

unqualified locations until the most suitable sites are identified. In fact, most of the firms 

consider the location decision as a final step in the macro-economic analysis part of their 

feasibility study, in which a preliminary screening is executed to nominate potential geographical 

areas, followed by evaluation of some of these areas to narrow the number of alternatives to 

choose from based on related location factors (Yang & Lee, 1997). 

The comparative evaluation of potential locations through examining related location 

factors can by carried out through both traditional mathematical models such as mixed integer 

programing and decision analysis as well as various new facility location decision models 

including simulation models, expert systems, and neural network techniques. Furthermore, 

several of these approaches can be used for multi-criteria decisions, such as the analytic 

hierarchy process (AHP) and the multiple criteria decision analysis (MCDA) methods, 

specifically, the value measurements models (e.g., Multi-attribute Value Theory (MAVT)). 

The analytic hierarchy process (AHP) is one of the most frequently applied methods for 

decision support. The process is based on a hierarchical decomposition of decision problems into 
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multiple criteria and the preferences are assessed using pairwise comparisons. The aggregation 

of these pairwise comparisons is then applied into the overall evaluation of considered 

alternatives within the decision problem (Durbach, Lahdelma & Salminen, 2014). The analytic 

hierarchy process (AHP) and the analytic network process (ANP), which is a general form of 

(AHP), involve four steps: (1) decomposing the problem into set of hierarchical or network 

models; (2) generating pairwise comparisons to assess the importance of considered elements; 

(3) developing a matrix by which the priority of elements is represented; and (4) taking decisions 

based on the pairwise comparisons matrix (Yang, Chuang, Huang and Tai, 2008). 

The location selection model using AHP/ANP is a three-step procedure: determining 

initial criteria; identifying detailed criteria; and implementing an evaluation model. The 

procedure and its steps are further illustrated by an example of choosing a profitable location for 

a shop operating in the service industry. 

Step 1. Building the initial model: the initial model for selecting a profitable location for 

a shop in a service industry is to be built with the consideration of three main criteria: market 

attraction; consumer characteristics; and location qualifications. 

Step 2. Identifying the detailed criteria: appropriate dimensions and detailed criteria for 

choosing potential locations for the shop are identified through the judgment of six external 

experts in shop location selection and chiefs of marketing and sales departments. Any dimension 

that scores an importance of more than 90% in the reviewers’ judgment will be listed among the 

detailed criteria, while criteria scoring an importance range between more than 70% and less 

than or equal to 90% shall be discussed further with reviewers to give final decision upon listing 

them among the detailed criteria.  
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The final list that will be considered in the evaluation model contains three main 

dimensions with their eighteen detailed criteria: 

1. Market attraction: passerby flow, security issue, clustered market, public transit, and 

competition. 

2. Consumer characteristics: consumer populations, consumer density, disposable income, 

purchasing power, and brand loyalty. 

3. Location qualifications: rent, flexibility of lease term, shop size, employee recruiting, 

expected revenue, visibility of the shop, accessibility of the shop, and synergy between 

each branch. 

Step 3. Implementing the evaluation model: the importance of the relationship between 

the dimensions and detailed criteria is judged by performing pairwise comparisons. The pairwise 

comparisons are conducted through separate questionnaires that are prepared in order for four 

marketing managers and two sales managers to utilize their experience in weighting the 

dimensions and criteria into two levels. Level one considered the comparison of criteria to 

determine which to be emphasized in the location selection for which a scale ranging between   

1-9 is applied (e.g., Table 2.3a). Level two was used to compare the contribution of the 

dimensions by a scale ranging between 1-6 (e.g., Table 2.3b).  

 

Table (2.3a) Representation for the criterion pairwise comparison in AHP 

 

 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  
Market 

attraction      X            Consumer 
characteristics 

Market 
attraction          X        Location 

qualifications 

Consumer 
characteristics               X   Location 

qualifications 
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Table (2.3b) Representation for the dimensions pairwise comparison in AHP 

 Market 
attraction 

Consumer 
characteristics 

Location 
qualifications 

Market 
attraction 

1 4 1/3 

Consumer 
characteristics 

1/4 1 1/6 

Location 
qualifications 

3 6 1 

 

After comparing each of the elements, a paired comparison matrix (A) is formed and can 

be defined by   

A = 

 𝑎11     𝑎12   …    𝑎1𝑛 

𝑎21     𝑎22   …    𝑎2𝑛
…       …     …     …
𝑎𝑛1     𝑎𝑛2   …    𝑎𝑛𝑛

 ,  

         where 𝑎 is the scalar value given to each criterion to be compared and n is the matrix order. 

Since the pairwise comparison relies heavily on human judgment, there is a need to 

examine the consistency property of the pairwise comparison through the following:  

1. Identifying the normalized pairwise comparison matrix A1  

A1 = 
 𝑎′11      𝑎′12   …    𝑎′1𝑛 

𝑎′21     𝑎′22   …    𝑎′2𝑛
…       …     …     …
𝑎′𝑛1     𝑎′𝑛2   …    𝑎′𝑛𝑛

 , 𝑎′𝑖𝑗 = 
!"#
!"#!

!!!
  for i, j = 1, 2, …, n.  

2. Calculating the eigenvalue and the eigenvector 

W = 

 𝑤1

𝑤2

…
𝑤𝑛

 , 𝑤𝑖 = 
!!!"!

!!!
!

  for i = 1, 2, …, n, and W’ = AW = 

 𝑤′1
𝑤′2
…
𝑤′𝑛

, and  

𝜆𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 
!
!

 !!"
!!

+ !!"
!!

+  !!"
!!

, where W is the eigenvector, 𝑤𝑖 is the eigenvalue of 

criterion i and 𝜆𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the largest eigenvalue of the pairwise comparison matrix. 
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3. Checking the consistency property 

The consistency ratio CR = 
!"

!"#$%& !"#$%
 , and CI = 

!!"#! !
!!!

 .  

A set of recommended random indexes (RI) is given in the table below 

Table (2.3c) Recommended random index (RI) by Saaty 

N 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
RI 0 0.52 0.89 1.11 1.25 1.35 1.40 1.45 1.49 

 

Table (2.3d) The eigenvector and the consistency ratio (CR) value 

W W’  

0.274 0.835 𝜆𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 3.054 

CI = 
!.!"#!!
!!!

 = 0.027 

CR= 
!.!"#
!.!"

 = 0.052 

0.087 0.262 

0.639 1.982 
 

If CR is less than 0.1, then the comparison matrix is consistent. The eigenvectors and 

consistent ratios of the comparison matrices for detailed criteria in accordance with their upper 

level dimensions are given in Table (2.3e). 

Moreover, the interdependence characteristics among elements and components can be 

handled through a supermatrix. The relative importance weight of each criterion from pairwise 

comparison is entered into the unweighted supermatrix (Table (2.3f)). Due to that the columns of 

the unweighted supermatrix sum to 1 and the components in the weighted supermatrix do not 

need to be weighted to make its column sum to 1. 

A limit supermatrix, which is obtained by raising the weighted supermatrix to powers by 

multiplying it by itself, is used to determine the final local priorities to the global priorities. The 

limit matrix is reached and the multiplication process is halted when the column of numbers is 

the same for each column.  
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The limit matrix, shown in Table (2.3g), indicates that the most important dimension is 

the market attraction with a percentage weight score of 54.1% and the next most important 

dimension is location qualifications with a weight score of 34%.  

Table (2.3e) The relative importance weights of the detailed criteria 

Market 
attraction 

Passerby 
flow  

Security 
issue 

Clustered 
market Public transit Competition 

Weights 0.286 0.069 0.386 0.165 0.094 
CR = 0.099 

Consumer 
characteristics 

Consumer 
population 

Consumer 
density 

Disposable 
income 

Purchasing 
power Brand loyalty 

Weights 0.070 0.114 0.294 0.384 0.138 
CR = 0.093 

Location 
qualifications Rent Flexibility of 

lease term Shop size Employee 
recruiting 

Weights 0.080 0.044 0.053 0.029 
Location 

qualifications 
Expected 
revenue 

Visibility of the 
shop 

Accessibility of 
the shop 

Synergy between 
each branch 

Weights 0.343 0.133 0.205 0.113 
CR = 0.097 

  

Table (2.3f) Unweighted matrix and CR values  

 Market 
attraction 

Consumer 
characteristics 

Location 
qualifications Goal 

Market 
attraction 

0 0.750 0.833 0.270 

Consumer 
characteristics 

0.167 0 0.167 0.085 

Location 
qualifications 

0.833 0.250 0 0.645 

Goal 0 0 0 0 
CR Values 0 0 0 0 

 

Table (2.3g) The limit supermatrix for dimensions 

 Market 
attraction 

Consumer 
characteristics 

Location 
qualifications Goal 

Market 
attraction 

0.541 0.541 0.541 0.541 

Consumer 
characteristics 

0.119 0.119 0.119 0.119 
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Location 
qualifications 

0.340 0.340 0.340 0.340 

Goal 0 0 0 0 
CR Values 0 0 0 0 

 

Considering three hypothetical locations A, B, and C where the data is collected from ten 

expert marketing and sales managers by direct questioning and questionnaires, the measures in 

the evaluation model are determined by applying a five-point scale that has integer values 

between 1 and 5; 1 is (low), 3 is (moderate), and 5 is (high) and the even values are for between 

the levels. 

The weights of each detailed criterion (DCW) are obtained by using the AHP approach 

(Table (2.3e)), whereas the weights of each dimension (CW) are determined by the ANP 

approach (Table (2.3g)). The following table shows the mean score at each location. 

Table (2.3h) Mean scores of each shop location 

Criteria Weights 
(CW) Detailed criteria Weights 

(DCW) 
Scores 

A B C 

Market 
attraction 0.541 

Passerby flow 0.286 3.0 3.0 3.0 
Security issue 0.069 4.6 2.0 3.8 
Clustered market 0.386 3.0 4.0 3.8 
Public transit 0.165 3.0 3.6 2.6 
Competition 0.094 3.4 2.4 2.4 

Consumer 
characteristics 0.119 

Consumer populations 0.070 3.0 4.0 2.4 
Consumer density 0.114 3.0 3.2 3.4 
Disposable income 0.294 2.8 2.6 3.0 
Purchasing power 0.384 3.8 3.4 4.0 
Brand loyalty 0.138 4.0 2.8 3.2 

Location 
qualifications 0.340 

Rent 0.080 4.6 3.0 3.8 
Flexibility of lease term 0.044 2.8 3.4 3.2 
Shop size 0.053 2.6 2.8 4.1 
Employee recruiting 0.029 2.4 3.6 2.6 
Expected revenue 0.343 3.0 3.0 3.0 
Visibility of the shop 0.133 2.4 3.1 3.4 
Accessibility of the shop  0.205 3.0 3.0 3.4 
Synergy between each branch 0.113 2.8 4.0 2.0 
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The overall result of each of the selected location is calculated as follows: 

1. The detailed criterion score (DCS) is combined with a total weighted score of each of the 

main dimension (TSD) using the formula  

TSDij = DCSijk DCWjk!
!!!

!
!!! , where  

TSDij is the total weighted score of the dimension j and j = 1, 2, …, m of the evaluated 

location i. 

DCSijk is the score of detailed criterion k of dimension j of the evaluated location i. 

DCWjk = the weighted value of detailed criterion k of the dimension j. 

i is the number of the evaluated locations (i = 1, 2, 3). 

j is the number of dimensions (j = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6). 

k is the number of the detailed criteria (k = 1, 2, …, m). 

m is the total number of a detailed criterion k with respect to one of the upper dimension j. 

2. The final weighted score for overall result (OR) is formulated as  

ORi = TSDij CWj!
!!! , where  

ORi is the weighted score of the overall result of the evaluated location i. 

CWj is the weighted value of the criterion j. 

The location that shall be selected is the one of the highest scores (Yang, Chuang, Huang 

and Tai, 2008). 

Other multiple criteria decision analysis (MCDA) models also introduce better and less 

controversial decisions. MCDA aids the decision makers to organize and synthesize complex and 

conflicting information by taking explicit account of intangible criteria. Through MCDA, 
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objective measurements and value judgment are integrated together resulting in better 

exploitation and management of inevitable subjectivity (Beim & Levesque, 2003). 

These and similar approaches can be successfully used in a wide range of applications 

including marketing, finance, education, public policy, economics, medicine and sports. 

Moreover, one of the main reasons for which they have been developed is to provide application-

oriented solution procedures that can handle the involved complexity in large real-world 

problems. They also present a suitable substitution to the majority of available location decision 

models that do not take into account the qualitative location decision factors and that are 

deterministic in nature making them incapable to deal with rapid changes in the decision 

problems (Yang & Lee, 1997). 

Although such methodologies can introduce a better solution to the large and complex 

location decision problems, in fact they still lack in overcoming considerable drawbacks such as 

quantifying all related location decision factors, decreasing the reliance on surveys and 

questionnaires in which the human judgment and opinion play a major role in the application of 

these methodologies, or the ability to comprehensively compare large number of possible sites. 

Furthermore, the rapid changes in the economy of the world along with the extraordinary 

revolutions in communication and debriefing means demand more convenient flexibility in 

adding or removing the decision making factors that are considered when choosing the best-fit 

location, which is not yet available in the current literature. 

Table (2.4) Summary of the literature review on strategies and factors to choose an 

                   international market 

Author Year Concept Contribution 

Forsyth; 1972 Factors of attractiveness Illustrating the effect of market potential 
(size and growth) and the associated 
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Weinstein; 
Khoury; Choi, 
Tschoegl  
& Yu; Terpstra 
&Yu 

, 
1979

, 
1986

, 
1988

, 
1997 

of markets to 
entrepreneurs 

investment risk 

Mulligan & 
Reeve; 
Gouch; 
Timmermans 

1983
, 

1984
, 

1986 

The factor of financial 
and socio-economic 
incentives 

Discussing efficient procedures of credit 
institutions (e.g., banks) to provide funds 
for entrepreneurial firms. Socio-
economic conditions; level of 
competition, access to markets, access to 
capital, availability of information about 
the local tolerance degree, existing 
supporting networks, and the niche 
concentration 

Oviatt & 
Mcdougall 

1994
, 

1995
, 

1997 
 

Location decision factors 
related to technological 
improvements and 
development of 
information technology 

- Specialized production and client 
adoption are more viable for small-scale 
operations due to improvements in 
manufacturing technologies.  
- Advanced transportation offers more 
reliable, frequent, and cheaper means of 
movements between countries and 
continents cutting the cost required to 
move people and goods.  
- Easier data accessibility and collection 
as well as simplified data analysis 
approaches and interpretation help 
entrepreneurs identify new opportunities 
and circumstances that in enabling them 
to carry on planning & managing 
international activities from the time of 
their venture’s foundation 

Oviatt & 
McDougall; 
Madsen & 
Servais; Rialp et 
al. 

1995
, 

1997
, 

2005 

Internal factors that 
derive going global 

Individual characteristics of the 
entrepreneur: previous international and 
business experience, academic training, 
ambition and motivation levels, risk 
perception, global vision, leadership and 
also personal relationship 

Jones 1999 
Influence of integration 
in global markets 

Manufacturing and services sectors are 
improving their cross borders networks 
and links through creative procedures of 
global supply and distribution  

McAuley 1999 Location decision factors More specialized production and 
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related to changes in 
market conditions 

operations strategies to serve specific 
niches in the international markets  
that have deficiencies and depend on 
their distinctive competencies to produce 
innovative and distinguished products 
that can be sold worldwide 

Andersson 2000 
Improving the 
entrepreneurs' interaction 
to different cultures 

Acquiring skills and more international 
education and experiences to better 
understanding of the needs  

Rekers and van 
Kempen; Ram et 
al.;  
Schutjens and 
Stam; Wennekers 
et al. 

2000
, 

2002
,  

2003
, 

2008
, 

2009 

Important factors 

Importance of available business 
opportunities and demographic 
characteristics, built environment with its 
local policies  
and supporting regimes, the increased 
tendency towards self-employment, the 
increased outsourcing of business 
activities by  
large firms, the rise of internet 
commerce, and the growing flexibility of 
labor contracts  

Gorzelak 2001 

Shift in the twenty-first 
century towards 
knowledge-based  
economies where the 
markets demand a 
creative and complex 
workforce 

Critical factors of business attractiveness 
are categorized into two distinctive 
groups:  
- Factors related to resource-based 
economy labor force, resources, 
premises, bulk transportation, and energy 
resources. 
- Factors related to knowledge-based 
economy qualification, research and 
development centers, local supplies, 
reliable infrastructure, and good living 
conditions. 

Dimitratos & 
Plakoyiannaki; 
Zahra et al. 

2003
, 

2005 
Components of IEC 

Six interrelated organizational culture 
dimensions:  
international market orientation, 
international learning orientation, 
international innovation propensity,  
international risk attitude, international 
networking orientation, and international 
motivation 

Dimitratos & 
Jones; Zahra, 
Korri, & Yu 

2005 
International 
entrepreneurial culture 
(IEC) 

Considers the international 
entrepreneurial activities of the firm to 
identify and pursue opportunities abroad 

Rialp et al 2005 
Most common deriving 
factors 

New development of market conditions 
in many sectors of economic activities,  
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technological revolutions in production, 
transportation, communication, etc.,  
global networks and alliances’ prosperity, 
and the growing number of skilled people 
with entrepreneurial orientation 

Struzycki 2006 
Governmental and legal 
support 

Increased number and quality of services 
and resources (e.g., developed land, real 
estate, etc.), as well as  
intellectual resources (skills, knowledge, 
and qualifications of local community 
members) 
introduce ambitious plans to provide the 
basis for creating optimum features for 
investors, optimizing the use of  
the limited financial resources and 
assisting businesses to secure financing 
from external sources, and better 
adaptation  
to environmental changes (arising 
opportunities or threats), and conducting 
promotional activities 

Hui Tseng, 
Tansuhaj, 
Hallagan, & 
McCullough 

2007 Importance of R&D 
Research and development intensity is 
highly important for firms’ expansion 
behavior across borders  

Huang, Zhang, 
Zhao, & Varun 

2008 
Attractiveness of 
developing countries 

Offer cost savings in the form of lower 
factory wages along with other attractive 
business environmental factors  
such as favorable exchange rates, a 
significant amount of unskilled labor, and 
favorable foreign trade policies 

Jarczewski 2008 
Simplify the process of 
starting and running 
business activities 

Preparation of real estate with the 
provision of the physical plan, technical 
infrastructure and accessible roads, real-
estate tax  
exemptions, and attracting large investor 
that would most likely promote the 
goodwill and pro-investment image of the 
location  
and consequently accelerate the influx of 
other businesses 

Rialp-Criado, 
Galvan-Sanchez, 
& Suarez-Ortega 
 

2010 
Small firm to go global 
from the stage of outset 

Derived by internal and external key 
factors  
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Beckers & 
Kloosterman 

2011 

Several factors the 
founders of migrant 
businesses are motivated 
by to locate their  
ventures in specific 
neighborhoods  

Knowledge and available information 
about rules and regulations of the region 
that are related to a particular line of 
business  
have significant importance to obtain the 
necessary start-up and social capitals, 
including providing linkages to local 
suppliers, customers and labors 

Cuervo-Cazurra 2011 
Most influential internal 
factor 

Decision makers depend heavily on the 
accumulated amount and type of 
knowledge the entrepreneurial firm 
possesses 
including knowledge about how to 
manage increased complexity and 
diversity in international markets,  
knowledge of the foreign markets, 
clients, and competitors, and knowledge 
of foreign government institutional 
frameworks,  
rules, norms, and values 

Analiza 2012 
Governmental and legal 
support 

Locations covered by legal protection, 
attracting factors such as information and 
promotional support, grants and 
subsidies,  
the advice of business environment 
institutions, the use of exemption and tax 
benefits, and assistance in financing  
as well as in adjusting the profile of 
requirements to operate in the location 

Cannone, 
Costantino, 
Pisoni, & Onetti 

2012 
Some other external 
factors derive 
internationalization 

Internalization of transactions, an 
alternative governance structure, the 
development of the foreign location 
advantage,  
and a unique resource control 

Kimelberg & 
Williams 

2013 

Factors that are used as a 
basis for location 
decisions of enterprises 
in general 

Two broad categories (1) studies to 
measure the influence of a specific factor 
or a set of factors on firm location 
decisions,  
such as analyzing the impact of taxes and 
incentives, and (2) studies that explain 
the decision process for a specific 
business  
or industry, e.g., the location decision 
process of biotechnology firms 
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Table (2.5) Summary of the literature review on strategies to choose an international   

                   location 

Author Year Methodology Contribution 

Yang & Lee 1997 
Analytical Hierarchy 
Process (AHP) 

1-Problem decomposition into 
elements. 
2- Comparative analysis: the 
importance of elements at each level is 
measured by a procedure of pairwise 
comparison where each element is 
prioritized using a rating scale. 
3- Synthesis of priorities: priority 
weight of elements at each level is 
computed using eigenvector or least 
square analysis. 
4- Location factors: 
- quantitative: measured in numerical 
values 
- qualitative: subjective judgment is 
adopted  

Carlson 2000 (1) Surveys of companies 

Ask key respondents about factors led 
to their location decision, problems: 
stating of variables that are not 
quantified, and  
adopting open-ended questions leading 
to unintentionally neglected factors  

Carlson 2000 (2) Statistical models Explore some of the factors influenced 
the selection of a specific location 

Beim & Levesque 2003 
Multiple Criteria Decision 
Analysis (MCDA) 

1- Selecting a foreign country for new 
business venturing from the point of 
view of an entrepreneur. 
2- The entrepreneur develop a 
hierarchy of criteria to assess the 
countries under consideration under 
desired criteria 
3- Avoid pitfalls of redundancy, lack 
of independence and complexity. 
4- Measurements used best described 
by categorical labels, not by numerical 
scores.  

  

2.4 Cluster analysis literature review 

Cluster analysis refers to various mathematical methods that are used to determine 

homogenous groups of objects known as clusters in a set of data (Romesburg, 2004). The objects 
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in each cluster share many characteristics and have similarities in common, while at the same 

time they are very dissimilar to objects in other clusters (Springer & Heidelberg, 2011).  

There are various methods and algorithms by which the clustering analysis can be applied 

to perform the data classification (Jain & Dubes, 1988). Some of the most commonly used 

algorithmic options include: 

1. Hierarchical clustering: it is one of the intrinsic genus approaches of classification. This 

type of clustering includes both agglomerative hierarchical classification and divisive 

hierarchical classification. In agglomerative hierarchical clustering, each object is placed in 

its own cluster followed by gradual merging of these atomic clusters into larger and larger 

clusters until all objects can be combined into one large single cluster. On the other hand, 

the process of divisive hierarchical clustering starts with having all objects in one cluster 

that will be subdivided into smaller pieces.   

2. Partitional clustering: it is another intrinsic genus approaches of classification that also 

includes agglomerative classification; small clusters are joined together to form a single 

partition and divisive classification that is carried out by fragmenting a single all-inclusive 

cluster. 

3. Serial and simultaneous clustering: the patterns are handled one by one in the serial 

classification, whereas, in simultaneous classification the entire set of patterns is operated 

at the same time. 

4. Monothetic and polythetic clustering: in monothetic clustering the features are used one by 

one, while all the features are used at once in polythetic clustering.     
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For a variety of research goals, scholars and researchers from all fields need to find out 

which objects are similar or dissimilar in a set of data. A prominent research goal for which the 

cluster analysis is favorably used is building up data classification (Romesburg, 2004). 

Therefore, applications of cluster analysis are useful in all professions. Cluster analysis can 

satisfactorily fulfill different purposes in science, planning, management, as well as many other 

research fields.  

The decision making process as a genuine component of planning and management 

activities can also benefit from the applications of cluster analysis in which the available 

alternative decisions or plans represent the objects of the cluster analysis whereas the attributes 

describe the features or the expected outcomes of the alternatives. The identified clusters of 

similar alternatives would then reduce the decision problem into only two phases selecting the 

cluster that best achieves the planning objective, and then selecting the best alternatives within 

the best cluster (Romesburg, 2004).    

Several clustering methods are used to perform the cluster analysis, particularly to reduce 

the size of the resemblance matrix. The clusters that are generated through performing clustering 

methods are comprised of a number of points. In a multi dimensional space, each of these points 

is usually represented by a vector of values. In order to decide which clusters to be merged or 

split, a combination of two factors is used to obtain a measure of similarity/dissimilarity measure 

between clusters (Anandan, 2013); 

1. Distance Metric: used to find the distance between two points (represented by vectors), e.g. 

the Euclidean distance.  

The Euclidean distance between two points that are represented by the vectors p = (p1, p2,

…, pn) and q = (q1, q2, …, qn) are given by 
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d(p,q) = (𝑞1 − 𝑝1)! + (𝑞2 − 𝑝2)! +⋯+ (𝑞𝑛 − 𝑝𝑛)!  

2. Linkage Criteria: used to find the distance between two clusters. This distance is calculated 

by deciding on how to use the points of each cluster. A particular linkage criterion should 

be selected and used in conjunction with a distance metric to find the distance between the 

clusters. 

Some of the commonly used linkage criteria include the single linkage-clustering method 

(SLINK), the complete linkage-clustering method (CLINK) and the average linkage-clustering 

(ALC) or the unweighted pair-group method using arithmetic averages (UPGMA). 

The suggested model in this research demands adopting a clustering method to obtain 

clusters in which the addition of an entity to a cluster must not require that the entity is highly 

similar to any member of that cluster, i.e., preventing the chaining reaction (formation of clusters 

that can tend to resemble long chains). The Complete Linkage Clustering (CLINK) or the 

Average Linkage Clustering (ALC) are the most appropriate clustering algorithms to satisfy this 

requirement.  However, implementing the CLINK analysis exceeds any of the other hierarchical 

clustering approaches in fulfilling this requirement and other preferred characteristics such as 

generating small and tightly bound clusters and for the tendency to prevent merging two clusters 

for only the high level of similarity between two members when the remaining members are 

dissimilar. More details on the different types of the hierarchical clustering algorithms are given 

in the following section. 

2.4.1 Similarity based clustering 

McAuley, based on the Jaccard similarity coefficient, introduced an early definition of 

the similarity coefficient-based clustering concept in 1972. In McAuley’s definition, the 
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similarity coefficient between any two objects represents the ratio of the number of attributes that 

belong to the two objects to the sum of the number of attributes that belong to either or both of 

the objects. In 1973, Carrie generalized the same similarity coefficient approach to become the 

value that is calculated for each pair of attributes instead of the objects (Wang and Roze, 1984).  

According to Gupta and Seifoddini (1990), the Similarity Coefficient Method (SCM) 

outperforms other clustering approaches through providing various advantages when it is 

implemented, including the following:  

o It is simpler and easier to be used with computer applications 

o It is more flexible in incorporating additional quantitative and subjective 

information into the formation process of machine cells. 

o It intrinsically determines the level of similarity (the threshold value) by which two 

or groups of machines are allowed to form for each iteration of a given set of data 

in problems. 

o It permits consideration of additional constraints for the final selection of a solution 

through generating a set of alternative solutions.    

  On the other hand, the SCM’s major drawback of not accounting for many important 

variables in the Jaccard similarity coefficient stimulated further research work on the subject. As 

a result, a new algorithm was developed based on the similarity coefficient method (SCM) for 

the purpose of grouping the machines into machine cells by using complete linkage clustering 

(CLINK) with the incorporation of various important production parameters such as part type 

production, volume, routing sequence, and unit operation time (Gupta and Seifoddini, 1990).  
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In 1998, Nair and Narendran suggested another new similarity coefficient, in which the 

similarity coefficient is calculated based on the sequence of parts and yielding a higher quality 

clustering. A year later, Nair and Narendran (1999) prepared a paper to discuss another similarity 

coefficient method that takes into account additional similarity coefficients’ calculating 

information such as production sequence, production volumes, processing times, and the 

capacity of machines. Furthermore, Table (2.7) includes more of the literature review on 

similarity based clustering and Figure (2.1) below illustrates the considered and applied 

similarity coefficient-based clustering and the related similarity measures in this research. 

 

 

 

  

Figure (2.1) Considered similarity coefficient-based clustering and similarity measures 

Another interesting clustering method is the rank order-clustering algorithm (ROC). The 

ROC algorithm can be used in synchronization with a block and slice method in order to form a 

set of intersecting machine cells and non-intersecting part families. After obtaining this set, a 

hierarchical clustering method is applied based on a similarity measure among the machine pairs. 

Chandrasasekharan and Rajagopalan (1986) were also able to introduce a non-hierarchical 

clustering approach for the concurrent formation of part families and machine cells in 1987. The 

proposed algorithm begins with a clustering algorithm that is run based on representative seeds. 

Performing a block diagonalization algorithm then follows the formation of the clusters. The last 

step is applying a clustering algorithm that is based on ideal seeds to modify the previously 
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generated clusters. To efficiently identify the required seeds, in 1991 Srinivasan and Narendran 

explored the issue more and developed a convenient non-hierarchical clustering algorithm. 

2.4.2 Methods of similarity coefficient-based clustering 

In the machine-part cellular manufacturing, the similarity coefficient-based clustering 

methods rely on similarity measures in conjunction with clustering algorithms. These methods 

usually consist of a standard set of the following main steps: (Yin and Yasuda, 2006) 

1. Formation of the machine-part incidence matrix, in which rows are for the machines and 

columns stand for parts. The entries in the matrix are either 0s or 1s depending on the need 

of a part to be processed on a machine or not. Any entry in the matrix 𝒶!" is defined as  

𝒶!" =  1   if part 𝑘 visits machine 𝑖
0                             otherwise

, 

where i is the machine index (i = 1, …., M) for M number of machines and k is the part 

index (k = 1, …., P) for P number of parts. 

2. Selection of a similarity coefficient to calculate the similarity values between machine 

(part) pairs and to create the similarity matrix in which the elements represent the 

similarity between two machines (parts). 

3. Implementing a clustering algorithm to process the values in the similarity matrix to obtain 

a diagram known as a tree or a dendrogram, which shows the similarities hierarchy among 

all pairs of machines (parts).  

4. Identifying the groups of machines (part families) from the resulting dendrogram and 

checking all predefined constraints such as the number of cells, cell size, etc.  

 One of the earliest and most commonly used similarity coefficients to measure the 

similarity among objects is the Jaccard Similarity Coefficient (JSC) (Wang and Roze, 1984). In 
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the JSC approach (a machine clustering example is given for simplification purposes), the 

similarity coefficient is calculated depending on the number of parts visiting each machine. Also, 

all attributes are set to be binary and therefore the yielded possibilities for each pair of machines 

are: 1, 1 or 0, 0 or 1, and 0 as indicated in Table (2.6) below. 

Table (2.6) Yielded possibilities for the attributes in JSC 

 
Machine j 

 1 0 

Machine i 
1 𝑎 𝑏 

0 𝑐 𝑑 

        (Saiful Islam & Sarker, 2000) 

Where 𝑎 is the number of parts visiting both machines i and j, 𝑏 is the number of parts 

visiting only machine i, 𝑐 is the number of parts visiting only machine j, and 𝑑 is the number of 

parts visiting neither machine i nor machine j. 

Then, JSC is calculated by the formula 

   𝑠!" =
!

!!!!!
 ,  0 ≼  s!" ≼ 1             (Yin and Yasuda, 2006) 

Moreover, the Jaccard similarity coefficient suggests that 

o  The value range of the similarity coefficient is between 0 and 1, 

o The maximum value is obtained when the same parts are processed by both 

machines, i.e., 𝑏 = 𝑐 =0, and 

o The minimum value is obtained when none of the parts visit both machines, i.e.,     

𝑎=0.   
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Another similarity measure that is used to measure the similarity between two clusters is 

the Euclidean distance. The Euclidean distance between two clusters, cluster A that has the mean 

vector A = (xa1, xa2 , …, xam) and cluster B that has the mean vector B = (xb1, xb2 , …, xbm) is 

calculated as 

𝑑 A,B = (𝑥𝑎𝑖 − 𝑥𝑏𝑖)! !
!  (Salameh, 2000). 

The CityBlock distance (Manhattan distance) is also a similarity measure where the 

distance between two points in the xy-plane is calculated as the distance in x plus the distance in 

y, which is similar to moving around the buildings in a city (like the city of Manhattan) instead 

of going straight through. 

The CityBlock distance between two points a ∈ cluster A and b ∈ cluster B is calculated 

as follows: (Zhang and Lu, 2003) 

𝑑 A,B =  𝑎𝑗 − 𝑏𝑗!
!!! , where j = (1, 2, …, m) is the attribute 

The CityBlock distance is always greater than or equal to zero. It equals zero for the 

identical similarity while it is high for the little similarity. 

Many methods for data clustering are available and the considered dataset may be 

grouped in various different fashions depending on the type of clustering method that is used. 

Therefore, the selection of a particular method depends mainly on the desired output type. Also, 

selecting the clustering method is most likely affected by several unique characteristics of the 

chosen method, including the performance of the method with specific data type, the available 

hardware and software facilities for the selected method, and the size of the dataset the method 

can handle.  
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Following are some of the most commonly used data clustering methods along with a 

brief approach of execution for each of them (illustration of the implementation of algorithms is 

carried out using machine clustering as an example for simplification purposes).  

Single Linkage Clustering (SLINK) 

The single linkage-clustering algorithm is the one best-known method of hierarchical 

clustering that Sneath first developed in 1973. It is also known by the names (minimum method) 

and (nearest neighbor cluster analysis), characterized by its minimal computational requirements 

among all the similarity coefficient-based clustering algorithms. At each step in the SLINK 

algorithm, the two most similar objects that are not yet in the same cluster are joined. In fact, the 

term single linkage implies the act of joining pairs of clusters by the single shortest link between 

them (Tamilselvi, Sivasakthi, and Kavitha, 2015). 

The distance between two clusters X and Y in the single linkage-clustering (SLINK) is 

calculated as the distance between the two closest points x∈X and y∈Y.  

𝒹 (X,Y) = min!∈!,!∈! 𝒹(𝑥,𝑦) (Anandan, 2013) 

The SLINK algorithm starts with the calculation of similarity coefficients for each pair of 

machines that is followed by the formation of the similarity matrix. In order to determine the 

minimum similarity coefficient value through which two machines would be considered similar, 

the decision maker is required to identify a specific threshold. After setting up the matrix, 

machines having the highest similarity coefficient are grouped together. Then, the same process 

is repeated until the maximum value of the similarity coefficient for the unassigned machine to 

any of the clusters drops below the predefined threshold value or the predefined number of 

clusters. 
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In general, the SLINK algorithm is executed in the following standard steps:  

1. Set up the similarity matrix by calculating the similarity coefficient for each pair 

of machines. 

2. Determine the groups of machines with the maximum similarity coefficient and 

put them together. 

3. Eliminate the rows corresponding with the machine groups that were grouped 

together. 

4. Add a new row to the matrix for the resulting new machine group and compute 

the similarity coefficient using the formula  𝑆!" = 𝑀𝑎𝑥 𝑆!"     𝑚 ∈ 𝑡  &  𝑛 ∈ 𝑣;  

Where t is the new machine group and v is for the other machine groups. 

5. Repeat the steps from step 2 to step 4. 

6. The algorithm terminates when the number of machine groups that was 

previously determined is achieved. 

Furthermore, the cluster in the SLINK analysis is defined as a group of entities such that 

every member of the cluster is more similar to at least one member of the same cluster than it is 

to any member of another cluster. 

Adding an entity to a cluster in the single linkage cluster analysis requires that the entity 

is highly similar to any member of that cluster and due to this procedure, the formed clusters can 

tend to resemble long chains in multidimensional space. This tendency to chain is considered as 

a major drawback of the SLINK cluster analysis. A simple example on this feature is a clustering 

problem that has five entities A, B, C, D, and E, where A is similar to B, which is similar to C, 

which is similar to D, leading to ABCD would form a cluster. However, the entities A and D 

might exhibit a relative dissimilarity to each other and each of them might show a higher 
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similarity to the entity E than to each other.  In fact this chaining phenomenon have induced the 

rejection of the SLINK analysis as a preferable clustering procedure (Blashfield, 1976). 

Complete linkage Clustering (CLINK) 

The complete linkage-clustering algorithm is also one of the hierarchical clustering 

methods. It is also known by other different names, (maximum method) and (furthest neighbor 

cluster analysis). In this algorithm, the least similar pair between two clusters is used to 

determine the inter-cluster similarity, i.e., the member of every cluster is more like the furthest 

member of its own cluster than the furthest item in any other cluster (Tamilselvi, Sivasakthi, and 

Kavitha, 2015).  

In the (CLINK) method, the distance between two clusters X and Y is computed as the 

maximum distance between any two points x∈X and y∈Y in the two clusters. 

𝒹 (X,Y) = max!∈!,!∈! 𝒹(𝑥,𝑦) (Anandan, 2013) 

In the complete linkage clustering, the clusters are small and tightly bound, with the 

advantage of preventing the merge of two clusters together for only the high level of similarity 

between two members when the remaining members are dissimilar. Therefore, the cluster in the 

CLINK analysis can be defined as a group of entities in which each member is more similar to 

all the other members within the same cluster than it is to all members of any other cluster. Such 

properties make the complete linkage method able to overcome the tendency to chain issue of the 

single linkage method. 

On the other hand, an entity in the complete linkage method cannot join a cluster until it 

obtains a given similarity level with all members of a cluster which leads to lowering the 

probability of obtaining a new member as the cluster size increases. In the multidimensional 
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space, this means that as the size of a cluster increases, the effective distance between the cluster 

and nonmember also increases creating what is known as the CLINK’s space-diluting feature 

(Blashfield, 1976). 

Average linkage Clustering (ALC) 

Unlike the single linkage method that is based on the maximum similarity, or the complete 

linkage method in which the minimum similarity is the basis, the average linkage-clustering 

algorithm considers the average value of the pair wise within a cluster (Tamilselvi, Sivasakthi, 

and Kavitha, 2015).  

The average linkage clustering (which some scholars also call it the Unweighted Pair 

Group Method using Arithmetic Mean (UPGMA)) is considered as a compromise between the 

chaining tendency of single linkage clustering and the space-diluting tendency of complete 

linkage clustering (Blashfield, 1976).  

In this algorithm, and due to the fact that all objects in a cluster contribute to the inter-

cluster similarity, each object is more similar to every other member of its own cluster than to the 

objects in any other cluster on average and the distance between two clusters is calculated by the 

average of the distances between all the points in the two clusters. 

𝒹 (X,Y) = 
!

!  .  |!|
 𝒹(𝑥.𝑦)!∈!!∈!  (Anandan, 2013) 

 
where x is any point in the cluster X and y is any point in the other cluster Y.  

Standard steps for the ALC algorithm are: 

1. Set up the similarity matrix by computing the similarity coefficients for each pair 

of machines. 

2. Allocate in one group all the machine groups of the highest similarity coefficient. 
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3. Eliminate the rows corresponding with the machine groups that have been 

grouped together. 

4. Add a new row to the resulting matrix for the new machine group and compute 

the similarity coefficients using the formula to calculate the similarity between the 

machine groups in the ALC algorithm 

𝑆!" =
𝑆!"!∈!!∈!

𝑁! ∗ 𝑁!
 

where t is the new machine group and v is for the other machine groups. 

5. Repeat the steps from step 2 to step 4. 

6. The algorithm terminates when the number of machine groups that was previously 

determined is reached. 

The cluster in the average linkage cluster analysis is defined as a group of entities in 

which each member has a greater mean similarity with all members of the same cluster than it 

does with all members of any other cluster (Blashfield, 1976). 

The proposed model in this research is basically derived from the clustering analysis 

approach utilized to study the formation of clusters of machine cells visited by part families 

based on specified attributes of the parts. Similarly, a similarity coefficient-based clustering 

algorithm is implemented in this research, namely the complete linkage-clustering method 

(CLINK), to create clusters of similar countries that have the potential to offer the best locations 

to start up entrepreneurial ventures with the consideration of factors that are appealing to 

entrepreneurs. For entrepreneurs, in general, it is more desirable to have more distinct groups of 

alternate locations (countries) in which the alternatives within each group of locations (countries) 

are more similar to each other than to the locations (countries) in the other groups. This approach 
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provides the entrepreneurs with more flexibility in choosing the location for their ventures and 

businesses from the identified alternatives in the same group with less overlapping between the 

groups that are distinguished in the level of their entrepreneurial attractiveness.  

Table (2.7) Summary of the literature review on cluster analysis 

Author Year Concept Contribution 

Springer & 
Heidelberg  

2011 
Similarity and 
dissimilarity in cluster 
analysis 

Objects in each cluster share many 
characteristics and have similarities in 
common, while at the same time they are 
very dissimilar to objects in other clusters  

Romesburg  2004 
Usefulness of cluster 
analysis 

- Cluster analysis is very useful and 
satisfactory in building up data 
classification 
- The available alternative decisions or 
represent the objects of the cluster analysis 
whereas the attributes describe the features 
or the expected outcomes of the 
alternatives  

McAuley  
 

1972  

Definition of the 
similarity coefficient-
based clustering  
 

Similarity coefficient between any two 
objects represents the ratio of the number 
of attributes that belong to the two objects 
to the sum of the number of attributes that 
belong to either or both of the objects  

Wang & Roze  1984 
Definition of the 
similarity coefficient-
based clustering  

The similarity coefficient approach is 
generalized to become the value that is 
calculated for each pair of attributes 
instead of the objects  

Gupta and 
Seifoddini  

1990 

Advantages of 
implementing similarity 
coefficient based 
clustering 

- It is simpler and easier to be used with 
the computer applications 
- It is more flexible in incorporating 
additional quantitative and subjective 
information into the formation process of 
machine cells 
- It intrinsically determines the level of 
similarity (the threshold value) by which 
two or groups of machines are allowed to 
form for each iteration of a given set of 
data in problems 
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- It permits consideration of additional 
constraints for the final selection of a 
solution through generating a set of 
alternative solutions  

Wang & Roze  1984 
Jaccard Similarity 
Coefficient (JSC)  

- Similarity coefficient is calculated 
depending on the number of parts visiting 
each machine  
- All attributes are set to be binary and 
therefore the yielded possibilities for each 
pair of machines are: 1-1, 1-0, 0-1, and 0-0  

Tamilselvi, 
Sivasakthi & 
Kavitha  

2015  
Single linkage-
clustering (SLINK)  

- minimal computational requirements 
- At each step: the two most similar objects 
that are not yet in the same cluster are 
joined 
- Joining pairs of clusters by the single 
shortest link 
- Alternatives having the highest similarity 
coefficient are grouped together 

Tamilselvi, 
Sivasakthi & 
Kavitha  

2015 
Average Linkage 
Clustering (ALC)  

- Considers the average value of the pair 
wise within a cluster  
- Each object is more similar to every other 
member of its own cluster than to the 
objects in any other cluster on average  

Tamilselvi, 
Sivasakthi & 
Kavitha  

2015 
Complete Linkage-
Clustering (CLINK)  

- The least similar pair between two 
clusters is used to determine the inter-
cluster similarity  
- The member of every cluster is more like 
the furthest member of its own cluster than 
the furthest item in any other cluster  
- Clusters are small and tightly bound  
- Prevents the merge of two clusters 
together for only the high level of 
similarity between two members when the 
remaining members are dissimilar.  
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CHAPTER THREE 

Identifying the entrepreneurial location decision factors 

As stated in the previous chapters, choosing to enter a foreign market might be one of the 

most critical strategic decisions a firm has to encounter. Moreover, the consequences of the 

location decision have more effects and larger impacts when the firm is small in size and 

entrepreneurial in nature due to the limited resources available.  

Like any other decision, the decision-making process of determining the best location for 

small entrepreneurial firms features the need to identify potential alternatives or options that are 

must be evaluated by the decision maker in order to specify the best alternative. In the location 

decision problem, the potential alternatives are the possible sites to locate the firm that have to be 

evaluated by the entrepreneur/founder and then to choose the best from among them.   

However, identifying the best location for a facility is not an easy task and particularly 

for a small enterprise, because personal characteristics of the founder/entrepreneur usually have a 

great influence on the decision-making process. In fact, all strategic decisions within the small 

firms are influenced by the entrepreneurial characteristics of their founders. Therefore, it is 

essential to consider the entrepreneurial behavior effects in the decision-making process of small 

firms. In small firms, it is expected that the rationality trait is decreased in proportion to the 

higher impact of the entrepreneur’s personality. The optimistic nature of entrepreneurs also may 

cause their decisions to be based on subjective factors.  

Similarly, choosing best-fit locations for the facility is greatly affected by the individual 

personality traits and cognitive biases of the entrepreneur, including the need for achievement, 

the locus of control, the optimum risk propensity, and innovativeness. This, in addition to the 
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complex nature of the decision location problem, increases the relevance of the factors provided 

by the entrepreneur, who in most cases is the primary decision maker in the small enterprise, to 

make a better locational judgment. 

In general, there is no single valid solution for all location decision problems and 

therefore choosing an optimal location for the facility demands careful analysis of all critical 

subjective factors to assess the various potential locations. 

Furthermore, the previous chapters have shown that researchers around the world have 

carried out the mission to develop various algorithms and techniques with the aim to provide the 

decision makers with reliable tools to promote their location decision approaches. Through these 

algorithms, the facility location problem is addressed from different angles. The application of 

each of these algorithms most likely leads to identifying alternatives as best choices that are 

unique and different for each algorithm based on its own perspective, and the best choices 

generated by one algorithm do not necessarily have to be favored by the other approaches.  

Moreover, the empirical implementation of the algorithms mainly depends on comparing 

the different alternatives in accordance with a set of pre-defined decisive factors. The set of these 

factors should be provided by the decision maker in a comprehensive context that takes into 

account all different aspects of the location decision case, because failing to include one or more 

of the substantial factors may result in developing ineffective or misleading decisions upon the 

best location of the firm.  

The suggested model to the facility location problem in this research investigates the 

similarities and dissimilarities of alternate sites that have the potential to locate the small firms 

within and classifies them into distinctive groups based on a set of decision-making factors.  
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In this chapter, the most critical judgmental factors are derived basically from the revised 

related literature. To properly use these factors in this research, they need to be broken into the 

most relevant sub-factors or indicators for which numerical data are available in the global 

indices. One of the most important global indices that contain comprehensive data about 

development in countries around the globe is the World Bank’s developmental indicators index.  

Depending on the World Bank’s index, all associated sub-factors are defined throughout 

this chapter and then they are used in the subsequent chapters to represent the core of the 

required determinants that in return, are employed to efficiently classify the groups of locations 

and assure valid results when conducting the location decision algorithm. 

Moreover, the identified decision-making factors in this chapter include the factors 

existing in potential locations that are most attractive to entrepreneurial firms or, if different, 

factors that local governments strive to implement into regions under their authorities to offer a 

favorable economic climate for new businesses.    

Based on distinctive criteria of attraction to entrepreneurs, the most likely location 

decision factors that should be considered in choosing the best-fit location for small and medium 

entrepreneurial enterprises can be specified as follows: 

3.1 Factors related to business start-up cost and procedure 

A favorable legal system regarding incorporation, organizational, and publicly held status 

of a small venture has important implications for its behavior, growth and success. Therefore, 

decision makers need to clearly study and understand existing corporate and securities laws in 

considered sites to locate the entrepreneurial facility. On the other hand, special consideration of 

small and medium enterprises, such as specific exemptions from regulations, modified 
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compliance procedures, reduced penalties for violation of regulations, and specialized programs 

to assist small and medium enterprises in compliance with regulations, should be embedded in 

the policymaking process for the region to strengthen its appeal to new business. Some of the 

most important attributes that most likely influence the choice of localizing entrepreneurial firm 

globally are: 

3.1.1 Cost of business start-up procedures (% of GNI per capita)  

This factor consists of the necessary expenses the business is required to spend in order to 

acquire a sound legal structure at the establishment stage, including registration fees and permits 

and licenses charges, etc., for the business to be qualified to start its operations.  

3.1.2 Start-up procedures to register a business (total number) 

This factor contains all related procedures of ownership, size, and type of business that 

are required to start up the business, such as interactions to obtain necessary permits and licenses 

and to complete all inscriptions, verifications, and notifications to start operations.  

3.1.3 Time required to start a business (days) 

It is the number of calendar days needed to complete all needed procedures to legally 

start operating the business. The fastest procedure is considered even if additional costs are 

required to speed up one or several of the procedures. 

3.1.4 Patent applications, nonresidents (total number) 

These are worldwide patent applications filed through the Patent Cooperation Treaty 

procedure or with a national patent office for exclusive rights for an invention, a product, or 

process that introduces a new way of doing something or offers a new technical solution to a 
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problem. The obtained patent provides protection for the patented material to its owner for a 

specified period of time, generally 20 years. 

3.1.5 Trademark applications, direct nonresident (total number) 

Filed trademark applications are those applications to register a trademark with a national 

or regional Intellectual Property (IP) office. A trademark is a distinctive sign that identifies 

certain goods or services that are produced or provided by a specific person or enterprise. The 

importance of a trademark is to provide protection of the mark to its owner by ensuring the 

exclusive rights to use it in identifying goods or services, or to authorize others to use it in return 

for named payment. Protection periods vary; however, a trademark can be renewed indefinitely 

beyond the time limit on payment of additional fees. Specifically, direct nonresident trademark 

applications are those that are filed by applicants from abroad directly at a national IP office. 

3.1.6 Charges for the use of intellectual property, payments (current US$) 

These are the payments and receipts between residents and nonresidents for the 

authorized use of proprietary rights (patents, trademarks, copyrights, industrial processes and 

designs including trade secrets, and franchises) and for the use, through licensing agreements, of 

produced originals or prototypes (such as for live performances and television, cable, or satellite 

broadcast).   

3.2 Factors related to financing small and medium enterprises 

Financial resources are the life-blood for any business and specifically for entrepreneurial 

firms, small or medium, sufficient funds are vital to meet daily expenses and payments. 

Typically, the main sources of funding for the business revenues from the business operations 

come from investments of the owner, a partner, or a venture capitalist, and loans from 
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individuals or financial institutions. Thus, the availability of specialized financial policies and 

incentives is a significant determinant for choosing a location to start entrepreneurial firms. 

Some of the critical factors to consider in selecting a globally appealing location include:  

3.2.1 Firms using banks to finance investment (% of firms) 

	 This gives an indication of the percentage of firms using available services of banks to 

finance their investments. 

3.2.2 Lending interest rate (%) 

	 The	 lending interest rate is the defined rate by banks that usually meets the short- and 

medium-term financing needs of the private sector. This rate is normally differentiated according 

to the creditworthiness of borrowers and the objectives of the financing. Terms and conditions of 

these rates differ by country.   

3.2.3 Foreign direct investment, net (current US$) 

	 These are the net inflows of investment to acquire a lasting management interest (10 

percent or more of voting stock) in an enterprise operating in an economy other than that of the 

investor. The foreign direct investment is the sum of equity capital, reinvestment of earnings, 

other long-term capital, and short-term capital as shown in the balance of payments.  

3.3 Factors related to tax rates and structure 

	 The personal income taxes along with capital gains taxes and payroll taxes result in 

leaving the individual entrepreneurs with less expendable capital, i.e., the higher the tax rate, the 

more capital is taken from the business and given to the government. Higher tax rates means less 

money to reinvest in the business, leading to less job creation. Therefore, it is critical to assess 
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the effect of tax rates and structures when exploring the possibility of choosing a country to 

locate the entrepreneurial firm. 

3.3.1 Total tax rate (% of commercial profits) 

	 This is a measurement of the amount of taxes and mandatory contributions payable by 

businesses after accounting for allowable deductions and exemptions as a share of commercial 

profits. In this indicator, taxes withheld (e.g., personal income tax or collected and remitted to 

tax authorities (such as value added taxes, sales taxes, or goods and service taxes) are excluded. 

3.3.2 Profit tax (% of commercial profits) 

	 This is the amount of taxes paid by the business on its profits.  

3.3.3 Taxes on goods and services (% value added of industry and services) 

	 The taxes on goods and services include general sales and turnover on value added taxes, 

selective excises on goods, selective taxes on services, taxes on the use of goods or property, 

taxes on extraction and production of minerals, and profits of fiscal monopolies. 

3.4 Factors related to governmental regulations and policies 

	 Governments establish many rules and regulations that organize and control the business 

environment of the country. As a result, businesses need to plan their operations’ structure to 

comply with the governmental regulations. Furthermore, economical policies and market 

regulations have a significant impact on the competitiveness and profitability of the business and 

therefore, choosing a country to locate the entrepreneurial firm is influenced heavily by the type 

of the governmental rules and policies applied in that country.  
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3.4.1 Exports of goods and services (current US$) 

	 This	category	comprises all transactions between residents of a country and the rest of the 

world, involving the change of ownership from residents to nonresidents of general merchandise, 

the net exports of goods under merchanting, nonmonetary gold, and services. 

3.4.2 Trade in services (% of GDP) 

	 Trade in services is the sum of services exports and imports divided by the value of GDP. 

3.4.3 Net official development assistance and official aid received (current US$) 

	 Net official development consists of disbursements of loans made on concessional terms 

(net of repayments of principal) and grants by official agencies of the members of the 

development assistance committee (DAC), by multilateral institutions, and by non-DAC 

countries to promote economic developments and welfare in countries and territories in the DAC 

list of ODA recipients. It includes loans with a grant element of at least 25 percent (calculated at 

a rate of discount of 10 percent).  

 Net official aid is the aid flow (net of repayments) from official donors to countries and 

territories. 

3.5 Factors related to labor and skills 

	 Access to skilled labor is critical to entrepreneurial firms. Innovative businesses require 

specific skills and experience and skilled labor can actually contribute to innovation and growth 

activities of the firm by generating new knowledge, developing incremental innovations, 

supporting firms in identifying business opportunities, helping firms to adopt to changing 

environments, and generating spillovers and transfer of advanced knowledge. From their side, 

public policies can facilitate new firms’ access to skilled labor via strengthening education about 
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innovation, promoting the innovation culture, and elevating investment rate in research and 

development activities.  

 The availability of a wider spectrum of skills in a labor market within a country 

significantly encourages entrepreneurial companies to locate their facilities in that country.   	

3.5.1 Labor force with tertiary education (% of total) 

	 It is the share of the total labor force that attained or completed tertiary education as the 

highest level of education. 

3.5.2 Secondary education, vocational pupils (total number) 

This factor is the total number of students enrolled in technical/vocational programs at 

public and private secondary education institutions.  

3.5.3 Government expenditure on education, total (% of government expenditure) 

General expenditure of the government on education (current, capital, and transfers) is 

expressed as a percentage of the total general government expenditure on all sectors (including 

health, education, social services, etc.). This also includes expenditure funded by transfers from 

international sources to the government. General government refers to local, regional and central 

governments.   

3.5.4 Wage and salaried workers, total (% of total employed) 

Wage and salaried workers (employees) are the workers who hold the type of jobs 

defined as “paid employment jobs,” where the incumbents hold explicit (written or oral) or 

implicit employment contracts that give them a basic remuneration that is not directly dependent 

upon the revenue of the unit for which they work. 
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3.5.5 Unemployment, total (% of total labor force) 

 Unemployment is the share of labor force that is without work but available for and 

seeking employment. 

3.6 Factors related to infrastructure 

	 The availability of a good infrastructure that may take different forms and functions is 

important for entrepreneurial activities. One form of infrastructure that attracts the attention of 

entrepreneurs to situate their companies in a country is a high standard of physical infrastructure, 

including roads, rails, and water routes, which is required for trade and industrial growth.  

3.6.1 Investment in energy with private participation (current US$) 

	 This covers infrastructure projects in energy (electricity and natural gas transmission and 

distribution) that have reached financial closure and directly or indirectly serve the public. The 

included types of projects are operations and management contracts, operation and management 

contracts with major capital expenditure, greenfield projects (in which a private entity or public-

private joint venture builds and operates a new facility), and divestitures. Investment 

commitments are the sum of investments in facilities and investments and investments in 

government assets. Investments in facilities are the resources the project company commits to 

invest during the contract period either in new facilities or in the expansion and modernization of 

existing facilities. Investments in government assets are the resources the project company 

spends on acquiring government assets such as state-owned enterprises, rights to provide 

services in a specific area, or the use of specific radio spectra. 
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3.6.2 Investment in telecoms with private participation (current US$) 

	 This covers infrastructure projects in telecommunication that have reached financial 

closure and directly or indirectly serve the public. The types of projects included are operations 

and management contracts, operation and management contracts with major capital expenditure, 

greenfield projects (in which a private entity or public-private joint venture builds and operates a 

new facility), and divestitures. Investment commitments are the sum of investments in facilities 

and investments and investments in government assets. Investments in facilities are the resources 

the project company commits to invest during the contract period either in new facilities or in 

expansion and modernization of existing facilities. Investments in government assets are the 

resources the project company spends on acquiring government assets such as state-owned 

enterprises, rights to provide services in a specific area, or the use of specific radio spectrums. 

3.6.3 Investment in transport with private participation (current US$) 

This covers infrastructure projects in transport that have reached financial closure and 

directly or indirectly serve the public. The included types of projects are operations and 

management contracts, operation and management contracts with major capital expenditure, 

greenfield projects (in which a private entity or public-private joint venture builds and operates a 

new facility), and divestitures. Investment commitments are the sum of investments in facilities 

and investments and investments in government assets. Investments in facilities are the resources 

the project company commits to invest during the contract period either in new facilities or in 

expansion and modernization of existing facilities. Investments in government assets are the 

resources the project company spends on acquiring government assets such as state-owned 

enterprises, rights to provide services in a specific area, or the use of specific radio spectrums. 
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3.6.4 Investment in water and sanitation with private participation (current US$) 

This covers infrastructure projects in water and sanitation that have reached financial 

closure and directly or indirectly serve the public. The included types of projects are operations 

and management contracts, operation and management contracts with major capital expenditure, 

greenfield projects (in which a private entity or public-private joint venture builds and operates a 

new facility), and divestitures. Investment commitments are the sum of investments in facilities 

and investments and investments in government assets. Investments in facilities are the resources 

the project company commits to invest during the contract period either in new facilities or in 

expansion and modernization of existing facilities. Investments in government assets are the 

resources the project company spends on acquiring government assets such as state-owned 

enterprises, rights to provide services in a specific area, or the use of specific radio spectrums. 

3.7 Factors related to technology advancement 

Another form of infrastructure is the knowledge infrastructure, which is a crucial feature 

specifically for knowledge- and technology-based ventures. The existence of research facilities 

such as universities is also important, since they represent ideal incubators to assist entrepreneurs 

to benefit from information and knowledge spillovers. Provision and quality of the knowledge 

infrastructure is a key driver for firm foundation and subsequent economic growth.  

3.7.1 High-technology exports (current US$) 

	 High-technology exports are products with high research and development intensity, such 

as in aerospace, computers, pharmaceuticals, scientific instruments, and electrical machinery. 
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3.7.2 Internet users (per 100 people) 

	 Internet users are individuals who have used the internet (from any location) in the last 12 

months. Internet can be used via a computer, mobile phone, personal digital assistant, games 

machine, digital TV, etc. 

3.7.3 Fixed broadband subscriptions (per 100 people) 

It refers to the fixed subscriptions to high-speed access to the public Internet (a TCP/IP 

connection), at downstream speeds or equal to, or greater than 256kbit/s. Internet subscriptions 

include cable modem, DSL, fiber-to-the-home/building, other fixed (wired)-broadband 

subscriptions, satellite broadband and terrestrial fixed wireless broadband. This total is measured 

irrespective of the method of payment. Moreover, the Internet users are the individuals who have 

used the Internet (from any location) in the last 12 months.  

3.7.4 Research and development expenditure (% of GDP) 

The expenditures for research and development are current and capital expenditures (both 

public and private) on creative work undertaken systematically to increase knowledge, including 

knowledge of humanity, culture, and society, and the use of knowledge for new applications. The 

research and development (R&D) includes basic research, applied research, and experimental 

development. 

3.7.5 Researchers in research and development (R&D) (per million people) 

These are the professionals engaged in the conception or creation of new knowledge, 

products, processes, methods, or systems and in the management of the projects concerned. 

Postgraduate Ph.D. students engaged in research and development are included. 
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3.7.6 Manufacturing, value added (current US$) 

Manufacturing refers to industries and the value added is the net output of a sector after 

adding up all outputs and subtracting intermediate inputs. It is calculated without considering 

deductions for depreciation of fabricated assets or depletion and degradation of natural resources. 

The value added origin is determined by the International Standard Industrial Classification 

(ISIC). 

3.8 Factors related to competition 

	 In today’s increasingly open and integrated global economy, competitiveness both 

domestically and internationally has become a prominent concern. Rapid changes in the global 

business environment, including trade liberalization, technological development, and 

governmental policies associated with globalization have simplified the entry of firms to 

different geographic markets that, in turn, increased the competitiveness level of firms around 

the world. Although the globalization phenomenon has considerably enhanced the market 

opportunities of start-up firms, at the same time it also contributed heavily to increasing the 

amount of competition faced by such firms. It is important for start-up businesses to take into 

account to a far extent the intensity of the competitive atmosphere when selecting a country in 

which to locate their facilities.  

3.8.1 Listed domestic companies (total number) 

They are the domestically incorporated companies listed on the country’s stock 

exchanges at the end of the year. Investment companies, mutual funds, and other collective 

investment vehicles are not included in this factor. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

Model Description and Methodology 

To achieve the core objective of this research, that is to assign countries into homogenous 

groups based on their level of attractiveness to entrepreneurs, an efficient clustering method has 

to be applied. Building up these homogenous groups requires the identification of the decision-

making factors upon which similarities and dissimilarities of countries to form clusters are 

specified. 

In the previous chapter, the most critical factors attracting entrepreneurial small and 

medium ventures to a location have been identified. This task has been carried out through first 

reviewing the literature discussing why and what attracts entrepreneurial activities to a site. 

Then, these publications were carefully examined in order to extract important attributes 

characterizing entrepreneurship-appealing locations. Finally, the yielded factors that are adopted 

in the model of this research are those that frequently appeared in the related literature and 

researches or those that are emphasized by experienced and specialized scholars.  

Prior to applying the model used in this research, data denoting the location-decision 

factors have to be collected. It is important that these data are represented with numerical figures 

in order to provide the model with a mean to measure the considered factors.  

4.1 Data collection and setup 

  In order to better study the decision-making factors and utilize them to assist 

entrepreneurs to choose an optimal location for establishing their start-up entrepreneurial 

facilities, numerical data influencing the effects of location decision factors have to be collected 
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from reliable and trusted entrepreneurship indices or global database sources to assure higher 

accuracy of data. 

 There are many indices that convey numerical data that measure the effects of various 

attributes considered in deciding upon locations where entrepreneurial activities can be started 

up. The numerical data intended to be collected for the purposes of this research are mainly 

derived from the World Bank’s database. Database from the World Bank surpasses its 

counterparts based on several unique features, such as being one of the most authentic database 

sources, as well as the availability of many of the desired numerical data for considered decision-

making factors. 

 However, data collection, specifically when performed globally and subject to 

confidentiality in some parts of the world, is highly expensive and the huge size of data on 

countries around the globe demanding the dedication of well-trained big teams to collect and 

organize these data is a time consuming process. There are also several issues related to the data 

obtained from the World Bank’s database that make the adoption and utilization very 

complicated and challenging.   

One major issue is that not all needed location decision factors could be directly found in 

the World Bank’s database or other global indices. In this case, the unavailable factors are 

represented by one or more sub-indices and the numerical data of these sub-indices are collected 

and combined with the numerical data collection of remaining factors. 

 Another issue of numerical data in the World Bank’s database is the missing data of some 

or all factors for some countries. Ideally, this issue could be resolved as follows: 
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§ Data are missing for all the time periods; then the associated country(s) is/are excluded, 

because such countries are most likely either to have no significant data to share or they 

lack political transparency. 

§ Data are missing for several time periods; in this case, capturing the missing data could 

be done by first looking up the data in other global database sources. The missing data 

also could be forecasted based on available data of previous time periods. 

Moreover, the numerical data of the decision-making factors exist in the World Bank’s 

database with different ranges of values; some of them are wider than others. Therefore, it is 

important for these data to be refined before they can be used in the clustering approach to form 

the desired groups of countries. To insure data integrity and in order to prevent getting 

conditioned by features with a wider range of possible values when computing coefficients, the 

numerical data need first to be normalized. In this research, the approach used to normalize data 

is the feature scaling (min-max scaling) that is typically calculated using the formula  

 

The resulted normalized data through this approach are scaled to a fixed range between  

(0-1) with a smaller standard deviation to help suppress the effect of outliers. 

4.2 Weight assigning to location decision factors 

 All determined factors are critical and important for entrepreneurs to choose a best-fit 

location for their small or medium starting-up ventures. However, scholars have stressed some of 

these factors more than others. Therefore, the decision-making process could be improved by 

making these criteria more explicit. Assigning a weight to each identified factor can be based on 

how strongly entrepreneurship scholars emphasized it in their research, i.e., the more 
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entrepreneurship scholars emphasized a location’s decision-making factors, the higher weight it 

is given. Assigning the weights to these factors is a good way to find mismatches on 

expectations. It also helps decision makers to be less subjective and be more objective in 

evaluating available alternatives. 

 Taking into account the literature discussed in Chapter Two and the decision-making 

factors identified in Chapter Three, weights can be potentially assigned to the defined location 

decision factors as follows:  

Table (4.1) Weights assigned to entrepreneurial facility location decision factors 

# Decision-making factors (attributes)  Weight (%) 

1 Cost of business start-up procedures 1.56 
2 Start-up procedures to register a business 0.9 
3 Time required to start a business 0.8 
4 Patent applications 0.7 
5 Trademark applications 0.6 
6 Charges for the use of intellectual property 0.5 
7 Firms using banks to finance investment 5 
8 Lending interest rate 8 
9 Foreign direct investment 6 
10 Total tax rate 4 
11 Profit tax 3 
12 Taxes on goods and services 2 
13 Exports of goods and services 0.4 
14 Trade in services 0.3 
15 Net official development assistance and official aid received 0.2 
16 Labor force with tertiary education 0.09 
17 Secondary education, vocational pupils 0.08 
18 Government expenditure on education 0.1 
19 Wage and salaried workers 0.07 
20 Unemployment 0.06 
21 Investment in energy 0.05 
22 Investment in telecoms 0.05 
23 Investment in transport 0.05 
24 Investment in water and sanitation 0.05 
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25 High-technology exports 10.4 
26 Internet users 9 
27 Fixed broadband subscriptions 9 
28 Research and development expenditure 14 
39 Researchers in R&D 11 
30 Manufacturing, value added 12 
31 Listed domestic companies 0.04 

 

 An average rank is then applied on the weighted numerical data and subsequently, the top 

one hundred countries in the resulting ranked list of countries that will be also compared with the 

lists identified through credible entrepreneurship indices, e.g., the Global Entrepreneurship Index 

of the Global Entrepreneurship and Development Institute (GEDI), is adopted as preferable 

locations for entrepreneurs to establish their start-up facilities. 

4.3 Data collection challenges and implications 

 In spite of applying all of the preceding steps in order to refine the collected data and 

prepare them to be implemented as inputs for the research methodology, the problem of the 

unavailability of significant and critical data for some countries inhibits the correct interpretation 

of the entrepreneurial attraction factors’ impacts on the location decision-process of 

entrepreneurs. Thus, to illustrate the methodology of this research in full, a hypothetical case 

study is discussed in the following sections. 

 Furthermore, in order to add more sense to the generated results, a real-time 

demonstration of the clustering approach will be conducted, taking into account installing only 

the data for available decision-making factors that are complete and with no missing values.  

4.4 Model development 

 The proposed model in this research is based on a hierarchical clustering algorithm that 

starts by singular objects. Then it gradually gathers them into homogenous groups according to 
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their similarities in regard to location-attractiveness factors until eventually one large cluster of 

objects can be formed at the last iteration of the algorithm. Moreover, the developed clustering 

technique has to be stopped before merging all generated clusters for determining the required 

number of clusters instead of one unique cluster. 

As discussed earlier in section 2.4.1, grouping the considered dataset may be done in 

various fashions in accordance to the selected clustering method. In fact, it is the type of desired 

output that actually dictates the selection of a particular method. Furthermore, there are also 

several unique characteristics that most likely affect the selection of the clustering method, 

including the performance of the method with specific data type, the available hardware and 

software facilities for the selected method, and the size of the dataset the method can handle.  

Depending on most important categories of dataset grouping. Table (4.2) presents a basic 

comparison between existing multi-criteria decision-making and the proposed approaches.  

Clustering algorithms mostly consist of three main components: 

§ Objects 

§ Attributes 

§ Similarity coefficient 

Similarly, components of the clustering model in this research are the objects, the 

attributes, and the similarity coefficient. 

 Objects: of the proposed model are the countries to be processed by the clustering 

technique in order to be combined together and form homogenous groups. Like other clustering 

algorithms, the objects (countries) in the model introduced in this research are grouped together 
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such that the objects in one group are similar to each other whereas they differ from other objects 

belonging to other groups.  

 Attributes: are the set of variables upon which available attributes are compared and the 

similarities among them are also measured to choose the best alternatives. Attributes are the 

backbone of clustering techniques and the specified set should be comprehensive and contain all 

critical variables. Failing to include important attributes will most likely result in the formation 

of clusters that are inefficient or nonhomogeneous, i.e., assigning similar objects into separate 

groups. Attributes of the proposed model are the location decision-making factors that have been 

identified in the previous chapter, in order to create a comprehensive list that considers all 

aspects of the desired decision.  

 Similarity Coefficient: is generally the mathematical function by which the similarities 

of two or more objects are measured based on the values of attributes. There are many similarity 

coefficients suggested by researchers; however, choosing the similarity coefficient type depends 

on the characteristics of attributes in comparison, as well as the desired clustering of objects 

mentioned. 

Furthermore, the notation that can be used in the formation and development of the 

introduced model is given by the following: 

i and j are any two countries to be compared as potential locations 

𝑎𝑖𝑗 is any attribute used for the comparison between country i and country j is conducted 

m number of the countries to be listed as alternatives (rows of the similarity matrix) 

{𝑎𝑖𝑗} country-attribute incidence matrix = 

 1   𝑖𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑎𝑡ℎ 𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑏𝑢𝑡𝑒 𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑒 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ 𝑖𝑛 𝑏𝑜𝑡ℎ 𝑖 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑗 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑠
0   𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒                                                                     
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𝑛 total number of attributes exist in countries = 𝑎𝑖𝑗!
!!!

!
!!!  

𝑆𝑖𝑗  Jaccard similarity coefficient between country i and country j 

𝑑 𝑖, 𝑗  Euclidean or CityBlock distance between country i and country j  

As implied to in Chapter Two, the proposed clustering analysis model is a derivation of a 

proven clustering approach utilized in the field of manufacturing to study the formation of 

clusters of machine cells visited by part families based on specified attributes of the parts. This 

approach was modified so that a similarity coefficient-based clustering algorithm, namely the 

complete linkage-clustering method (CLINK), is implemented to create clusters of similar 

countries that have the potential to offer the best locations to start up entrepreneurial ventures 

with the consideration of factors that are appealing to entrepreneurs. However, other coefficient-

based clustering algorithms will be also applied to obtain a solid base to review the differences 

between those approaches (if any). A comparison of the clustering approach that is used to form 

the clusters of machine cells and the proposed model to create clusters of similar countries in 

their attractiveness to entrepreneurial firms is shown below.  

Table (4.2) Comparison of components of the clustering approach in manufacturing and 

                   the components of the proposed clustering model   

Component Clustering approach in 
manufacturing  

Proposed clustering model in 
entrepreneurship  

Objects 
Machine cells visited by part 
families 

Countries that have the potential to 
accommodate entrepreneurial firms 

Attributes 
Characteristics of parts upon 
which they are classified into 
families 

Factors that attract entrepreneurship to 
the locations 

Similarity 
coefficient 

JSC, Euclidean distance, etc. JSC, Euclidean distance, CityBlock 

Expected 
outcomes 

Clusters of machine cells visited 
by part families based on 
specified attributes of the parts 

Clusters of countries that have similar 
attractiveness for entrepreneurs based 
on their location tempting attributes 
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4.4.1 Transforming the numerical values of attributes into the proper formats 

The following section illustrates the procedure through which the similarity coefficients 

are obtained using the Jaccard, Euclidean and the CityBlock models.  

a) Jaccard Similarity Coefficient (JSC) 

In Chapter Two of this research, the JSC approach for the machine-clustering example 

was calculated depending on the number of parts visiting each machine. However, the JSC of the 

developed model is based on the range of the strength level of each of the decision-making 

factors. Here also the attributes are set to be binary and yielded possibilities for each pair of 

countries as 1-1, 1-0, 0-1, and 0-0. 

Since the JSC is solely designed for binary variables (i.e., take 0 or 1 values), therefore, 

all attributes have to be transformed into binary variables. There are only four possible outcomes 

resulting from the JSC calculation for any two countries: 0-0, 0-1, 1-0, and 1-1. The first digit in 

this notation represents the binary value (likelihood) of the attribute for the first country, while 

the second digit in this notation represents the binary value (likelihood) of the attribute for the 

second country. The similarity between any two countries (objects) increases with an increase in 

the JSC value, which can only be between 0 and 1. The maximum value is obtained when the 

two considered countries (objects) have completely identical values for each attribute, and yields 

a minimum value (zero) when the countries have dissimilar values for each of the considered 

attributes. 

In this research, the following steps are carried out to transform the attribute values into 

binary numbers to enable the determination of the JSCs.  

o The minimum and maximum values of each attributes are determined 

o The ranges are calculated for each attribute (range = maximum value – minimum value) 
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o Each range is divided into four equal intervals (interval length = range / 4) 

o Four corresponding binary dummy variables are created with respect to the above 

interval. The value of each attribute for each country is assessed with respect to the above 

set intervals, and a dummy variable is assigned as follows: the attribute value = 1 only for 

the interval in which the actual attribute value lies, and otherwise the value is set to zero. 

o The expected possibilities for the decision-making factors in the Jaccard Similarity 

Coefficient (JSC) to be applied into the introduced model are shown by the contingency 

matrix in Table (4.3) where the values of a, b, c, and d are binary number i.e a = 1, b = 1 

or 0, c = 0 or 1, and d = 0. 

Table (4.3) The assignments of each attribute for any two countries i and j. 

 
Country j 

 1 0 

Country i 
1 𝑎 = 1 𝑏 = 1 or 0 

0 𝑐 = 1 or 0 𝑑 = 0 

 

Where 𝑎 is 1 when a given factor (attribute) belongs to the interval of high level of 

strength in both countries i and j, 𝑏 is 1 or 0 when a given factor (attribute) does (or does not) 

belong to the interval of high level of strength in either country i or j, 𝑐 is 1 or 0 when a given 

factor (attribute) does (or does not) belong to the interval of high level of strength in either 

country i or j, and 𝑑 is 0 when a given factor (attribute) does not belong to the interval of high 

level of strength in either country i or country j. 
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From the contingency matrix shown in Table (4.3), JSC is calculated by the following 

formula: 

   𝑠!" =
!

!!!!!
 ,  0 ≼  s!" ≼ 1     (Yin and Yasuda, 2006) 

Furthermore, as it was presented in the Section 2.4.2, according to McAuley the Jaccard 

similarity coefficient between two machines in cellular manufacturing is defined as the number 

of parts visiting both machines divided by the number of parts that visit either of the two 

machines and therefore it is calculated by the following mathematical formula:  

𝑠!" =
!𝑖𝑗𝑘!

!!!  
!𝑖𝑗𝑘!

!!!  
,  

where: 

 𝑆!" = the similarity coefficient between machines i and j 

 𝑋!"#=  1   𝑖𝑓 𝑏𝑜𝑡ℎ 𝑚𝑎𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑠 𝑖 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑗 𝑎𝑟𝑒 𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑦 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡 𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒 𝑘
0   𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒                                                                     

 

 𝑌!"#=  1   𝑖𝑓 𝑎𝑡 𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑛𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑚𝑎𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑠 𝑖 𝑜𝑟 𝑗 𝑖𝑠 𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑦 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡 𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒 𝑘
0   𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒                                                                     

 

and  N   = number of parts 

Similarly, in the global facility location for the entrepreneurial firms, the Jaccard 

similarity coefficient between any two countries (i and j), is defined as the number of attributes 

that are strong in both countries divided by the number of strong attributes that are strong in 

either of the two countries as shown by the following general formula:  

𝑠𝑖𝑗 =
!𝑖𝑗𝑘!

!!!  
!𝑖𝑗𝑘!

!!!  
, where  

       𝑆!" = the similarity coefficient between countries i and j 
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 𝑋!"# =  1   𝑖𝑓 𝑏𝑜𝑡ℎ 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑠 𝑖 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑗 ℎ𝑎𝑣𝑒 𝑎 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑔 𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙 𝑜𝑓 𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑏𝑢𝑡𝑒 𝑘
0   𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒                                                                     

 

 𝑌!"#=  1   𝑖𝑓 𝑎𝑡 𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑛𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑠 𝑖 𝑜𝑟 𝑗 ℎ𝑎𝑠 𝑎 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑔 𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙 𝑜𝑓 𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑏𝑢𝑡𝑒 𝑘
0   𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒                                                                     

 

and N   = number of attributes 

b) Euclidean distance  

The Euclidean distance is used to measure the similarity between two clusters. For two 

countries i and j where i 𝜖 cluster t and j 𝜖 cluster v, k is any attribute and N is the number of 

attributes in the model, the Euclidean distance is calculated by  

𝑑 𝑡, 𝑣 = (𝑥𝑖𝑘
!

!!!

− 𝑥𝑗𝑘)!
!
!

 

For proper implementation of the Euclidean distance in the developed model, following 

steps are conducted: 

o Collecting the numerical data of the decision-making attributes from the related World 

Bank’s database 

o Performing the feature normalizing process using the min-max scaling approach to 

prevent the influence by features with a wider range of possible values when computing 

coefficients  

o Obtaining the resulting normalized attributes (between 0-1) with a smaller standard 

deviation to help suppress the effect of outliers 

o Calculating the Euclidean distance using the above given formula, where the two starting 

clusters (t and v) are any two randomly selected countries.   
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c) City Block distance  

The calculation of the CityBlock distance requires similar steps as those for the Euclidean 

distance prior using it in the model. These steps are: 

o Collecting the numerical data of the decision-making attributes from the related World 

Bank’s database 

o Performing the feature normalizing process using the min-max scaling approach to 

prevent the influence by features with a wider range of possible values when computing 

coefficients  

o Obtaining the resulting normalized attributes (between 0-1) with a smaller standard 

deviation to help suppress the effect of outliers 

o Calculating the CityBlock between two countries i ∈ cluster t and j ∈ cluster v using the 

formula  

𝑑 𝑡, 𝑣 =  𝑥!"!𝑥!"!
!!! ,  

where k = (1, 2, … , N) is an attribute, i and j are the countries.  

4.4.2 Clustering technique 

 After computing the similarity coefficients through the JSC method, or the distances 

obtained through the Euclidean or the CityBlock approaches, the candidate countries to 

accommodate the location of new small or medium businesses are classified using the complete 

linkage clustering (CLINK) technique.  CLINK, which is a similarity coefficient-based 

clustering methodology, was applied in this research due to the following reasons (Gupta and 

Seifoddini, 1990): 
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o The least similar pair between two clusters is used to determine the inter-cluster 

similarity 

o Resulting clusters are small and tightly bound  

o It prevents the merging of two clusters together for only a high level of similarity 

between two members while other members are dissimilar 

o It is computer software-friendly (e.g., MATLAB has inbuilt CLINK functions) 

CLINK algorithm demands adopting a clustering method to obtain clusters in which the 

addition of an entity to a cluster must not require that the entity is highly similar to any member 

of that cluster, i.e., preventing the chaining reaction (formation of clusters that can tend to 

resemble long chains). 

CLINK starts with computing the similarity coefficient for each pair of the object groups, 

where as a starting point; each individual object (country) is initially considered to be its own 

cluster and the standard steps for executing The CLINK algorithm are:  

1. Set up the similarity matrix by calculating the similarity coefficient for each pair of 

groups (countries). 

2. Determine the groups of countries with the maximum similarity coefficient and put 

them together. 

3. Eliminate the rows corresponding with the country groups that were grouped together. 

4. Add a new row to the matrix for the resulting new country group and compute the 

similarity coefficient using the formula  𝑆!" = 𝑀𝑖𝑛 𝑆!"  𝑖 ∈ 𝑡 & 𝑗 ∈ 𝑣, where t is the 

new cluster of countries and v is the other clusters, i.e. the countries that lie in the 

various clusters are grouped together base on the minimum existing similarity between 

those countries.  
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5. Repeat the steps from step 2 to step 4. 

6. The algorithm terminates when the number of machine groups that was previously 

determined is achieved. 

It is also required to apply the obtained JSC, Euclidean and CityBlock coefficients (or 

distances) to the CLINK methodology. This can be carried out using the following equations: 

o For the Jaccard Similarity Coefficient (JSC)  

𝑑 𝑡, 𝑣 = 𝑀𝑖𝑛 𝑆!"  𝑖 ∈ 𝑡  & 𝑗 ∈ 𝑣), 

o For the Euclidean distance  

𝑑 𝑡, 𝑣 = 𝑀𝑖𝑛 { (𝑥!"!
!!! − 𝑥!")!

!
!} 

o For the CityBlock distance  

𝑑 𝑡, 𝑣 = 𝑀𝑖𝑛 { 𝑥!"!𝑥!"!
!!! } 

According to Anandan and as it was illustrated in Section 2.4.2, the distance between two 

clusters X and Y is computed as the maximum distance between any two points x∈X and y∈Y in 

the two clusters, i.e., 𝒹 (X,Y) = max!∈!,!∈! 𝒹(𝑥,𝑦) 

Similarly following the calculations of the similarity coefficients to be applied in the 

developed model, the CLINK algorithm hierarchically forms the clusters (dendrogram) by 

considering the maximum distance between any two countries i ∈ t and j ∈ v in the two clusters t 

and v as shown in the following equation: 

𝐷(t,v) = max!∈!,!∈! 𝒹 𝑖, 𝑗  

4.4.3 Obtaining the related dendrograms and clusters through MATLAB 

The next step after the identification of the entrepreneurial location decision factors, 

collecting required numerical values and setting up the data to study similarities and 
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dissimilarities of the considered locations is performing a clustering analysis using the 

MATLAB. The functions included within the built-in codes in MATLAB support agglomerative 

clustering and perform all of the required steps. 

Following are the important steps of MATLAB to perform the hierarchical clustering in 

order to determine the distinct groups of countries based on their similarities and dissimilarities 

in attracting the entrepreneurial facilities/activities. 

o Finding the similarity and dissimilarity between every pair of objects in the considered 

set of data.  

The (pdist) function calculates the distance between objects (countries). Unless otherwise 

specified differently, the (pdist) function is set to calculate the Euclidean distance 

between objects (countries) by default. 

o Grouping the countries into a binary, hierarchical cluster tree.  

Using the generated information about distance in the last step to determine the proximity 

of objects (countries) to each other, the (linkage) function links pairs of objects 

(countries) that are in close proximity. These newly formed clusters are then grouped into 

larger clusters leading to the formation of a hierarchical tree. 

o Determining the number of clusters by detecting natural groupings in the hierarchical tree 

or by cutting it off at an arbitrary point. 

The function (dendrogram (tree, P)) is used to obtain the desired number of clusters and 

related tree diagram (dendrogram). 

4.5 Validating the developed model 

In this research, the developed model of clustering analysis to help promote the location 

decision process among entrepreneurs to select the best-fit site for their starting-up ventures is 
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displayed through two main approaches. The first approach is a hypothetical case study in which 

the implemented similarity coefficient is the Jaccard similarity coefficient and the adopted 

clustering analysis technique is the Complete Linkage Clustering (CLINK) algorithm. The 

second approach is applying the Complete Linkage Clustering (CLINK) algorithm upon a real-

world sample with available complete numerical data obtained from the World Bank’s database, 

but with the Euclidean distance as the similarity coefficient to be installed. 

Moreover, several similarity coefficients with more than one clustering algorithm will be 

applied for the clustering analysis of a large size real-world sample in order to further examine 

the validity of the proposed model. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

Applications of the Developed Model and Methodology 

In this chapter, the developed model of clustering analysis to help promote the location 

decision process among entrepreneurs to select the best-fit site for their starting-up ventures is 

tested through various distinctive approaches. The first is a hypothetical case study in which the 

similarity coefficient to be used is the Jaccard similarity coefficient that can be plugged into the 

Complete Linkage Clustering (CLINK) algorithm to create the clusters of countries according to 

their appeal to entrepreneurial small and medium starting-up enterprises.  

The second approach is applying the developed model onto a real-world sample that has 

complete numerical data obtained from the World Bank’s database. The cluster analysis 

technique is also the Complete Linkage Clustering (CLINK) algorithm, except that the similarity 

coefficient is computed using the Euclidean distance. 

The last approach that will be used to test both the validity and flexibility of the model is 

carried out first through the application of the Complete Linkage Clustering (CLINK) algorithm 

with Euclidean distance as the similarity coefficient for the clustering analysis of a large size 

real-world sample, and second by applying several similarity coefficients with different 

similarity coefficient-based clustering algorithms to the clustering analysis of the same large size 

real-world sample. 

5.1 Hypothetical Case Study 

Assuming that after identifying a competitive business idea that can be interpreted into 

highly desired products or distinctive services to be provided to interested customers at a global 

level, the entrepreneur develops a good business plan in which she/he forecasts a prospective 
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market internationally for their products or services and intends to take advantage of the evolving 

global markets phenomenon, the rapid advancement in communication, and the improvements 

and easiness of cross-borders transportation. In the business plan, the entrepreneur considers all 

possible success factors in the international markets via embedding a global vision that reflects a 

deep understanding of the complexity of international markets. Furthermore, the entrepreneur 

also prepares comprehensive business propositions that take into account the formation of strong 

production and distribution networks, strengthening cross-cultural competence, and aligning 

physical and human resources to facilitate the entry of their business into the selected foreign 

market.  

Subsequently, in order to improve the selection process of which foreign market to 

establish the new venture within and to achieve a more efficient location decision, the involved 

entrepreneur(s) has to conduct an extensive study to create a list of candidate countries that are 

most likely to accommodate the new-born facility. Then, the entrepreneur can conduct a 

comparison process between these alternate countries based on a set of attributes to select the 

best-fit location among the specified countries.  

For the hypothetical case study it is assumed that the entrepreneur(s) would implement 

the clustering analysis model developed in the research to decide upon the optimal location to 

start up the business in an ideal case where all needed numerical data is available. Both the name 

of countries and the provided data are hypothesized throughout the case study.   

5.1.1 Developing the list of candidate countries 

This stage begins by collecting as much comprehensive information as possible about 

different countries that might be suitable to host the entrepreneurial facility. Then, an initial 
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analysis of these candidate countries is conducted based on the needs and available resources of 

the business to finalize the list of 20 countries that are most likely to include the requirements to 

establish the firm within. An illustration of the listed 20 candidate countries (hypothetically 

named Country (1), Country (2), ……, and Country (20)) is given in Table (5.1). 

Table (5.1) Final list of the hypothetical candidate countries  

# Country 

1 Country (1) 

2 Country (2) 

3 Country (3) 

4 Country (4) 

5 Country (5) 

6 Country (6) 

7 Country (7) 

8 Country (8) 

9 Country (9) 

10 Country (10) 

11 Country (11) 

12 Country (12) 

13 Country (13) 

14 Country (14) 

15 Country (15) 

16 Country (16) 

17 Country (17) 

18 Country (18) 
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19 Country (19) 

20 Country (20) 

 

5.1.2 Identifying the decision making factors 

The second stage in applying the model of the research is to associate the listed countries 

in stage one according to their similarities and dissimilarities in order to ultimately form clusters 

of countries to provide the entrepreneur with a highly efficient means to select the best foreign 

market to establish her/his new business. Assigning similar countries into clusters requires 

specifying criteria to measure how similar or dissimilar the investigated countries are. The 

measuring criteria must be carefully selected to cover the various aspects of the entrepreneurial 

facilities’ location decision problem. In this research, as well as in the hypothetical case study, 

these criteria are the attributes or the decision-making factors that have been defined in Chapter 

Three of this research. A summary of the most critical decision-making factors is given in Table 

(5.2).      

Table (5.2) List of location decision-making factors and associated sub-factors 

Main factor Decision-making sub-factors (attributes) 

Business start-up cost  

and procedure 

 

Cost of business start-up procedures 

Start-up procedures to register a business 

Time required to start a business 

Patent applications 

Trademark applications 

Charges for the use of intellectual property 

Financing small and medium 

enterprises 

Firms using banks to finance investment 

Lending interest rate 

Foreign direct investment 
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Tax rates and structure Total tax rate 
Profit tax 
Taxes on goods and services 

Governmental regulations  

and policies 

Exports of goods and services 

Trade in services 

Net official development assistance and official aid received 

Labor and skills Labor force with tertiary education 

Secondary education, vocational pupils 

Government expenditure on education 

Wage and salaried workers 

Unemployment 

Infrastructure Investment in energy 

Investment in telecoms 

Investment in transport 

Investment in water and sanitation 

Technology advancement High-technology exports 

Internet users 

Fixed broadband subscriptions 

Research and development expenditure 

Researchers in research and development 

Manufacturing, value added 

Competition Listed domestic companies 

  

5.1.3 Processing of data collection and setup 

The next stage following development of the list of suitable countries to accommodate 

the entrepreneurial facility and specifying the most important location decision-making factors to 

measure similarities of these countries is collecting data that provide numerical values upon the 

decision-making factors for each one of the countries in comparison. Data collection can be 

conducted through various data collection techniques, such as dispatching well-prepared surveys, 
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revising authentic databases, interviewing experienced entrepreneurs, and exploring previously 

conducted studies and literature. However, some of the needed data might be unavailable or hard 

to obtain directly using any procedure of data collection. Then, this type of data is represented by 

one or more related sub-indices and the numerical data of these sub-factors are considered in the 

model. 

As for the considered hypothetical case study, the required numerical values are 

generated randomly based on the ranges of numerical data that are found in the World Bank’s 

indicators directory and they are assumed to represent the data collected upon location decision-

making factors. The randomly created data for each of the decision-making factors are shown 

independently in the following tables.  

Table (5.3) Hypothetical data for the sub-factors of business start-up cost and procedure 

Country 

Cost of 
business 
start-up 

procedures 

Start-up 
procedures 
to register 
a business 

Time 
required 
to start a 
business 

Patent 
applications 

Trademark 
applications 

Charges for 
the use of 

intellectual 
property 

Country (1) 2.2 4 5.5 193 2261 1492290707 

Country (2) 3.1 8 22 224 3415 1879594723 

Country (3) 1.9 1 5 30174 28370 10229810323 

Country (4) 0.2 6 10 8579 8146 3792969133 

Country (5) 0.8 2 2 26656 3739 52812610 

Country (6) 1.2 3 2.5 167 22878 4051970239 

Country (7) 3.6 7 9 16149 7570 202200000 
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Country (8) 6.2 5 11 13690 2580 2710876.798 

Country (9) 6.6 12 31 631 17894 12351406708 

Country (10) 0.7 5 13 4984 1653 445830662.3 

Country (11) 0.4 3 5 258 5033 110796021.6 

Country (12) 7.2 2 2 25925 4182 19348328.75 

Country (13) 0.3 4 4 32362 2120 45136670.91 

Country (14) 8.3 5 5 3065 4207 22040000 

Country (15) 0.6 8 4 14234 7182 45785716607 

Country (16) 0.5 5 10 6787 13454 3046393.956 

Country (17) 4.6 4 8 357 18216 3971506597 

Country (18) 9.2 3 5.5 44983 17520 500583339.7 

Country (19) 5.0 10 9 124 2477 1728192135 

Country (20) 3.4 6 8 869 4492 241500000 

 

Table (5.4) Hypothetical data for the sub-factors of financing small and medium enterprises 

Country 
Firms using banks 

to finance 
investment 

Lending 
interest rate 

Foreign direct 
investment 

Country (1) 17.9 5.80 9079291878 

Country (2) 30.3 12.8 4303046353 

Country (3) 38.4 3.00 -789862234.7 

Country (4) 29.9 5.95 -370016674.1 
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Country (5) 2.0 9.12 -220712949.2 

Country (6) 12.8 7.45 -388308435.2 

Country (7) 6.7 8.09 -164301885.3 

Country (8) 6.4 8.27 -299000000 

Country (9) 19.2 5.60 -755578832 

Country (10) 2.8 16.41 5707967033 

Country (11) 8.0 11.14 -363269189 

Country (12) 28.3 4.76 -520988091.8 

Country (13) 5.4 4.27 -251200000 

Country (14) 11.6 3.25 1446349192 

Country (15) 22.1 7.74 -72197486.07 

Country (16) 7.4 15.50 -566248722.3 

Country (17) 20.3 11.91 789477357.4 

Country (18) 9.2 3.91 -19782558.05 

Country (19) 35.0 17.22 -877423257.6 

Country (20) 13.4 6.77 -260785960 

 

Table (5.5) Hypothetical data for the sub-factors of tax rates and structure 

Country Total tax rate Profit tax  Taxes on goods  
and services 

Country (1) 26 20.3 16.68 
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Country (2) 52 15.4 9.15 

Country (3) 21 3.9 14.09 

Country (4) 28.6 15.9 15.24 

Country (5) 7.4 5.5 11.03 

Country (6) 47.3 26.1 0.14 

Country (7) 13.5 11.9 10.61 

Country (8) 12.8 7.4 6.43 

Country (9) 49.9 9.1 17.98 

Country (10) 39.8 8.4 9.10 

Country (11) 16.4 9.5 22.56 

Country (12) 35 10.7 0.37 

Country (13) 39.7 15.1 18.70 

Country (14) 31.5 12.9 6.55 

Country (15) 26.9 14.3 6.17 

Country (16) 39.2 4.9 4.60 

Country (17) 48 9.3 15.14 

Country (18) 45 21.1 10.76 

Country (19) 15.8 14.4 2.75 

Country (20) 13.6 19.9 13.31 
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Table (5.6) Hypothetical data for the sub-factors of governmental regulations and policies 

Country 
Exports of 
goods and 
services 

Trade in 
services 

Net official 
development assistance 
and official aid received 

Country (1) 53.68 39.98 266670000 

Country (2) 53.62 27.55 89720000 

Country (3) 31.56 10.82 243530000 

Country (4) 47.86 9.68 77200000 

Country (5) 20.91 25.78 101780000 

Country (6) 57.20 8.10 107020000 

Country (7) 19.91 17.65 285820000 

Country (8) 39.63 21.77 515690000 

Country (9) 32.95 39.69 461910000 

Country (10) 43.28 23.87 773570000 

Country (11) 42.88 19.52 122810000 

Country (12) 58.02 28.59 141800000 

Country (13) 42.11 24.69 533310000 

Country (14) 83.14 26.84 127750000 

Country (15) 75.05 36.22 39040000 

Country (16) 79.64 33.61 296050000 

Country (17) 15.19 29.02 646120000 
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Country (18) 12.35 30.94 675090000 

Country (19) 22.26 13.74 138370000 

Country (20) 50.99 14.71 364560000 

 

Table (5.7) Hypothetical data for the sub-factors of labor and skills 

Country 

Labor 
force with 

tertiary 
education 

Secondary 
education, 
vocational 

pupils 

Government 
expenditure 
on education 

Wage and 
salaried 
workers 

Unemployment 

Country (1) 31.6 134687 19.15 91.0 7.0 

Country (2) 20.0 259553.07 19.95 86.6 4.9 

Country (3) 34.0 359191 12.30 69.4 13.0 

Country (4) 21.5 164240 20.30 71.9 5.2 

Country (5) 29.4 245912 14.77 85.1 28.9 

Country (6) 37.1 817938 21.67 88.19 2.7 

Country (7) 26.6 335482 15.61 87.9 11.7 

Country (8) 33.7 164584 20.57 80.9 12.9 

Country (9) 37.4 6970 16.86 90.9 9.8 

Country (10) 38.2 89993 9.58 84.7 7.9 

Country (11) 21.0 7204 18.45 67.8 8.6 

Country (12) 37.2 252191 15.20 63.0 3.3 

Country (13) 19.8 29562 11.55 78.1 4.4 
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Country (14) 25.5 271345 17.24 33.5 5.8 

Country (15) 34.3 155326 13.99 81.9 7.3 

Country (16) 41.2 49208 14.98 79.4 27.3 

Country (17) 29.1 21350 18.46 82.1 4.9 

Country (18) 19.8 28440 20.64 68.8 14.5 

Country (19) 16.3 177014 19.03 34.8 17.2 

Country (20) 31.1 874889 13.82 83.9 11.9 

 

Table (5.8) Hypothetical data for the sub-factors of infrastructure 

Country Investment 
in energy 

Investment in 
telecoms 

Investment 
in transport 

Investment in 
water and 
sanitation 

Country (1) 3440700000 1452900000 677600000 116760000 

Country (2) 780450000 560800000 79000000 2947100000 

Country (3) 461100000 74100000 4475760000 129000000 

Country (4) 1087500000 306100000 101000000 135100000 

Country (5) 40000000 85096000 63000000 86150000 

Country (6) 1790000000 227200000 3100000 140000000 

Country (7) 2022000000 187740000 11768100000 3162250000 

Country (8) 9651800000 7969600000 275500000 62250000 

Country (9) 78300000 17800000 381000000 140065700 

Country (10) 3537710000 184800000 788600000 156500000 
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Country (11) 774600000 667300000 916000000 160410000 

Country (12) 2600000000 60400000 30500000 2247100000 

Country (13) 1148300000 354000000 4587300000 2447100000 

Country (14) 177000000 344200000 3215000000 97150000 

Country (15) 125000000 130000000 73400000 55160000 

Country (16) 2873400000 10209900000 80000000 93400000 

Country (17) 518500000 43400000 25000000 66150000 

Country (18) 3392800000 1706000000 4040500000 1455100000 

Country (19) 269000000 99500000 4400000000 2548100000 

Country (20) 421200000 924800000 1149300000 1345700000 

 

Table (5.9) Hypothetical data for the sub-factors of technology advancement 

Country 
High-

technology 
exports 

Internet 
users 

Fixed 
broadband 

subscriptions 

Research 
and 

development 
expenditure 

Researc-
hers in 
R&D 

Manufactur-
ing, value 

added 

Country (1) 9185071604 95.99 41.38 2.98 6730.39 41104921187 

Country (2) 18412394058 81.00 27.54 2.84 4564.94 72591175250 

Country (3) 29136849244 87.12 34.19 1.73 5181.19 41678660610 

Country (4) 3074242429 54.89 12.93 3.40 6437.73 22152281049 

Country (5) 117522964 68.06 16.19 2.09 1551.97 1203218179 

Country (6) 4565211317 84.56 25.76 0.64 7482.34 92768040423 
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Country (7) 766682600 90.99 21.39 2.68 3096.11 17630261434 

Country (8) 3724745015 92.38 32.30 3.55 2804.18 830701871 

Country (9) 22066017 78.70 45.97 0.82 6193.87 217987528.2 

Country (10) 84074873 63.21 28.36 0.69 828.14 17727816247 

Country (11) 854961530 61.00 19.83 1.49 2168.34 3590080326 

Country (12) 71872403 48.90 12.15 3.93 1552.67 1908836609 

Country (13) 21682663 75.83 24.74 0.66 1894.75 96953721588 

Country (14) 925175276 46.60 14.71 1.30 2719.07 3368709627 

Country (15) 14300836 93.17 41.02 2.16 3505.96 933185613.7 

Country (16) 4346223 49.28 11.51 0.99 3111.49 131419225 

Country (17) 33901233425 34.89 8.21 2.32 2389.39 78303996986 

Country (18) 60371906718 67.50 10.14 1.29 4138.88 45051624471 

Country (19) 14470677145 76.13 27.35 2.92 1853.83 14899884610 

Country (20) 70412348 31.70 3.68 0.84 1820.22 32919454347 

 

Table (5.10) Hypothetical data for the sub-factor of competition 

Country Listed domestic companies 

Country (1) 174 

Country (2) 70 

Country (3) 3876 
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Country (4) 74 

Country (5) 32 

Country (6) 1959 

Country (7) 329 

Country (8) 189 

Country (9) 267 

Country (10) 284 

Country (11) 133 

Country (12) 31 

Country (13) 3167 

Country (14) 105 

Country (15) 36 

Country (16) 502 

Country (17) 921 

Country (18) 51 

Country (19) 234 

Country (20) 573 

 

5.1.4 Conversion of data’s real values into binary variables 

This stage involves transforming the real values of numerical data of the decision-making 

factors into the binary variable form (with values of only 0 or 1) prior to installing them into the 
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JSC calculations in order to be used to measure similarities of attributes in the clustering analysis 

model of the hypothetical case study. To convert the data into binary variables form, typical 

steps that have been explained in section 4.5.1 are applied on the pre-defined location decision-

making factors.  

5.1.4.1 Data conversion into binary variables for the cost of business start-up procedures  

a. Determining minimum and maximum values of the attributed cost of business start-up 

procedures among the different values within the different alternatives; 

min= 0.2 and max= 9.2 

b. Calculating the value range (range = maximum value – minimum value); 

range= 9.2 – 0.2 = 9 

c. Dividing the range into four equal intervals (length = range / 4); 

length= 9/4 = 2.25 and the yielded intervals are: 

§ Interval 1: [0.2, 2.45) 

§ Interval 2: [2.45, 4.7) 

§ Interval 3: [4.7, 6.95) 

§ Interval 4: [6.95, 9.2] 

d. Creating four corresponding new binary variables to the intervals; X1, X2, X3, and X4. The 

binary variable that is correspondent to the interval contains the value of cost of business 

start-up procedures is assigned the value 1, while others are assigned the value 0. The 

corresponding binary variables X1, X2, X3, and X4 are defined as follows: 

§ 𝑋! =
1 𝑖𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑠 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑙  0.2 , 2.45  

0     𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
 

§ 𝑋! =
1 𝑖𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑠 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑙  2.45 , 4.7  

0     𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
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§ 𝑋! =
1 𝑖𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑠 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑙  4.7 , 6.95  

0     𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
 

§ 𝑋! =
1 𝑖𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑠 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑙  [6.95 , 9.2] 

0     𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
 

The resulted binary variables form the location decision-making factor; the cost of business start-

up procedures is shown in Table (5.11). 

Table (5.11) Binary variables of the sub-factor: cost of business start-up procedures 

Country Cost of start-up 
procedures 

𝑿𝟏 𝑿𝟐 𝑿𝟑 𝑿𝟒 

𝟎.𝟐 ,𝟐.𝟒𝟓  𝟐.𝟒𝟓 ,𝟒.𝟕  𝟒.𝟕 ,𝟔.𝟗𝟓  [𝟔.𝟗𝟓 ,𝟗.𝟐] 

Country (1) 2.2 1 0 0 0 

Country (2) 3.1 0 1 0 0 

Country (3) 1.9 1 0 0 0 

Country (4) 0.2 1 0 0 0 

Country (5) 0.8 1 0 0 0 

Country (6) 1.2 1 0 0 0 

Country (7) 3.6 0 1 0 0 

Country (8) 6.2 0 0 1 0 

Country (9) 6.6 0 0 1 0 

Country (10) 0.7 1 0 0 0 
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Country (11) 0.4 1 0 0 0 

Country (12) 7.2 0 0 0 1 

Country (13) 0.3 1 0 0 0 

Country (14) 8.3 0 0 0 1 

Country (15) 0.6 1 0 0 0 

Country (16) 0.5 1 0 0 0 

Country (17) 4.6 0 1 0 0 

Country (18) 9.2 0 0 0 1 

Country (19) 5 0 0 1 0 

Country (20) 3.4 0 1 0 0 

 

5.1.4.2 Data conversion into binary variables form for the remaining factors 

Similarly, data of the remaining location decision-making factors are transformed into the 

binary variables form through applying the same procedure. 

5.1.5 Implementing the clustering analysis model 

At this stage all the data must have been converted into binary variables. Therefore, the 

set up of the required data is completed and becomes ready to be installed in the developed 

clustering analysis model in which the complete linkage clustering method (CLINK) is adopted. 
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By implementing the developed clustering model, the considered countries are grouped 

into six distinctive clusters. Each cluster combines the countries that are most similar with 

respect to the specified critical location decision-making factors. The resulted dendrogram from 

the implementation of the developed clustering analysis model is shown in Figure (5.1).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure (5.1) Dendrogram of the developed model for the hypothetical case study 

Moreover, the studied countries can be assigned into the various clusters as illustrated in 

Table (5.12). 

Table (5.12) Assigning countries to the resulting clusters for the hypothetical case study  
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Country (2) 1 

Country (3) 3 

Country (4) 4 

Country (5) 5 

Country (6) 6 

Country (7) 4 

Country (8) 5 

Country (9) 1 

Country (10) 5 

Country (11) 4 

Country (12) 4 

Country (13) 3 

Country (14) 4 

Country (15) 1 

Country (16) 5 

Country (17) 2 

Country (18) 2 

Country (19) 4 

Country (20) 4 
    

 According to the above stated outcomes, the countries that are similar in regard to the 

concerned location decision-making factors lie within the same cluster, while countries that are 

different from each other are included in different clusters. In fact, these findings would provide 

the entrepreneur who is keen to locate the entrepreneurial facility in some foreign markets that 

are characterized by the most fitting conditions for the new born business to fulfill the envisioned 

goals of its founder with an efficient tool to promote the selection process of the best 

international location to establish the entrepreneurial venture.  Table (5.13) illustrates the similar 

countries in each of the resulting clusters. 
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Table (5.13) Groups of countries assigned to clusters for the hypothetical case study 

 

Cluster  
 

Countries  

1 

Country (1) 

Country (2) 

Country (9) 

Country (15) 

 

2 
Country (17) 

Country (18) 

3 
Country (3) 

Country (13) 

4 

Country (4) 

Country (7) 

Country (11) 

Country (12) 

Country (14) 

Country (19) 

Country (20) 

5 

Country (5) 

Country (8) 

Country (10) 

Country (16) 

6 Country (6) 

   

The improvement in the location decision-making process is primarily derived from 

restricting potential possible locations to accommodate the entrepreneurial facility into a limited 

number of clusters that consist of similar countries instead of the far larger pool of individual 

countries to compare, evaluate and then choose the best alternative among them. This 

amelioration also confirms that a valid good solution to the global facility location problem of 
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the small entrepreneurial enterprises could be obtained through applying the clustering data 

analysis algorithm. 

 Another advantage of implementing the developed clustering model is offering the 

decision maker a higher flexibility to select between available alternatives within the same 

cluster. Since each cluster includes countries that are similar in their attractiveness attributes, the 

entrepreneur can always have more options to establish the business in another country that 

belong to the same cluster in case of the inability to pursue the preferred choice due to reasons 

that did not exist when the list of potential countries was developed, such as political 

disturbances or natural disasters.   

 Moreover, the transformation of real values of the decision-making factors’ numerical 

data into binary variables in the calculation of the JSC is also significant for defining the level of 

strength of these decision-making factors. This is important to identify the locations (countries) 

based on their similarities in including a strong level of particular decision-making factor(s). 

Therefore, countries could be joined together in distinct clusters depending on the similar 

strength level of the decision-making factor(s) they possess. 

 Therefore, in the previous case of the sub-factor, cost of business start-up procedures and 

after the conversion of its numerical data into binary variables, the explored countries can be 

grouped into four distinct clusters according to the strength level of that decision-making sub-

factor.  

Table (5.14) Countries assigned to clusters for the hypothetical case study based on the strength   

          level of the decision-making sub-factor: cost of business start-up procedures  

 

Cluster  
 

Countries  
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(1) 

Cost of start-up procedures 

0.2− 2.45 

Country (1) 

Country (3) 

Country (4) 

Country (5) 

Country (6) 

Country (10) 

Country (11) 

Country (13) 

Country (15) 

Country (16) 

 

(2) 

Cost of start-up procedures 

2.45 −  4.7 

Country (2) 

Country (7) 

Country (17) 

Country (20) 

(3) 

Cost of start-up procedures 

4.7− 6.95 

Country (8) 

Country (9)  

Country (19) 

(4) 

Cost of start-up procedures 

6.95 −  9.2 

Country (12) 

Country (14) 

Country (18) 

Country (20) 

 

5.2 Real-world example 

In the previous hypothetical case study the assumption was that all needed numerical data 

were available for all of the identified location decision-making factors. However, this is not 

always true where some of the numerical data for one or more factors of one or more countries 

are not available.   
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The validity of the introduced clustering analysis model can be also tested through 

applying the complete linkage-clustering algorithm (CLINK) on selected samples with real time 

data obtained from the World Bank’s database. The first sample consists of the top 20 countries 

with the highest GDP for which most of the numerical values of the pre-defined decision-making 

factors are available and the similarity coefficient that can be used is the Euclidean distance. 

5.2.1 Creating the list of investigated countries 

The first step in applying the developed clustering analysis model is creating the list of 

elected countries to represent the objects for which the similarities and dissimilarities, in respect 

to attributes of the model that are represented by the specified location-attraction factors to 

entrepreneurs, are measured and then gathered in homogeneous groups or clusters. 

Unlike the procedure explained for developing the list of countries in the previous 

hypothetical case study, the countries that will be included in the list for this real-world example 

are selected based on the completeness of numerical data within the World Bank’s database of 

the decisive factors for better selecting a best-fit location to establish the entrepreneurial activity. 

In other words, any potential country that misses most of the numerical data of any decision-

making factors in the World Bank’s database will not be included in the list. 

The countries that will be included on the list for this real-world example are the top 

twenty countries with the highest GDP (the G20). The GDP indicator is considered because it is 

a measure of the size of a nation's economy and it measures the buying power of a nation over a 

given time period. Moreover, GDP is also used as an indicator of a nation's overall standard of 

living because, generally, a nation's standard of living increases as GDP increases. 
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Depending on the indicated conditions, the considered list of countries in the real-world 

example is given in Table (5.15).   

Table (5.15) Final list of the G20 countries for the real-world example 

# Country 

1 United States 

2 China 

3 Japan 

4 Germany 

5 United Kingdom 

6 France 

7 Brazil 

8 Italy 

9 India 

10 Russian Federation 

11 Canada 

12 Australia 

13 Korea, Rep. 

14 Spain 

15 Mexico 

16 Indonesia 

17 Netherlands 

18 Turkey 
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19 Saudi Arabia 

20 Sweden 

 

5.2.2 Specifying the decision making factors 

The second step in executing the model with the selected sample is similar to the 

procedure of the hypothetical case study. However, the set of the considered decision-making 

factors that has been developed for the hypothetical case study cannot be applied directly to the 

real-world sample case due to the considerable unavailable data of the factors related to 

infrastructure. Therefore, the complete set of the considered decision-making factors will be 

modified and updated by taking out the related infrastructure factors and it is indicated in 

following table. 

Table (5.16) The updated list of location decision-making factors and associated sub-factors for  

                       the real-world example 

Main factor Decision-making sub-factors (attributes) 

Business start-up cost  

and procedure 

 

Cost of business start-up procedures 

Start-up procedures to register a business 

Time required to start a business 

Patent applications 

Trademark applications 

Charges for the use of intellectual property 

Financing small and medium 

enterprises 

Firms using banks to finance investment 

Lending interest rate 

Foreign direct investment 

Tax rates and structure Total tax rate 
Profit tax 
Taxes on goods and services 
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Governmental regulations  

and policies 

Exports of goods and services 

Trade in services 

Net official development assistance and official aid received 

Labor and skills Labor force with tertiary education 

Secondary education, vocational pupils 

Government expenditure on education 

Wage and salaried workers 

Unemployment 

Technology advancement High-technology exports 

Internet users 

Fixed broadband subscriptions 

Research and development expenditure 

Researchers in research and development 

Manufacturing, value added 

Competition Listed domestic companies 

 
5.2.3 Collecting and setting up data  

The needed data that represent the decision-making factors are gathered from the World 

Bank’s database. The numerical values for each of the sub-factors for the main decision-making 

factors are shown in the Appendix.  

5.2.4 Assigning weights to data of decision-making factors  

As mentioned in section 4.2, weights might be assigned to each identified location 

decision factor based on the degree of importance it has been given in the literature or on how 

strongly entrepreneurship scholars emphasized it in their research. Assignment of weights to the 

decision-making factors helps to find out mismatches on expectations. The assignment of 

weights also helps decision makers to be less defensive and be more objective in evaluating the 

available alternatives. 
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 Since the list of the decision-making factors for the real-world example has been updated 

as discussed in section 5.2.2, the assigned weights must be also updated. The updated assigned 

weights for each of the decision-making sub-factors are shown in Table (5.17).  

Table (5.17) The updated weights assigned to the location decision factors for the real-  

                     world example  

# Decision-making factors (attributes)  Weight (%) 

1 Cost of business start-up procedures 1.56 

2 Start-up procedures to register a business 0.9 

3 Time required to start a business 0.8 

4 Patent applications 0.7 

5 Trademark applications 0.6 

6 Charges for the use of intellectual property 0.5 

7 Firms using banks to finance investment 5 

8 Lending interest rate 8 

9 Foreign direct investment 6 

10 Total tax rate 4 

11 Profit tax 3 

12 Taxes on goods and services 2 

13 Exports of goods and services 0.4 

14 Trade in services 0.3 

15 Net official development assistance and official aid received 0.4 

16 Labor force with tertiary education 0.09 

17 Secondary education, vocational pupils 0.08 

18 Government expenditure on education 0.1 

19 Wage and salaried workers 0.07 

20 Unemployment 0.06 

21 High-technology exports 10.4 

22 Internet users 9 

23 Fixed broadband subscriptions 9 
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24 Research and development expenditure 14 

25 Researchers in R&D 11 

26 Manufacturing, value added 12 

27 Listed domestic companies 0.04 
 

5.2.5 Implementing the clustering analysis model 

After collecting and setting up the required data to be installed in the developed model, 

the complete linkage clustering method (CLINK) with Euclidean distance coefficient is applied.  

Implementation of the developed clustering model will form clusters consist of 

homogeneous groups combining countries that are most similar in respect to the location 

decision-making factors.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure (5.2) Dendrogram of the developed model for the real-world example using Euclidean 

                        distance with complete linkage clustering 
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Figure (5.3) Dendrogram of clustering the real-world example countries using Euclidean 

                           distance with complete linkage clustering in six categories 

Therefore, the investigated countries can be assigned into six distinctive clusters as 

indicated in Table (5.18). 

Table (5.18) Assigning the G20 countries to clusters for the real-world example 

Country Cluster 
Number 

United States 1 

China 2 

Japan 1 

Germany 3 

United Kingdom 3 

5 6 4 2 1 3

Category

1

0.9

0.8

0.7

0.6

0.5

Si
m
ila
ri
ty
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France 3 

Brazil 4 

Italy 3 

India 4 

Russian Federation 3 

Canada 3 

Australia 3 

Korea, Rep. 3 

Spain 3 

Mexico 4 

Indonesia 4 

Netherlands 3 

Turkey 6 

Saudi Arabia 5 

Sweden 3 

 

Moreover, Table (5.19) below conveys how the considered countries are distributed 

among the resulting clusters. 

Table (5.19) Distribution of countries among clusters for the real-world example 

 

Cluster  
 

Countries  
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1 
United States 

Japan 
 

2 China 

3 

Germany 

United Kingdom 

France 

Italy 

Russian Federation 

Canada 

Australia 

Korea, Rep. 

Spain 

Netherlands 

Sweden 

4 

Brazil 

India 

Mexico 

Indonesia 

5 Saudi Arabia 

6 Turkey 

  

The resulting clustering trend occurs because there are other decision-making factors that 

are most likely affecting the attractiveness of locations to entrepreneurs who seek to start up their 

ventures internationally. Furthermore, the results of the developed model emphasize the impact 
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of pre-defined location decision-making factors on the process of selecting the best-fit location 

for the entrepreneurial firms. These results also prove to a further extent the validity of the 

developed clustering analysis model, as well as how heavily the global location decision-making 

process for small entrepreneurial businesses is affected by attractive factors to entrepreneurs that 

characterize the studied potential locations. 

Moreover, ranking countries within each cluster might add more value to some interested 

entrepreneurs. In this research the ranking is conducted by comparing the total values of the 

weighted decision making factors for the investigated countries. The larger the total value of a 

country, the higher the rank of that country. The total value of the weighted decision making 

factors for a country i is given by: 

𝑎𝑖
!

!𝑖!!

 × (𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑎𝑖)  

where 𝑎𝑖 is the normalized numerical value of a decision-making factor for country i  and 

n is the total number existing in the i country. 

The resulting rank shall be considered as initial ranking: making more reliable decisions 

requires a deeper investigation of the attractiveness factors for entrepreneurial firms that exist in 

each of these countries.  

Table (5.20) Ranks of countries among each cluster for the real-world example 

 

Cluster  
 

Countries  
 

Rank 

1 
Japan  

United States 
1 
2 

 

2 China 
 

1 

3 Korea, Rep. 1 
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Germany 

Sweden 
Netherlands 

France 
United Kingdom 

Australia 
Canada  

Spain 
Italy 

Russian Federation 

2 

3 
4 

5 
6 

7  
8  

9  
10  

11 

4 

Brazil 

Mexico 
India 

Indonesia 

1 

2 
3 

4 

5 Saudi Arabia 1 

6 Turkey 1 

 

An overall ranking can be also obtained based on the decision-making factors that are 

considered in the research to put the G20 countries in a descending order to their attractiveness to 

entrepreneurship activities. 

Table (5.21) Overall rank of the G20 countries for entrepreneurship in the real-world example 

 

Country 
 

 Rank 

 

Cluster  

Korea, Rep. 1 3 
Japan 2 1 

United States 3 1 
Germany 4 3 

Sweden 5 3 
China 6 2 

Netherlands 7 3 
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France 8 3 
United Kingdom. 9 3 

Australia 10 3 
Canada 11 3 

Spain 12 3 
Italy 13 3 

Russian Federation 14 3 
Brazil 15 4 

Turkey 16 6 
Mexico 17 4 

India 18 4 
Indonesia 19 4 

Saudi Arabia 20 5 

 
5.3 The effect of the number of identified location decision-making factors 

The efficiency of the developed model is proportional to the number of location decision 

factors included in the process. Increasing the number of these factors would most likely result in 

generating more defined clusters. To examine the affected efficiency of the model by the 

increment of the number of decisive factors, two steps are carried out for the top 20 countries 

with the highest GDPs (the G20 countries). 

Step one is developing clusters for the top 20 countries with the highest GDPs using only 

three decision-making factors. Data for three decision-making factors that are derived from the 

World Bank’s database are shown in the table below. 

Table (5.22) Data of three decision-making factors for the G20 countries 

Country 
Time required to 

start a business 

Patent 

applications 

Taxes on goods 

and services 

United States 5.60 293706 0.60 
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China 31.40 127042 7.75 

Japan 10.20 60030 5.05 

Germany 12.50 17811 7.65 

United Kingdom 5.25 7844 13.3 

France 4.25 2033 10.95 

Brazil 83.3 25683 7.65 

Italy 5.75 781 10.30 

India 31.50 30814 3.80 

Russian Federation 10.85 16236 7.10 

Canada 3.50 31283 2.70 

Australia 2.50 23968 6.35 

Korea, Rep. 4 46219 6.25 

Spain 14 225 8.05 

Mexico 6.30 14889 0 

Indonesia 50.15 7321 5.65 

Netherlands 4 288 11.35 

Turkey 7.50 331 17.45 

Saudi Arabia 19.75 135 0 

Sweden 11.50 441 14.25 

 

By processing the CLINK algorithm embedded in the developed model, the investigated 

countries would be assigned as homogenous groups into various distinctive clusters. The 

following dendrogram illustrates the groups of the top 20 countries with the highest GDPs using 

three decision-making factors. 
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Figure (5.4) Dendrogram of clustering the G20 countries based on three decision-making factors 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure (5.5) Dendrogram of clustering the G20 countries based on three decision-making 

              factors in six categories 
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Therefore, the G20 countries are assigned into six clusters as shown in Table (5.23). 

Table (5.23) Assigning the G20 countries to clusters based on three decision-making factors 

Cluster # Countries  

 

1 

United Kingdom 

France 

Italy 

Netherlands 

Turkey 

Sweden 
 

2 
 

China 

3 

Japan 

Germany 

Russian Federation 

Canada 

Australia  

Korea, Rep. 

Spain 

Mexico 

Saudi Arabia 

4 Brazil 

5 
India 

Indonesia 

6 United States 
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Step two is developing clusters for the top 20 countries with the highest GDPs after 

adding the data of three more decision-making factors. The data of the added three decision-

making factors are also derived from the World Bank’s database. Data of the added three 

decision-making factors for the G20 countries are given in Table (5.24). 

Table (5.24) Data of the added three decision-making factors for the G20 countries 

Country 

Start-up 

procedures to 

register a business 

High-technology 

exports 
Total tax rate 

United States 6 154353963992 43.90 

China 11 559332162922.5 67.80 

Japan 8 91529336519 51.30 

Germany 9 184283164631 48.80 

United Kingdom 6 69340644491 32 

France 5 132183573785 62.70 

Brazil 11.30 8848309553 69.20 

Italy 5 26955337473 64.80 

India 13.40 13750546786 60.60 

Russian Federation 4.40 9249223001.5 47 

Canada 2 26268767511 21.10 

Australia 3 4237456601 47.60 

Korea, Rep. 3 131953914182 33.20 
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Spain 7 14240904065 50 

Mexico 6 45780911356 51.70 

Indonesia 13 4899457279 29.70 

Netherlands 4 69673950438.5 41 

Turkey 8 2323079468 40.90 

Saudi Arabia 12 272788564 15 

Sweden 3 14933994823 49.10 

 

By following the same procedure for the updated set of decision-making factors, different 

results are obtained. A dendrogram of outcomes for the updated set of six decision-making 

factors for the G20 countries is shown in Figure (5.6). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Figure (5.6) Dendrogram of clustering the G20 countries based on six decision-making factors 
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Figure (5.7) Dendrogram of clustering the G20 countries based on six decision-making 

                factors in six categories 

The addition of more decision-making factors to the developed model results in different 

assignments of the considered countries into the newly formed clusters. The yielded clusters and 

assigned countries to each cluster are given in the Table (5.25). 

Table (5.25) Assigning the G20 countries to clusters based on six decision-making factors 

 

Cluster # 

 

Countries  

1 

United Kingdom 

 Netherlands 

Turkey 

Sweden 

2 China 

3 1 6 5 4 2

Category
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3 

Japan 

Germany  

France 

Italy  

Russian Federation 

Canada 

Australia 

Korea, Rep. 

Spain 

Mexico 

4 
Brazil 

India 

5 United States 

6 
Indonesia 

Saudi Arabia 

 

Comparing the resulting clusters from the two previous steps indicates that the inclusion 

of more location decision factors in the process of the developed model leads to generating 

different sets of clusters and some of the studied countries in the step one are assigned to 

different clusters in the step two. This clearly shows that the number of decision-making factors 

under consideration affects the proposed model.  

Moreover, it is most likely expected that the outcomes of the model keep progressing as 

more location decision factors are added.   
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5.4 The effect of assigning weights to the location decision-making factors 

In this research, weights are assigned to the identified location decision-making factors 

based on the degree of importance each of them has been given by the scholars and researchers 

of entrepreneurship in selecting the best-fit location for the entrepreneurial ventures. The 

existence of these factors is considered essential to the success of entrepreneurship in any 

potential location. However, in many cases different entrepreneurs are interested in some or most 

of the location decision-making factors with different degrees of importance due to the nature 

and type of their business, which requires adjustment of their given weights accordingly. 

To test the effects of assigned weights on the introduced clustering model, the weights 

assigned to the location decision-making factors in Table (5.16) are going to be modified 

according to the need of the assumed specific type of business: then the model will be applied in 

the real-world example of the G20 countries. 

Assuming that the considered business requires a highly educated work force, the 

updated list of the decisive factors and their weights are given in the table below. 

Table (5.26) The updated weights assigned to location decision-making factors for an  

                     assumed technological small venture 

# Decision-making factors (attributes)  Weight (%) 

1 Cost of business start-up procedures 1.56 

2 Start-up procedures to register a business 0.9 

3 Time required to start a business 0.9 

4 Patent applications 0.7 

5 Trademark applications 0.6 
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6 Charges for the use of intellectual property 0.5 

7 Firms using banks to finance investment 0.07 

8 Lending interest rate 0.09 

9 Foreign direct investment 0.08 

10 Total tax rate 4 

11 Profit tax 0.06 

12 Taxes on goods and services 0.2 

13 Exports of goods and services 0.4 

14 Trade in services 0.3 

15 Net official development assistance and official aid received 0.2 

16 Labor force with tertiary education 14 

17 Secondary education, vocational pupils 6 

18 Government expenditure on education 2 

19 Wage and salaried workers 11 

20 Unemployment 3 

21 High-technology exports 4.4 

22 Internet users 9 

23 Fixed broadband subscriptions 9 

24 Research and development expenditure 14 

25 Researchers in R&D 11 

26 Manufacturing, value added 6 

27 Listed domestic companies 0.04 
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By applying the developed model into the data provided for the G20 in the Appendix, the 

resulting clusters of countries can be obtained in the following dendrograms.  

 

 

 

 

	

	

	

	 	

Figure (5.8) Dendrogram of the developed model for the modified real-world example using 

       Euclidean distance with complete linkage clustering for a business that requires  

            highly educated work force 

	

	

	

	

	

 

	

	

	
  

Figure (5.9) Dendrogram of clustering the modified real-world example countries using  

          Euclidean distance with complete linkage clustering in six categories 
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Table (5.27) Distribution of countries among clusters for the modified real-world example 

 

Cluster  
 

Countries  

1 
United States 

Japan 
 

2 China 

3 

Germany 

United Kingdom 

France 

Italy 

Russian Federation 

Canada 

Australia 

Korea, Rep. 

Spain 

Netherlands 

Sweden 

4 

Brazil 

India 

Mexico 

Indonesia 

5 Saudi Arabia 

6 Turkey 
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The change in assigned weights to decision-making factors does not affect the countries 

that are included in each cluster. However, the rank of countries is highly influenced by the 

change in assigned weights to decision-making factors. In fact, this also leads to the change in 

the ranking of the countries among each individual cluster.  

Table (5.28) Ranks of countries among each cluster for the modified real-world example 

 

Cluster  
 

Countries  
 

Rank 

1 
United States 

Japan  

1 

2 
 

2 China 1 

3 

Sweden 

Germany 

France 

Netherlands 

Canada  

Korea, Rep. 

United Kingdom 

Spain 

Russian Federation 
Australia 

Italy 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7  

8  

9  

10  

11 

4 

Brazil 

Mexico 

India 

Indonesia 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 Saudi Arabia 1 

6 Turkey 1 
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Moreover, the overall rank of countries is shown in the following table. 

Table (5.29) Overall rank of the G20 countries for entrepreneurship in the modified real-world  

                        example 
 

Country 
 

 Rank 

 

Cluster  

Sweden 1 3 

United States 2 1 

Germany 3 3 

France 4 3 

Netherlands 5 3 

Canada 6 3 

Korea, Rep. 7 3 

United Kingdom 8 3 

Japan 9 1 

China 10 2 

Spain 11 3 

Russian Federation 12 3 

Australia 13 3 

Italy 14 3 

Brazil 15 4 

Mexico 16 4 

Turkey 17 6 

Saudi Arabia 18 5 

India 19 4 

Indonesia 20 4 

5.5 Applying the model into a large size real-world sample 

One prominent advantage of the developed model is its flexibility. The flexibility of the 

proposed similarity coefficient-based approaches is categorized into two levels: (1) the model is 
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flexible in its application into either limited or large and complex decision-making problems, and 

(2) it is also highly flexible when adding, removing or editing the decision-making factor being 

considered. 

Both the validity and the flexibility of the model can be tested through applying the 

complete linkage-clustering algorithm with the Euclidean distance coefficient into a large size 

sample with real time data. The sample consists of the top 100 countries based on their average 

rank applied on the weighted numerical data and comparing them with the most credible indices. 

Furthermore, the flexibility of the proposed clustering analysis model will be also 

examined by applying several clustering analysis approaches: i.e., several similarity coefficients 

with various clustering algorithms will be applied on the same large size real-world sample. 

5.5.1 Application of the developed model into the large size real-world sample  

	 In this section the complete linkage-clustering algorithm (CLINK) with the Euclidean 

distance similarity coefficient (as the proposed model in the research) is going to be applied into 

the large size real-world sample.	

5.5.1.1 Creating the list of investigated countries	

The list of countries that will be investigated in the large size real-world sample consists 

of one hundred countries. The countries will be selected based on their entrepreneurial 

attractiveness level which is derived from average rank applied on the weighted numerical data. 

Table (5.30) below illustrates the top 100 investigated countries that are included in the final list 

(the G20 countries as well as the rest of countries alphabetically).   
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Table (5.30) Final list of the countries for the large size real-world sample 

# Country # Country # Country 

1 United States 35 Chile 69 Moldova 

2 China 36 Colombia 70 Montenegro 

3 Japan 37 Costa Rica 71 Morocco 

4 Germany 38 Croatia 72 Namibia 

5 United Kingdom 39 Cyprus 73 Nigeria 

6 France 40 Czech Republic 74 Norway 

7 Brazil 41 Denmark 75 Oman 

8 Italy 42 Dominican Republic 76 Panama 

9 India 43 Ecuador 77 Peru 

10 Russian Federation 44 Egypt, Arab Rep. 78 Philippines 

11 Canada 45 El Salvador 79 Poland 

12 Australia 46 Estonia 80 Portugal 

13 Korea, Rep. 47 Finland 81 Puerto Rico 

14 Spain 48 Gabon 82 Qatar 

15 Mexico 49 Georgia 83 Romania 

16 Indonesia 50 Ghana 84 Serbia 

17 Netherlands 51 Greece 85 Singapore 

18 Turkey 52 Hong Kong SAR, 
China 86 Slovak Republic 

19 Saudi Arabia 53 Hungary 87 Slovenia 

20 Sweden 54 Iceland 88 South Africa 

21 Albania 55 Iran, Islamic Rep. 89 Sri Lanka 

22 Algeria 56 Ireland 90 Swaziland 
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23 Argentina 57 Israel 91 Switzerland 

24 Armenia 58 Jamaica 92 Tajikistan 

25 Austria 59 Jordan 93 Thailand 

26 Azerbaijan 60 Kazakhstan 94 Trinidad and 
Tobago 

27 Bahrain 61 Kuwait 95 Tunisia 

28 Barbados 62 Kyrgyz Republic 96 Ukraine 

29 Belgium 63 Latvia 97 United Arab 
Emirates 

30 Bolivia 64 Lebanon 98 Uruguay 

31 Bosnia and 
Herzegovina 65 Lithuania 99 Vietnam 

32 Botswana 66 Luxembourg 100 Zambia 

33 Brunei Darussalam 67 Macedonia, FYR   

34 Bulgaria 68 Malaysia   

 

5.5.1.2 Specifying the decision making factors 

As applied in the previous two examples, the set of decision-making factors that has been 

previously developed and listed in Table (5.15) is going to be used to group the listed countries 

based on their similarities and dissimilarities.  

5.5.1.3 Collecting and setting up data  

As in the last real-world example, the data from the World Bank’s database will be used 

to represent the decision-making factors and relate them to the countries. The numerical values 

for each of the sub-factors are given in the Appendix. 

5.5.1.4 Assigning weights to the data of the decision-making factors  

The weights that have been listed in Table (5.16) will be assigned to the decision-making 

factors. 
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5.5.1.5 Implementing the clustering analysis model 

The next step is to apply the developed model to the large size real-world sample; here 

the selected clustering method is the complete linkage (CLINK) with Euclidean distance for the 

similarity coefficient.  

Similar to the results obtained in the previous example, distinct clusters of the considered 

countries will be obtained. The formed clusters are shown in the dendrograms shown below  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure (5.10) Dendrogram of clustering the large size real-world sample countries using 

                             Euclidean distance with complete linkage clustering 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure (5.11) Dendrogram of clustering the large size real-world sample countries using 

               Euclidean distance with complete linkage clustering in ten categories 
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Table (5.31) Assigning the countries to clusters using Euclidean distance with complete linkage  

         clustering in ten categories 

 

Cluster # 

 

Countries  

 

Cluster # 

 

Countries 

1 
United States  

Japan 

 

2 
 

China 

3 

 

Korea, Rep. 

Australia 

Israel 

4 

 

Brazil 

Argentina 

5 

Germany  

Austria 

Belgium 

Canada 

Denmark 

Finland 

France 

Hong Kong SAR, China 

Iceland 

Ireland 

Luxembourg 

Netherlands 

Norway 

Singapore 

Sweden 

Switzerland 

United Kingdom 

6 

Italy 

Russian Federation 

Spain 

Portugal 

Czech Republic 

Estonia 

Greece 

Hungary 

Lithuania 

Slovak Republic 

Slovenia 

7 
 

India 8 
 

Turkey 
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Bolivia 

Indonesia 

Lebanon 

Nigeria 

Sri Lanka 

Zambia  

Armenia 

Bosnia and Herzegovina 

Kyrgyz Republic 

Poland 

Bulgaria 

Ukraine 

Croatia 

Macedonia, FYR 

Serbia 

Latvia 

Moldova 

Georgia 

Romania 

Cyprus 

Jordan 

Egypt, Arab Rep. 

9 

 

Saudi Arabia 

United Arab Emirates 

Qatar 

El Salvador 

Kuwait 

Oman 

Bahrain 

Brunei Darussalam 

Mexico 

Montenegro 

Philippines 

Albania 

10 

 

Malaysia 

Thailand 

Iran, Islamic Rep. 

Tajikistan 

Vietnam 

Barbados 

Chile 

Colombia 

Dominican Republic 

Jamaica 

Peru 

Uruguay 
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Azerbaijan 

Kazakhstan 

Algeria 

Botswana 

Gabon 

Trinidad and Tobago 

Costa Rica 

Ecuador 

Panama 

Puerto Rico 

Swaziland 

South Africa 

Morocco 

Tunisia 

Ghana 

Namibia 

 

  
Furthermore, the obtained ranking of countries within each cluster is shown in the 

following table. 

Table (5.32) Ranking of countries among each cluster for the large size real-world sample 

 

Cluster  
 

Countries  
 

Rank 

1 
United States 

Japan 

1 

2 
 

2 China 1 

 

3 

Korea, Rep. 

Australia 

Israel 

1 

2 

3 

4 
Argentina  

Brazil 

1 

2 

5 

Germany  

Denmark 

Sweden 

Finland 

Switzerland 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 
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Netherlands 

Iceland 

Norway 

Austria 

France 

United Kingdom  

Belgium 

Singapore 

Luxembourg 

Canada 

Ireland  

Hong Kong SAR, China 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

6 

Czech Republic 

Slovenia  

Estonia  

Hungary  

Slovak Republic 

Spain  

Italy 

Russian Federation 

Portugal 

Lithuania  

Greece 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

7 

Lebanon 

India 

Bolivia 

Indonesia 

Sri Lanka 

Nigeria 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 
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Zambia 7 

8 

Poland  

Turkey 

Ukraine  

Serbia 

Latvia  

Croatia 

Bulgaria 

Bosnia and Herzegovina 

Romania  

Moldova  

Macedonia, FYR 

Cyprus  

Armenia 

Georgia  

Jordan 

Egypt, Arab Rep. 

Kyrgyz Republic 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

9 

Azerbaijan  

Costa Rica 

Trinidad and Tobago 

Puerto Rico  

Montenegro  

Mexico  

Bahrain  

Qatar 

Kazakhstan  

United Arab Emirates 

Ecuador  

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 
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Albania 

Philippines  

Botswana  

Oman  

El Salvador 

Kuwait 

Brunei Darussalam 

Panama  

Saudi Arabia 

Algeria 

Gabon 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

10 

Malaysia 

Barbados  

Uruguay  

Chile  

Colombia  

Morocco  

Dominican Republic 

Tunisia 

Peru  

Thailand 

South Africa 

Jamaica  

Vietnam  

Tajikistan  

Iran, Islamic Rep. 

Namibia 

Ghana  

Swaziland 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 
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The overall obtained ranking based on the considered decision-making factors is listed in 

the table below. 

Table (5.33) Overall rank of the top countries for entrepreneurship in the large size real-world  

                        sample 
 

Country 
 

Rank 

 

Country 

 

Rank 

Korea, Rep. 1 Bosnia and Herzegovina 51 

United States 2 Trinidad and Tobago 52 

Japan 3 Romania 53 

Israel 4 Colombia 54 

Germany 5 Morocco 55 

Denmark 6 Moldova 56 

Sweden 7 Puerto Rico 57 

China 8 Macedonia, FYR 58 

Finland 9 Montenegro 59 

Switzerland 10 Cyprus 60 

Netherlands 11 Dominican Republic 61 

Iceland 12 Tunisia 62 

Norway 13 Peru 63 

Austria 14 Armenia 64 

France 15 Thailand 65 

United Kingdom 16 Mexico 66 

Belgium 17 Georgia 67 

Singapore 18 South Africa 68 

Czech Republic 19 Jamaica 69 

Slovenia 20 Bahrain 70 

Australia 21 Qatar 71 

Luxembourg 22 Vietnam 72 

Canada 23 Kazakhstan 73 
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Estonia 24 Jordan 74 

Ireland 25 India 75 

Hungary 26 United Arab Emirates 76 

Slovak Republic 27 Egypt, Arab Rep. 77 

Spain 28 Bolivia 78 

Argentina 29 Ecuador 79 

Italy 30 Albania 80 

Russian Federation 31 Indonesia 81 

Portugal 32 Philippines 82 

Hong Kong SAR, China 33 Tajikistan 83 

Malaysia 34 Botswana 84 

Lithuania 35 Kyrgyz Republic 85 

Greece 36 Oman 86 

Brazil 37 Iran, Islamic Rep. 87 

Poland 38 Sri Lanka 88 

Barbados 39 

40 

El Salvador  89 

Uruguay Kuwait 90 

Turkey 41 Namibia 91 

Ukraine 42 Brunei Darussalam 92 

Serbia 43 Panama 93 

Latvia 44 Saudi Arabia 94 

Croatia 45 Algeria 95 

Lebanon 46 Nigeria 96 

Bulgaria 47 Ghana 97 

Azerbaijan 48 Swaziland 98 

Chile 49 Zambia 99 

Costa Rica 50 Gabon 100 
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5.5.2 Application of other clustering analysis approaches into the large size real-world    

          sample 

The validity and flexibility of the developed model can be also tested through applying 

different clustering algorithms in order to understand the different or similar effects these 

clustering algorithms have on the considered data in forming the desired clusters. 

To do so four different approaches are applied into the large size real-world data: 

Approach 1: Applying Euclidean distance with complete linkage clustering. 

Approach 2: Applying Euclidean distance with average linkage clustering. 

Approach 3: Applying CityBlock with complete linkage clustering. 

Approach 4: Applying CityBlock with average linkage clustering. 

5.5.2.1 Approach 1: Applying Euclidean distance with complete linkage clustering 

This approach has been discussed in the last section as the developed clustering model. 

5.5.2.2 Approach 2: Applying Euclidean distance with average linkage clustering 

The application of Euclidean distance will result in forming clusters that are illustrated in 

the following dendrograms.	 

  

	

  

	

	

	

Figure (5.12) Dendrogram of clustering the large size real-world sample countries using  

         Euclidean distance with average linkage clustering 
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Also, the dendrogram of clustering the countries using Euclidean distance with average 

linkage clustering in ten categories is given below. 

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	 	

 

Figure (5.13) Dendrogram of clustering the large size real-world sample countries using  

             Euclidean distance with average linkage clustering in ten categories 

Table (5.34) Assigning the countries to clusters using Euclidean distance with 

                                     average linkage clustering in ten categories 
 

Cluster # 

 

Countries  

 

Cluster # 

 

Countries 

1 
Swaziland  

2 
 

India 
Tajikistan 

3 Korea, Rep. Sweden 

4 

 

Brazil 

Argentina 
 

Germany Switzerland 

Australia United Kingdom 

Austria France 

Belgium Spain 

Canada Hong Kong SAR, China 

 2 10  1  4  3  5  9  7  8  6

Category

2.5

2.4

2.3

2.2

2.1

2

1.9

1.8

1.7

1.6

1.5

Si
m

ila
ri

ty
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Denmark Singapore 

Netherlands Iceland 

Norway Ireland 

Finland Israel 

5 China 6 
United States 

Japan 

7 

Bolivia 

Brunei Darussalam 

Indonesia 

Lebanon 

United Arab Emirates 

Nigeria 

Sri Lanka 

Zambia 

8 

 

 

Bosnia and 
Herzegovina 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

9 

Italy 

Russian Federation 

Turkey 

Saudi Arabia 

Qatar 

El Salvador 

Kuwait 

Oman 

Bahrain 

Iran, Islamic Rep. 

Jordan 

Malaysia 

Egypt, Arab Rep. 

Algeria 

Portugal 

Poland 

Romania 

Bulgaria 

Hungary 

Estonia 

Croatia 

Serbia 

Montenegro 

Macedonia, FYR 

Ukraine 

Moldova 

Slovenia 

Czech Republic 

Armenia 

Azerbaijan 

Kazakhstan 

Kyrgyz Republic 

South Africa 

Botswana 

Ghana 

Gabon 

Barbados 

Trinidad and Tobago 

Namibia 

Chile 

Uruguay 

Colombia 
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5.5.2.3 Approach 3: Applying CityBlock with complete linkage clustering 

In this section the CityBlock with complete linkage clustering will be applied into the 

large size real-world sample and the formed clusters are identified as shown below. 

 

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

 

Figure (5.14) Dendrogram of clustering the large size real-world sample countries using  

                              CityBlock with complete linkage clustering 
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 1  2  3  8  4  5  6  7  9 10

Category

1

0.9

0.8

0.7

0.6

0.5

Si
m
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y

	

	

	

	

	

	

 

 

 

Figure (5.15) Dendrogram of clustering the large size real-world sample countries using 

 CityBlock with complete linkage clustering in ten categories 

Table (5.35) Assigning the countries to clusters using CityBlock with complete linkage 

        clustering in ten categories 

 

Cluster # 

 

Countries  

 

Cluster # 

 

Countries 

1 United States 
 

2 

Canada 

Hong Kong SAR, China 

Luxembourg 

Russian Federation 

Singapore 

3 

Australia 

4 

Brazil 

Israel India 

Japan Indonesia 

Korea, Rep. Argentina 

 

 
Bolivia 
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5 

Austria Ireland 

6 

 

Belgium Italy Bahrain 

Czech 
Republic 

Lithuania Brunei Darussalam 

Denmark Netherlands Kuwait 

Estonia Norway Lebanon 

Finland Portugal Nigeria 

France Slovak Republic Oman 

Germany Slovenia Qatar 

Greece Spain Saudi Arabia 

Hungary Sweden United Arab Emirates 

Iceland Switzerland Zambia 

 United Kingdom   

 

7 

 

Bosnia and Herzegovina 

 

8 

 

Botswana 

 

South Africa 

Croatia Gabon Swaziland 

Macedonia, FYR Ghana Tajikistan 

Serbia Morocco Thailand 

   Namibia Tunisia 

    Vietnam 

 

9 

Albania Egypt, Arab Rep. Montenegro 

Algeria El Salvador Panama 

Armenia Georgia Peru 

Azerbaijan Iran, Islamic Rep. Philippines 

Barbados Jamaica Poland 

Bulgaria Jordan Puerto Rico 

Chile Kazakhstan Romania 
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5.5.2.4 Approach 4: Applying CityBlock with average linkage clustering 

The last approach that will be applied into the large size real-world sample is the 

CityBlock coefficient with complete linkage clustering and the following results are obtained. 

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

 

 

Figure (5.16) Dendrogram of clustering the large size real-world sample countries using 

                               CityBlock with complete linkage clustering 

Colombia Kyrgyz Republic Sri Lanka 

Costa Rica Latvia Trinidad and Tobago 

Cyprus Malaysia Turkey 

Dominican Republic Mexico Ukraine 

Ecuador Moldova Uruguay 

10 China   
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Figure (5.17) Dendrogram of clustering the large size real-world sample countries using 

                              CityBlock with average linkage clustering in ten categories 

 

Table (5.36) Assigning the countries to clusters using CityBlock with average linkage 

         clustering in ten categories 

 

Cluster # 

 

Countries  

 

Cluster # 

 

Countries 

1 

Nigeria 

2 China 
Swaziland 

Tajikistan 

Zambia 

3 

Australia 

4 

Argentina 

Israel Brazil 

Korea, Rep.  

5 
Austria Germany Poland 

Belgium Greece Portugal 

 2 10  1  4  3  5  6  9  8  7

Category

1

0.9
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Bulgaria Hong Kong SAR, China Russian Federation 

Canada Hungary Serbia 

Croatia Iceland Singapore 

Cyprus Ireland Slovak Republic 

Czech Republic Italy Slovenia 

Denmark Latvia Spain 

Estonia Lithuania Sweden 

Finland Netherlands Switzerland 

France Norway United Kingdom 

6 

United States 

7 

Bolivia 

Japan India 

 Indonesia 

8 Bosnia and Herzegovina 

 

9 

Albania Ghana Peru 

Algeria Iran, Islamic Rep. Philippines 

Armenia Jamaica Puerto Rico 

Azerbaijan Jordan Qatar 

Bahrain Kazakhstan Romania 

Barbados Kuwait Puerto Rico 

Botswana Kyrgyz Republic Saudi Arabia 

Brunei Darussalam Lebanon South Africa 

Chile Macedonia, FYR Sri Lanka 

Colombia Malaysia Thailand 

Costa Rica Mexico Trinidad and Tobago 

Dominican Republic Moldova Tunisia 

Ecuador Montenegro Turkey 
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Moreover, the results obtained from applying the different four approaches into the large 

size real-world sample can be summarized in the following table. 

Table (5.37) Categorizing the countries to clusters based on four different clustering approaches 

 

Country Approach 1 Approach 2 Approach 3 Approach 4 

Korea, Rep. 3 3 3 3 

United States 1 6 1 6 

Japan 1 6 3 6 

Israel 3 3 3 3 

Germany 5 3 5 5 

Denmark 5 3 5 5 

Sweden 5 3 5 5 

China 2 5 10 2 

Finland 5 3 5 5 

Switzerland 5 3 5 5 

Netherlands 5 3 5 5 

Iceland 5 3 5 5 

Norway 5 3 5 5 

Austria 5 3 5 5 

France 5 3 5 5 

United Kingdom 5 3 5 5 

 Egypt, Arab Rep. Morocco Ukraine 

 El Salvador Namibia United Arab Emirates 

 Gabon Oman Uruguay 

 Georgia Panama Vietnam 

10 Luxembourg   
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Belgium 5 3 5 5 

Singapore 5 3 2 5 

Czech Republic 6 9 5 5 

Slovenia 6 9 5 5 

Australia 3 3 3 3 

Luxembourg 5 10 2 10 

Canada 5 3 2 5 

Estonia 6 9 5 5 

Ireland 5 3 5 5 

Hungary 6 9 5 5 

Slovak Republic 6 9 5 5 

Spain 6 3 5 5 

Argentina 4 4 4 4 

Italy 6 9 5 5 

Russian Federation 6 9 2 5 

Portugal 6 9 5 5 

Hong Kong SAR, China 5 3 2 5 

Malaysia 10 9 9 9 

Lithuania 6 9 5 5 

Greece 6 9 5 5 

Brazil 4 4 4 4 

Poland 8 9 9 5 

Barbados 10 

10 

9 9 9 

Uruguay 9 9 9 

Turkey 8 9 9 9 

Ukraine 8 9 9 9 

Serbia 8 9 7 5 

Latvia 8 9 9 5 

Croatia 8 9 7 5 
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Lebanon 7 7 6 9 

Bulgaria 8 9 9 5 

Azerbaijan 9 9 9 9 

Chile 10 9 9 9 

Costa Rica 9 9 9 9 

Bosnia and Herzegovina 8 8 7 8 

Trinidad and Tobago 9 9 9 9 

Romania 8 9 9 9 

Colombia 10 9 9 9 

Morocco 10 9 8 9 

Moldova 8 9 9 9 

Puerto Rico 9 9 9 9 

Macedonia, FYR 8 9 7 9 

Montenegro 9 9 9 9 

Cyprus 8 9 9 5 

Dominican Republic 10 9 9 9 

Tunisia 10 9 8 9 

Peru 10 9 9 9 

Armenia 4 9 9 9 

Thailand 10 9 8 9 

Mexico 9 9 9 9 

Georgia 8 9 9 9 

South Africa 10 9 8 9 

Jamaica 10 9 9 9 

Bahrain 9 9 6 9 

Qatar 9 9 6 9 

Vietnam 10 9 8 9 

Kazakhstan 9 9 9 9 

Jordan 8 9 9 9 
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India 7 2 4 7 

United Arab Emirates 9 7 6 9 

Egypt, Arab Rep. 8 9 9 9 

Bolivia 7 7 4 7 

Ecuador 9 9 9 9 

Albania 9 9 9 9 

Indonesia 7 7 4 7 

Philippines 9 9 9 9 

Tajikistan 10 1 8 1 

Botswana 9 9 8 9 

Kyrgyz Republic 8 9 9 9 

Oman 9 9 6 9 

Iran, Islamic Rep. 10 9 9 9 

Sri Lanka 7 7 9 9 

El Salvador  9 9 9 9 

Kuwait 9 9 6 9 

Namibia 10 9 8 9 

Brunei Darussalam 9 7 6 9 

Panama 9 9 9 9 

Saudi Arabia 9 9 6 9 

Algeria 9 9 9 9 

Nigeria 7 7 6 1 

Ghana 10 9 8 9 

Swaziland 10 1 8 1 

Zambia 7 7 6 1 

Gabon 9 9 8 9 

 

The results from Table (5.36) indicate that applying different clustering approaches does 

not have big effects on categorizing the countries - according to their entrepreneurial 
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attractiveness - into distinct clusters; i.e., the countries that are identified and categorized in one 

individual cluster using one clustering approach are similar, to a far extent, to those countries 

that are grouped into an individual cluster through a different clustering approach. 

However, the adopted clustering algorithm in the developed model is the complete 

linkage clustering with the Euclidean distance similarity coefficient due to several reasons that 

were discussed in section 4.4.2 such as it uses the least similar pair factor to determine the inter-

cluster similarity, the identified clusters are small and tightly bound, it prevents the merge of two 

clusters together for only high level of similarity, and like other similarity-based clustering 

algorithms, it is computer software-friendly.  
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CHAPTER SIX 

Conclusions and Future Research 

6.1 Conclusions 

This research is proposing an algorithm to approach the facility location problem of 

entrepreneurial organizations with global orientations based on several similarity coefficient-

based clustering models. In general, the developed model suggests that countries with similar 

attributes are classified and compiled together in distinctive groups. This process could assist the 

entrepreneurs/decision makers to construct a better viable decision to locate their facility within a 

flexible pool of potential countries that fit the scope and activities of the considered businesses. 

The final decision would rely on comprehensive decision-making attributes in, which ranking 

and favored locations also take place.  

Classifying candidate countries based on a combination of location decision-making 

factors also reduces the influence of error in data collection and/or analysis in deciding a better 

potential location for the business. However, the set of decisive attributes has to be carefully 

composed in order not to exclude material factors. To do so, the most frequent considered        

location decision-making factors in the various available resources of data have to be extensively 

studied. 

Determining the factors of location attraction to entrepreneurs is a crucial threshold in 

implementing the developed model both correctly and effectively. Inability to identify the most 

important factors would most likely yield misleading and false outcomes. On the other hand, in 

order to obtain reliable results, the essential decision-making factors that are tightly related to the 

considered entrepreneurial activity must be specified. 
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6.2 Future Research 

Location decisions adopting the developed model in this research lead to identifying a 

group of potential countries to accommodate the new business. However, determining the best 

alternative within a single group of countries demands embedding additional decisive factors to 

decide between the alternatives among the group in accordance to the type and nature of the 

desired entrepreneurial activity. 

More attention might be given to aligning the internal resources that exist within the start-

up entrepreneurial firm with external business-attraction factors in the location decision-making 

process. 

The process of the facility location decision-making for specialized entrepreneurial 

ventures (e.g., technological-based small companies) might be conducted in the same context by 

considering the specific decision-making factors that are related to the type of the business. 

Another research scope could be applying the resulting classifications to help the regional 

development authorities in designing more attractive business sites for new entrepreneurial 

endeavors in more credible approaches. 
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APPENDICES 

APPENDIX A: 

Codes of MATLAB for Real-world Example 

1. Code to obtain the dendrogram of the developed model for the real-world example using 

Euclidean distance with complete linkage clustering 

- filename='G20'; 

- B=xlsread(filename); 

- format long; 

- for i=1:27   

- B(:,i)=(B(:,i)-min(B(:,i)))./(max(B(:,i))-min(B(:,i)));    

- end 

- normalization 

- D=pdist(B) 

- tree=linkage(D,'Complete'); 

- [~, T]=dendrogram(tree,20) 

 

2. Code to obtain the dendrogram of the of clustering the real-world example countries using 

Euclidean distance with complete linkage clustering in six categories 

- filename='G20'; 

- B=xlsread(filename); 

- format long; 

- for i=1:27 

- B(:,i)=(B(:,i)-min(B(:,i)))./(max(B(:,i))-min(B(:,i)));   

- end 

- normalization 

- D=pdist(B) 

- tree=linkage(D,'Complete'); 

- [~, T]=dendrogram(tree,6) 
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APPENDIX B: 

Codes of MATLAB for the Effect of Number of Location Decision-making Factors Using 
the Real-world Example 

1. Code to obtain the dendrogram of the G20 countries clustering based on three decision-

making factors  

- filename='G20-3 Factors'; 

- B=xlsread(filename); 

- format long; 

- for i=1:3   

- B(:,i)=(B(:,i)-min(B(:,i)))./(max(B(:,i))-min(B(:,i)));    

- end 

- normalization 

- D=pdist(B) 

- tree=linkage(D,'Complete'); 

- [~, T]=dendrogram(tree,20) 

 

2. Code to obtain the dendrogram of the G20 countries clustering based on six decision-making 

factors  

- filename='G20-6 Factors'; 

- B=xlsread(filename); 

- format long; 

- for i=1:6 

- B(:,i)=(B(:,i)-min(B(:,i)))./(max(B(:,i))-min(B(:,i)));   

- end 

- normalization 

- D=pdist(B) 

- tree=linkage(D,'Complete'); 

- [~, T]=dendrogram(tree,20) 
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APPENDIX C: 

Codes of MATLAB for the Large Size Real-world Sample 

1. Code to obtain the dendrogram of the developed model for the large size real-world sample 

using Euclidean distance with complete linkage clustering 

- filename='100-Countries'; 

- B=xlsread(filename); 

- format long; 

- for i=1:27   

- B(:,i)=(B(:,i)-min(B(:,i)))./(max(B(:,i))-min(B(:,i)));    

- end 

- normalization 

- D=pdist(B) 

- tree=linkage(D,'Complete'); 

- [~, T]=dendrogram(tree,100) 

 

2. Code to obtain the dendrogram of the of clustering the large size real-world sample using 

Euclidean distance with complete linkage clustering in ten categories 

- filename='100-Countries'; 

- B=xlsread(filename); 

- format long; 

- for i=1:27 

- B(:,i)=(B(:,i)-min(B(:,i)))./(max(B(:,i))-min(B(:,i)));   

- end 

- normalization 

- D=pdist(B) 

- tree=linkage(D,'Complete'); 

- [~, T]=dendrogram(tree,10) 
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APPENDIX D: 

Codes of MATLAB for Applying Other Clustering Approaches into the Large Size Real-
world Sample  

1. Code to obtain the dendrogram for the large size real-world sample using Euclidean distance 

with average linkage clustering 

- filename='100-Countries'; 

- B=xlsread(filename); 

- format long; 

- for i=1:27   

- B(:,i)=(B(:,i)-min(B(:,i)))./(max(B(:,i))-min(B(:,i)));    

- end 

- normalization 

- D=pdist(B) 

- tree=linkage(D,'Average'); 

- [~, T]=dendrogram(tree,100) 

 

2. Code to obtain the dendrogram for the large size real-world sample using CityBlock distance 

with complete linkage clustering  

- filename='100-Countries'; 

- B=xlsread(filename); 

- format long; 

- for i=1:27 

- B(:,i)=(B(:,i)-min(B(:,i)))./(max(B(:,i))-min(B(:,i)));   

- end 

- normalization 

- D=pdist(B, cityblock) 

- tree=linkage(D,'Complete'); 

- [~, T]=dendrogram(tree,100) 
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3. Code to obtain the dendrogram for the large size real-world sample using CityBlock distance 

with average linkage clustering  

- filename='100-Countries'; 

- B=xlsread(filename); 

- format long; 

- for i=1:27 

- B(:,i)=(B(:,i)-min(B(:,i)))./(max(B(:,i))-min(B(:,i)));   

- end 

- normalization 

- D=pdist(B, cityblock) 

- tree=linkage(D,'Average'); 

- [~, T]=dendrogram(tree,100) 
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APPENDIX E: 

Data for the top100 entrepreneurial countries (World Bank) 
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